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Help Ross Perot
Learn THE TRUTH
By Dr. Edwin
M. Young
Editor-In-Chief

to our national - and thus, eventually,
global - reclamation effort. In a writing
on page 4 1 last week, Commander Hatonn
Last
week’s
lengthy
CONTACT
strongly
urged
reason and focus on
brought home the message, from several Ross Perot. He said, “. . .you have a man
directions,
to ‘Take Back AmericaNOW coming into broader information
NOW!” or lose a precious window of grasp. You, further, have a man in Ross
opportunity before all hell breaks loose. who can see a more worthy status than
At the
time,
I also shared, only he held before and by ever increasing
somewhat humorously,
that the temp- numbers [of you citizens behind him].
tation was
to title the
Front
Page You also have a man who is proving he
headline
“Hurry Up And Take Back WILL listen . . . .But, he has already come
America
From
The
Crooks.. .Before to the realization of your demands and
THE PLAGUES Get You!” That was be- needs. And he, further, can see his own
cause of what the Satanic Elite have business
being totally destroyed and
been up to lately in terms of unleashing
swept away by the actions of the Elite
covert biological
warfare on We-The- corruption.”
People, such as on the Navajo nation in
As you readers began making your
New Mexico.
And that’s on top of the way through last week’s CONTACTand
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions now coming across the “support PeroV’ sugapproaching
critical levels of activity gestion, calls of inquiry began arriving
.’
worldwide.
back into the CONTACToffice
along the
The question of leadership is central lines of, “Well, just NOW
are we

FIRST
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/

L

INSIDE

supposed to support Ross?l”
Well, there are probably as many
different ways to answer that question
as there are intelligent,
resourceful,
mad-as-hell,
banding together Americans in this country1 However, from a
general
point
of view
at this time,
probably
the single most important
way to “support Perot” is to help him
get informed about THE TRUTH.
That may mean sending him a simple
note urging him to consider THE TRUTH
that others have dangerously toiled to
provide for our awakening, or maybe you
will be moved to send him articles from
COiVTACT or elsewhere that say what’s
on your mind. But DO something. The
more mail he gets, the more the key
issues will start to become NOTICED by
him, even if they’re just sorted into piles.
Let’s make those piles into mountains!
As an urgent postscript after he finPlease see ROSS PEROT, page 15
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We’ve Been Taken Bv

The Railroads!
(Editor’s
note: Onpages
54 - 57of last
week’s CONTACT we brought you Part Iof
the longstanding
but carefully-kept-hidden railroad
conspiracy
that is due to
pounce on we unsuspecting
citizens starting THIS June! NOW! We titled that piece
“Another Khazarian
Monopoly;
The Railroads Own YOU!” because of who owned
what as the railroad bus.iness started up
and appeared
to be independent
companies. Here we continue with more of that
story from the pages of a well done history none of us ever saw in our school
texts of American History.
Wonder why?!)

6/7/93 #2

HATONN

BACK TO WORKIN’ ON THE TRAILROAD
We aren’t going to give “catch-ups” in this
story except one liners: that is, everybody
lives on leased land in the United States of
America (and everywhere else where there
are railroads). This means that these are 99year leases coming up for renewal between
1993 - 1995 WITH ALL TAKES DUE AND
OWING FROM THE PAST 99 years. This is
THE land grab of the generations of time,
readers. I can’t take time to update with each
chapter entry so you will have to get back
issues or wait for the full story until the book
is put in order for press. EVERYTHING IS
OWNED BY THE SAME ELITE PERSONAGES AND FAMILIES AND THIS WILL TAKE
NOT ONLY YOUR LAND BUT EVERY “IMPROVEMENT” (HOUSE, ETC.) WITH IIY IT’
MAKESTHERlCLOOKLIKETHETHINGTHEY
-THE
PROCESSORS.
So to move on in continuation of quoting
firornaChapter called, YOUNEED ToiLllKlW
ABOUTTHERAlZXQRDUASES.

QUOTING:
BOOM TIME
The fact that the plank- and rail-roads were

the largest contributor to the development of
The United States of America can hardly be
disputed. No country went so far so fast. This
is clearly shown by the fact that by the end of
1828, six short months after the Stourbridge
Lionran, there were more than two thousand
eight hundred miles of plank roads and
railroads laid in the Eastern U.S.
By far the largest contribution to this and
subsequent “Boomand progress” came from
Congress itself. The plank road companies,
and the builders of the plank roads, managed
to convince Congress that, in order to build
and run the roads, land was needed, and in
large quantities.
The plank road companies could not be
expected to run their roads over someone
else’s land, it had to be their own, or they
could obviously not guarantee their ability to
keep the lines open; the ‘landlord” might
throw them off his land. Congress, recognizing the importance of the railroads, gmnted
the companies all the land they needed, from
one hundred to two hundred feet each side of
the center line of the road bed, wherever the
road went. The company got to decide where
they wanted to go. Every time twenty miles of
plank road was completed, Congress gave
over that twenty mile strip to the company.
Where the Company crossed land which had
already been settled, and thereby already
belonged to someone, they had the ability to
buy it from the owner, or they could buy the
right of way over the land. The road companies seldom exercised their ability to buy a
right of way over somebody’s land in the
beginning, because Congress also gave them
the power to condemn the land and force the
owner, legally, to sell it to the railroad.
Next the companies needed timber for
cross-ties and planks in order to build the
road, as well as maintain it thereafter. They
also needed wood for fueling the engines. The
companies would therefore need a great deal
of timber, so, in order to make sure the
railroad companies had all the wood they
needed to both build the plank road and fuel

the engines, Congress granted the railroad

companieseveryotherodd numbered square
mile each side of the center line of the road
bed for various widths, depending on how
many miles on each side of the center line of
the road bed and, again, the land was granted
upon completion of each twenty mile strip of
plank road.
In addition to being granted the land, the
companies also had the power to buy the
sections (square miles) which had not been
granted to them by Congress. The land was

granted to the companies in widths between
three and forty miles each side of the center
line of the road bed.
In order to comprehend the amount of
land granted to the companies for the construction of the plank and rail roads, assume
the land was to be granted out to ten miles on
each side of the center line of the railroad bed,
to a total area of four hundred square miles
(20x20), with the odd numbered square-mile
sections represented by the lightly-shaded
squares in Figure 1. Assumingthe lines were
built in north-south directions, then forevery
twenty milesof road bed constructed, the odd
numbered sections of land given to the company (represented in Figure 1 by the dark
squares) would be as follows:

But that is only forty (40) square miles;
there are still a lot of square miles of land
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The next step for the railroads, in the acreage for:
situation where Congress was granting
Acres
land ten miles each side of the railroad,
SlillC
was to build parallel railroad lines ten
Alabama.. .................................
.2,288,134
miles apart and you then (you, the railMississippi.. ................................
.908,680
road company) control every square mile
Louisiana .................................1,072,404
of land wherever your tracks go. If the
Arkansas.. ................................
.2,512.359
grants were for fifteen miles each side of
Florida.. ....................................
.1,760,467
the line, then build lines fifteen miles
______________________________
Total Acrcagc ... ...................*.....8,542,044
apart, and so on.

for the taking. If another railroad was built
to make a cross-roads, then every other
odd numbered section (square mile) again
could be captured:
NOH’THISOUTII

AND EAST/WEST

MULTIPLE
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I

Another 35 square miles, total now is 75
square miles; but that is definitely doing
things the hard (and expensive) way, it
takes two steps, onevertical, (north/south)
run, and one horizontal (east/west) run,
amounting to 40 miles of trackage. The
same thing can be achieved with one 28
mile line run diagonally, southwest to northeast, as follows:

From the start of the railroads in
1828, to the start of the Civil War in
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or, 13,347 square miles, which figure
excludes those lands granted to the
Southern States of Virginia, Tennessee,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Texas
and Georgia.
The land granted to the individual
States was, of course, turned over by
those States to the respective railroads,
which, as mentioned earlier, had previously mortgaged those lands to railroad
construction companies.
On page 308 [not yet available] is a map
which shows the total amount of land which
was granted by Congress to the various
States for transfer to therailroadcompanies.
It isinteresting to note that the railway grants
up to 1871 are shown, not thereafter, and
that the area as shown in black represents
131 million acres of land. The land granted
to Michigan (2,715,399 acres) is not shown;
Texas, where a couple of railways eventually
claimed some small portion of its land is not
shown, and the remaining Eastern States,
where the saturation of railwayswould claim
a large amount of land (probably about one
third), is also not shown. Notwithstanding
these shortfalls, the total amount shown,
including Michigan, amounts to more than
208,930 square miles!
Of course, when you owned the land,
you also owned everything else in, on,
and under it; this included, coal, minerals, ores, copper; gold, etc. It was the
race to get all this “free land” that sparked
the great building boom, the so-called
#American Industrial Revolution” which

~~~~~~~~~~~~__:_:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~;~
was to end with the Civil War .
Hundreds of small privately organized
companies sprang up to take advantage
,, u .a ‘Cm .... .::>
u.‘....a l.~:.‘a
” :a......’
:. ... . ,i
Total Acrcagc
13,640,358
of this new means of transportation.
Millions of Dollars were won and lost in
the gambling in stocks, bonds and shares
or, 2 1,3 14 square miles, which excludes of these companies in their individual
the land allocation for the Union States efforts to cash in on the new opportu1 of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Con- nities afforded by the railroads.
Almost every railroad company which
necticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts,
was
formed before the American Civil War
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Delaware, West Virginia, Ohio, was created by an Act of the Congress of
Indiana and Kentucky; and the following the particular State in which it was to run,
~,J!!-.
b?4
u q q w w w w w
Southern States received allocations of and the Act usually created the railroad
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company as a Body Politic and Corporate, under the laws of that particular
state.
Needless to say, the respective Congress offered the privilege of ownership of
these railroad companies only to those
businessmen who were men of substance,
integrity, means, and influence in their
respective State Congresses. The ownership of any railroad was considered to be
the ultimate responsibility, and one which
could not be taken lightly.
After incorporation, the new railroad
company exchanged preferred shares for
assets transferred to it from its primary
stockholders and ownersand the company
sold its common stock to raise capital to
operate. Thus it became a mark of importance as to which type of stock certificate
you owned. If it was a certificate for preferred stock, it denoted that you were one
of the owners. If you held certificate number one (1) you were the primary and most
important owner.
Although it is trumpeted throughout
the history books that the railroad companies were granted all this land, such a
report is, for the most part, inaccurate.
True, the land was granted to the States,
for those States to turn over the same land
to the railroad companies as promised. It
was granted to the proper railroad company each time twenty miles of railroad
had been constructed, but the railroad
construction companies got it, not the railroad companies.

flat cars, etc., and only then could it begin
to run the railroad. After a while it might
make some money, from which it would
pay off the mortgage and eventually get
title back to the land. If, for whatever
reason, the new railroad company failed to
pay off its mortgage, the construction company would claim the land by default.
It is usual in business to expect the “lag
time” before the company begins to operate at a profit and this time had to be taken
into account and allowed for by the construction companies.
With just a few railroad construction
companies in existence the competition
was fierce and the money from the railroad
companies, initially, came in very slowly.
The workers on the huge railroad construction gangs were paid in gold and silver
coins-not
paper money, so only the construction companies with vast resources to
support them (usually gold and silver mines)
survived the early years.
The construction of the railroads continued at a furious pace, with almost all the
companies mortgaging their future land
holding to the construction companies,
with the end result that, by 1860, almost
every railroad company in existence held
its land under mortgage to the railroad
construction companies.
By virtue of those economics, and the
circumstances surrounding them, and the
simple fact that, (a) its owners also owned
the biggest share of the most productive
gold mines east of the Mississippi, (b) the
same family also owned the steel rolling
mills in Lincolnton, North Carolina, which
THE RAILROAD
__ CONSTRUCI’ION
COMPANIES
made the rails and other steel products for
the railroad construction companies and
No railroad company could, itself, even the railroad companies, (c) the same family
hope to raise either enough capital, or also owned the majority of the land in
enough expertise to build the railroad lines; which coal, for fueling the steel mills, was
building the lines required vast resources found, (d) the iron ore for the same steel
in men and materials so the newly formed mills also came from family land and, last
railroad company would contract for the but not least, (e) that all these facilities and
help of one the very few railroad construc- resources had direct rail links with just
tion companies th,en in existence.
about every railroad in existence, by 186 1
Generally spe&ing, the newly formed the Rutherfordton Railroad Construction
railroad company would not have enough Company of Rutherfordton, North Caromoney to pay its construction company, lina, emerged as the predominant and
but it would be getting the land from Con- most important builder of the railroads.
gress when the line was built, so the ComRAILROAD DEVELOPMENT
pany had no choice but to mortgage the
land it had been promised from Congress
to its construction company, which then
The new technology of railroads sparked
built the railroad lines. Once the line was the biggest development boom the 1800s
built, title to the land was retained by the had ever seen. The railroads created towns
Trustee of the mortgage.
The railroad and communities in places otherwise uncompany would then sell its common shares dreamed of.
to the general public and use that money to
The developmental process was swift
buy its rolling stock: engines, carriages, and usually adopted the same pattern: The
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railroad company, having-built a stretch of
track, in some cases several hundred miles
in length, needed water for the steam
engines, so, at various places along its
track, the railroad company drilled or
dug one or more wells and erected a
water tower at which the train would
thereafter stop and fill up with water.
A few more facilities than the water
tower were needed for the discerning
traveler so, in a relatively short time,
around e&h water tower where the train
stopped a small community sprang up.
First, usually, the company, upon the
realization
of moderate
profits,
and
should the passengers wish to alight
from the train, built a platform and station house. The passenge1.s also needed
to eat, so a restaurant arrived, usually
run by the railroad company itself, or by
a contractor or Trustee, and supplied by
the local farmers and commodity producers. Eventually the local producers
realized they could use the railroad to send
their products to market further away,
where they could sell it for more money, so
stockyards, a blacksmith, a livery stable
and other ancillary businesses sprang up.
The railroad companywould”import” other
goods, usually selling them to the locals
through its own general store, and eventually a whole town appeared around the
water tower. Ofcourse the water tower also
supplied this new town with water, thus
becoming the water company. Travellers
needed to rest and have somewhere to
conduct their business, and they also
needed some way to transact their financial business, so the railroad company
charters were written to contain the ability
for the company to erect hotel facilities
and, more importantly, *depository institutions”, better known today as banks.
On April 12th, 1861, Fort Sumter in
South Carolina came under attack, heralding the beginning of the Civil War, and
with that event the development of the
railroad system of the United States came
to an abrupt halt.
included in this chapter is a map that
shows the early [see REM page] railroads
which were in existence at that time. The
railroad most important for our purposes
from this time, the Wilmington Charlotte
and Rutherford Railroad, extends northward from Wilmington, North Carolina to
the crossroads at Goldsboro, then easterly
to Raleigh, then onwards around the top of
the crescent to Charlotte, then on eastwards into Rutherford County.
END QUOTING

FOR THIS SEGMENT
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ongoing accusations of defamation and
efforts to silence our paper.
Further, incredible assaults are coming
from Mr. Green’s colleague, Mr. Perry, in a
most interesting form of space-alien gibberish presented by Mr. Green even into
the MONEY section of The Washington
Times. We are entertained by such antics
and stupid writings as it makes the State of
Nevada look like total corporate idiots and
I do not believe this will go much longer
unnoted. The attack is actually to attempt
TO BE SOLD.
to remove some of the protection to privacy
HE HAS REFUSED TO RELEASE TO through corporations in the State of NeOURUSE IN ANY WAY ALLOFTHE OTHER vada. Why? Because this bunch of crimiJOURNALS. HE HAS ALSO CONTINUED nds me efforting to sweep the nation with
TO MAKE MONEY FROM SALES OFTHOSE the sales of “trusts” which will ultimately
BOOKS IN HIS WAREHOUSE WHICH ARE lose everything the Yinvestor in the trust”
COLLATERAL FOR A NOTE UNDER COL- places therein. Believe me, the ones in
LECTION AND LITIGATION. WE REQUEST point, i.e., Green, Anderson, etc., ALSO
THAT ALL INCOME FOR SAID SALES IN HAVE MULTIPLE CORPORATIONS IN NETHIS INTERIM TIME BE PAID OVER TO VADA AND OFF SHORE TO HIDE THE
TRUST FUNDS EVEN MORE ADEQUATELY
US&PAGAINSTTHE COURTSETTLEMENT
IN POINT, UPTOTHEAMOUNTOF$42,000.
FOR THEIR FULL GAINING OF ALL ASWE ASSUME MR. GREEN CONTINUES TO SETS. THEY ARE ALSO DEALING IN MAIL
HAVE A GOOD WORKING RELATIONSHIP FRAUD AND GOLD AND OTHER PREWITH US&P AS STATED BY “I‘HEIR” AT- CIOUS METALS IN A “ROLLOVER” TYPE
TORNEY AS HE IS NOW A REPRESENTA- OF TRANSLATION,
BYPASSING
THE
TIVE AND DISTRIBUTOR FOR THE UNI- UNITED NATIONS’ INTERNAL REVENUE
VERSITY OF SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY AGENCY1 THIS, I BELIEVE, IS A “NO-NO”
AND THEIR BOOKS AND MATERIALS.
BUTTHATISTHEIRPROBLEM,IASSUME.
MR. GREEN HAS ALREADY MADE WEAREPLEASEDTOBEABLETOASSIST
SEPARATE ARRANGEMENTS WITH US&P IN AN’Y MANNER POSSIBLE EVEN IF IT BE
FOR SETTLEMENT AND DID, IN FACT, BY BEING MADETO LOOK STUPID IN ALL
MAKE NO EFFORT TO EITHER APPEAR THE MAJOR PAPERS OF THE WORLD!
THIS ONLY POINTS UP THE INCREDIBLE
HIMSELF OR HAVE HIS COUNSELATTHE

Legal

Demands

From US&P And Response
(Green’s “Side Step” Dance)
6/ lo/93

#1
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Since the University of Science & Philosophy mandates settlement of some
$43,000 from the Ekkers and they have NO
ASSETS we are going to offer that the five
of the nine volumes held by the court .but
needing only minor changes to be acceptable, be allowed distribution (after correcting shortcomings demanded) by George
Green and-or America West. This is ONLY
regarding the books in impounded status
already published. THERE IS NO PERMISSION FOR REPUBLICATION OR REPRINTING OF ANY OF THOSE NINE VOLUMES
BY ANYONE. Of the four volumes under
permanent banning: we recommend that
they be released to the University of Science and Philosophy to be dispensed in
any way they find suitable but perhaps a
value might be attached to go against the
overall’settlement” agreed to by Mr. Green.
WE WILL NOT ENTER INTO THIS AGREEMENTUNLESSTHEUS~KPIS DISALLOWED
FROMEVERREPRINTINGORREPUBLISHING THE FOUR VOLUMES IN POINT FOR
WE DO NOT RELEASE THE ORIGINAL
RIGHTSTOTHOSEVOLUMES,THEQUESTIONED INFORMATION BEING ONLY A
SMALL PORTION OF EACH OF ANY OF
THE FOUR BOOKS IN CONTROVERSY,
WE ONLY RELEASE THE BOOKS BEING
HELD IN IMPOUND BY THE COURT AT
THIS DATE. IF US&P SELLS THE BOOKS
IN POINT, THEN THE OUTSTANDING
“FINE” SHALL BE REDUCED BY LIKE
AMOUNTOFTHE SALES dFSAID BOOKS.
Further, we are going to ask the court to
collect
outstanding
royalties
which
SHOULD HAVE BEEN PAID TO THE INSTITUTE (OR EKKERS) AND THAT THOSE
MONIES BETRANSFERREDTOTHE
US&P
FROM &JOURNALS
SOLD BY GREENS
AND AMERICA WEST(S) SINCE ONSET OF
PUBLICATIONTOTHETIMEOFTHEORIGINAL INJUNCTION AND IMPOUNDING OF
SAID NINEVOLUMES, UPTOTHEAMOUNT
OF$42,000. THIS IS BECAUSE MR. GREEN
HAS CONTINUED
SALES OF BOOKS
WHICH ARE UNDER COURT ORDER NOT

SETTLEMENT
HEARING IN FEDERAL
THIS
“SETTLEMENT” BY MR.
COURT.
GREEN REQUIRES EKKERS TO PAY THE
SE?TLEMENT FUNDS AS ESTABLISHED
AND HIM PICK UP ANY WITH WHICH HE
MIGHT WISH TO ASSIST. THIS (allowing
US&P (or Greens) to sell the impounded
books-orcollect
unpaid royalties from the
Greens) ISTHE ONLY WAY EKKERS HAVE
TO PAY THATPiOTE (FINE) FORTHE WORK
IN POINTISTHEONLY
ASSET REMAINING
EVEN REMOTELY IN ANY POSSIBILITY OF
INFLUENCE BY THE EKKERS.
WHY DO WE PUBLISH THIS OFFER?
BECAUSETHEPAPERWORKAND
SE’ITLEMENT DOCUMENTS ARE SOMEHOW NOT
GETTING TO THE PROPER COURT AUTHORITIES AND THE DECISIONS ARE
MADE PRIOR TO ANY HEARINGS REGARDING THE MATTER. THEREFORE
OUR ONLY RECOURSE FOR ACCURACY
OF OFFERS OR AGREEMENTS MUST
COME IN THIS PUBLIC FORUM. We will
share more elsewhere for we do believe that
in these ongoing litigations Mr. Green does
deserve hearing as well. This is due to the

LENGTHS TO WHICH CRIMIXALS WILL
GO TO GET ALL OF YOUR RESOURCES,
CITIZENS.
This media assault has, however, damaged the Institute by incorrect accusations
so the Institute fully intends to bring a
massive suit against all involved parties
(this has NOTHING to do with two people
called ‘Ekkef) and negotiations are under way at present to have Geny Spence
act as legal counsel. The Constitutional
Law CentER is in negotiations, and has
been, to acquire both Gerry Spence for our
cases along with Judge Robert Bork to
participate when we open up the Constituti0na.l reclamation projects.
I would guess that at some point soon
Securities Division and legal authorities of
the State of Nevada will enter this case in
behalfofmaintainingtheircorporate
promises to incorporators in their fine State.
Why would we print all this “strategy”
in the paper? Because we have not now,
nor ever had, ANYTHING TO HIDE UNDER
BUSHEL OR BURIED IN THE BACKYARD!
In reference to the above %ettlement”
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offer the Ekkers and the Institute (having
agreed to this course of action) will relinquish BACKUNPAID ROYALTIESTOWARD
PAYINGOFFTHE SE’ITLEMENTAMOUNTS
(up to and including $43,000). ALL BACK
ROYALTIES TO THE DATE OF RELEASE
OFTHE INCOME FROM SAID BOOKS ARE
DEMANDED PAID TO THE INSTITUTE IN
ANY AMOUNT ABOVE THE SETTLEMENT
OF $43,000 (actual stated amount-in
the
court as of last week.) Following the date
of June 9, 1993, the Institute has released
ALL rights to any portion of any proceeds
from Mrs. Ekker’s work.
COSTLY

PARTICIPATION

First Mr. Green claimed no participation or actions in the Institute-now
he
claims BECAUSE he was a participant
(Officer and Director) he gets to keep the
gold he thieved. Well, the Institute asks
that we publish further information as to

just how costly this man has been to the
INSTITUTE.
Ekkers had already set up funding resources which would amount to a minimum of $242 MILLION dollars for project
funding-with proposals already accepted.
Mr. Green said the resource was a ‘con
mar?’ after meeting this person briefly and
told the other parties in this location as
much. So it was decided that NO FUNDS
TOWARD THESE INVESTMENT FUNDS
WOULD BE UTILIZED IN ANY MANNER BY
THE INSTITUTE-the
funds are now..in a
bank and being transferred and the Institute has no access to any of them.
Next came another resource of funding
and Mr. Green again refused to consider
ANY participationand, therefore, the Ekkers
and others PRIVATELY and PERSONALLY
raised necessary money and project proposals in lieu of the Institute-being”controlled” by one George Green. THOSE
FUNDS ARE NOW STARTING TO FLOW

AND, AGAIN, THE INSTITUTE HAS NO
LEGAL RIGHT TO ANY OF THEM! GOOD
LUCK, AMERICA, HAVING THIS MAN OUT
THERE WITH HIS COLLEAGUES HELPING
TO “SAVE” YOUR NATION AND CONSTITUTION SHOULD GIVE YOU QUITE A BIT
OF INDIGESTION.
Will the Ekkers and other parties share
with the Institute? Yes, but only to the
point of bringing it totally covered in every
respect and then it will be utilized only for
security of prior participants. NO FUNDS
SHALL BE BROUGHT INTO ANY USE UNTIL SUCH TIME AS THE PROJECT ENTITIESAREIN FINALIZED FORM FORTHERE
IS NO CLAIM TO ANY FUNDS BY EKKERS
PERSONALLY AND NEVER SHALL BE.
DORIS AND E.J. RATHER HOPE MR.
GREEN CHOKES ON HIS OWN GREED, AS
DO PARTICIPANTS IN THE INSTITUTE!
We will, elsewhere in the paper [see
pages g-141, offer for your perusal more
on the Green debate.

Tinkered Gene Horrors
At YOUR Supermarket
6/10/93 #l

HATONN

As we sit to work this morning let us be
ever grateful for our guidance and our
direction in the Light of Holy God whose
blessings and Grace shall allow our work to
flourish.
FIRST, SOME NICE WORDS
ABOUT CONTACT
This paper is truly becoming a Voice of
Truth for you-the-people FROM you-thepeople and our appreciation is without
measure to you who continue to share that
your brother might again find Truth and
Freedom in this blessed land and within
the soul. Higher Source needs no further
thanks than to witness you taking the
helm and fording the rough seas,
You have had great results in your
bringing attention to things such as genetic alterations and viral manufacture.
Does this mean that WE did anything so
wondrous? No-YOU DID! YOU provided
that which could give credence through the
only way you can apply this guidance
through allowing us ‘SELECTION” from

the uncounted false writings and allowing
us to CORRECT expressions which are
misleading and in error. We claim nothing
of originality except further vision, KNOWING, and as ‘wayshowers”. Blessings are
rested upon you wonderful warriors for
your nation and freedom-both
for soul
and planet.
Elsewhere in this edition of this paper
will be other articles, some reprintingssome new, interviews and new material on
genetic alterations and DNA replication
and alteration.
LET IT BE KNOWN THAT THE “MYSTERIOUS” DISEASE IS CAUSED BY SEVERAL “THINGS” BUT THE VIRAL MUTATION BEING UTILIZED IS ONE WHICH
RECOMBINESAND FORMS ITS OWN SPECIFIC TOXIN WITHIN THE INTEGRATED
SYSTEM OF THE HOST,
We
are
dealing
here
with
para-retroviruses, retroviruses, recombinations and pseudorecombinations.
This
means that in transferring viruses related
to an intentional switch, there is a crossDNA reaction which, in the switch, creates
super virulent hybrid viruses. This is not
hyper-space scientific fiction-it
is easily

identified and the transfer into specific
recipients KNOWN and observed.
You who have waited long for information from Canada will get it right nowhowever, you want earth changes-THIS IS
MORE IMPORTANT.
I will offer here an article from a publication called, as nearly as we can decipher
from the fax, ALZVE.
It is titled TINKERED GENES IN THE
SUPEI?MARKET by Joseph E. Cummins.
We will be sharing more information and
reading resources at the end of the
article retyping. I am asking Dharma to
retype it for the copy is poor but, more
importantly, since we are working on
our own research-I feel she must have
this data input. THANK YOU, CANADA!
And, not to be outdone, we have new
“Hart” writings from New Zealand to share.
The work is true and uncomfortably terrible in text BUT, it is, this time, done in a
most entertaining manner of writing. We
will effort to get to that also, if this week’s
time permits.
Then, from South Africa comes some
of the most advanced materials (beyond
Russell’s work) but this may need more
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explanation and, until some things are
settled with the University of Science
and Philosophy as to the primary premises, we shall monitor for the appropriate time for the sharing.
But now we shall turn back to the most
important matter at hand today:
QUOTING:
TINKERED
GENES IN THE
SUPERML4RKET
By Joseph E. Cummins
with appreciation to ALIVE (Canada)
An ominous global picture appeared last
year when the US vice-president announced
that the US wii. allow sale of genetically
engineered fmit and vegetables.
Gene-tinkered crop plants being prepared for market include potatoes with
genes from chickens, silk moth or bacteria;
tomatoes with genes from flounders, bacteria, or virus; corn with genes from bacteria, fire fly or wheat-along with numerous
other examples.
The biotechnology industry hopes to
market such crops without labelling them
or testing them on animals, obliging the
people of North America to be white mice
for their experiments. Such tests on humans have already led to disaster. A food
material sold in natural food stores-7&ptophan (Nature’s Bounty, Showa-Denko Co.)
WAS CONTAMINATED BY A BYPRODUCT
PRODUCED BY A GENE-TINKERED BACTERIUM. The byproduct caused an autoimmune blood disease called eosinophile
myulgia syndrome (a disease somewhat
similar to Lupus). The disease killed 27
people and permanently injured between
5,000 and 100,000. Among the victims
was a goalie for the Islanders, Mark
Fitzpatrick, a 22-year-old from Vancouver,
whose playing life was threatened.
These were the first acknowledged victims of biotechnology-but
not the last.
The main problem with biotechnology is
scientific imperialism.
Scientists are a
pampered minority, who frequently have
little or no contact with average people and
they distrust average people. Jim Watson,
a co-discoverer of the DNA structure, states
about biotechnology in his book The DNA
Story ( 198 l), “It was never the intention of
those who might be called the ‘molecular
biology establishment’ to take the issue to
the general public to decide.”
My direct experience was in a Canadian
legal public hearing about biotechnology
regulation (1990). The chairman of the
session on human health impacts was an
industrial consultant hired by the government. That chairman refused to hear my
witness statement even though I am more
than qualified as a professional geneticist.

CONTACT:
“Disagreeable evidence” was deleted!
Scientific imperialists hold key positions in academic publishing and government bureaucracy. They are ruthless.
THE PRINCIPAL

THREAT

The main threat from gene-spliced crops
lies in esoteric aspects of genetic engineering used in producing the transgenic crops.
Essentially all of the crops will be bearing
antibiotic resistance genes from bacteria. Such genes are needed in the early
stages of gene-tinkering but are unessential in the final crop. There is every reason
to believe that the widespread dissemination of antibiotic genes to crops will be
followed by the transfer of the genes to
pathogenic organisms. Resistant forms of
pathogens are already causing uncontrollable increases in tuberculosis, venereal
disease and fatal diarrhea targeting small
children.
(It was possible to trace drug
resistant pathogens from ill calves to a
farmer, then to his daughter, then to her
infant, then to other infants in a hospital
nursery!)
Medical
authorities
predict
that
Draconian isolation procedures and closed
wards for sick people will appear as antibiotic resistance amplifies.
The biotechnology industry has no substitute for the antibiotics being rendered
useless by their use in crop plants. A
procedure called *plasmid rescue” allows
the antibiotic resistance gene casettes to
be transferred from crop plants to soil
bacteria while MOB genes transfer the
cassettes to disease-causing bacteria. Food
allergy is a potent threat, with enzymes for
antibiotic resistance along with proteins
and enzymes for most of the crop modifications for storage, drought and pest resisFood allergy creates symptoms
tance.
from migraine headaches to asthma to
diarrhea to death.
Allergens are substances causing allergy in sensitive people. Among these
substances are enzymes, food additives
and foreign materials in food. You may
recollect the powerful allergic response to
many people when enzymes were added to
laundry detergent.
Hundreds of thousands of sen&ive
North Americans will die and millions
will suffer fivm gene-tampered crops.
The biotechnology industry has evaded
financial responsibility in the disaster by a
“sweet scam” in which they received prior
government approval without testing. Cereals (especially wheat) are among the important foods which, on ingestion, produce
respiratory, gastrointestinal or skin problems in sensitive people. Wheat gluten has
been implicated in schizophrenia. Transfer of wheat genes to other cereals or corn
might greatly increase incidence or impact
of schizophrenia.
Yet such transfers are
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being prepared for market. Interestingly,
spider toxins are being engineered into the
insect viruses being sprayed on crops or
into the crops to fight insects. These toxins
not only kill insects but they cause strong
allergic response.
The “safety” of the
toxins has been approved based on highly
theoretical computer models of human
nerve channels. Such models ignore allergy.
Another area of gene modification is
introduced male sterility as an aid in hybrid seed production. Many of the introduced genes are synthetic’anti”genes that
seek and destroy normal fertility genes.
Fertility genes influence fundamental processes such as meiosis (gene changes during formation of egg and sperm). Such
genes are based on genetic consensus,
thus they are highly conservative. What I
am saying is that many of the same sterility
genes are likely to affect humans as well as
corn, tomatoes and lettuce. [H: This is
actually
a deliberate
depopulation
mechanism. You note that it is and will
be utilized in your most popular salad
and most widely preferred vegetables.]
It is folly to allow general release of such
detrimental genes. In Canada and the
United States most of the several hundred
field tests are being undertaken by multinational chemical companies with government and universities providing few tests.
Al1 of the transgenic crops have bacterial
antibiotic resistance and 8 1 percent of the
tests are for herbicide tolerance (promoting use of polluting chemicals) with male
sterility the other main test. These tests
are being done with little or no monitoring
and are being done near popltlation centres by the multinational corporations.
GENETIC

SUICIDE

For reasons that are rather technical,
most of the crop plants are engineered
to include gene switches (promoters)
that make up a large part of the Cauliflower Mosaic Virus (CaMV) chromosome.
CaAtIVis a pararetrovirus related to the
hepatitis B virus and to HIV, the AIDS
virus. Such switches may be transferred
to infecting viruses to produce more
deadly strains by a process called recomblpation. Such recombinations have
recently been observed in the laboraAs well,
a process
called
tory.
“pseudorecombination” allows the artificial gene switches to be transferred to
viruses unrelated to the switch, creating super virulent hybrid-tires.
Such
genetic accidents have been observed in
the laboratory.
China is currently planning to test
crop plants and microbes altered for
enhanced soil fertility in test plots spanning several square miles. The spread of
antibiotic resistance genes in the cre-
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ation of virulent new crop diseases and
evident food allergy is likely to be observed in the trials. The public should
be careful to ensure that scientific imperialists do not “cover-up” the damaging results or suppress their release to
the public. [H: FAT CHANCE!11 However,
it will be impossible to stop them from
down-playing and obfuscating detrimental findings.
[H: This can be noted TODAY. This
article had been sent to the major media
outlets and this morning began the run
on CNN. You will not, I’m sure, recognize more than tiny portions of the
information-it
was so DOWN-PLAYED
as to some “possible occurrences of allergi n= I believe you can see, in addition,
th~REASONthiswouldbeloosedinChina
where families are LIMITED TO NO MORE
THAN ONE CHILD.
THIS WILL TAKE
CARE OF THE OVERPOPULATION AND
SELECTED BREEDERS CAN THEN BE
UTILIZED FOR AN -IMPROVED’ RACE OF
PROGRAMMABLE OFFSPRING. GROAN
NOW BECAUSE IT IS HERE! IN ADDITION,
DO YOU RRALLY THINK “THEY” ARE
GOING TO ALLOW US TO JUST COME UP
WITH CUTE LITTLE ANTIDOTES?
OF
COURSE NOT, SO YOU WILL JUST HAVE
TO MARE DO WITH WHAT YOU CAN GET
INTHE LINEOFTHE CHONDRIANAS AND
GAIANDRIANAS, FOR THE BEAST HAS

LOOSED HIS VENOM ALREADY UPON
YOU.
This means in full realization that
the alterations are going to be specific
and alterable as they enter the individual body system.
If your immune
system is weak in any manner whatsoever, you cannot handle this powerful
mutation process. As with the “venom”
there will be combinations which will
further result in release of the venom in
point and kill through toxicity just as
would the bite of a viper. Good luck,
world, for it rests with YOU.]
Even though governments do not
plan to require gene-tinkered crops to
be labelled, the public sbould demand
such labelling. However, scientific imperialistshavebeenwellknowntosneak
banned tests through, as occurred early
in the development of biotechnology.
An inexpensive monoclonal antibody
test (ELISA) for measuring the products
of tinkered antibiotic resistance genes
should be made available to the public
prior to sale of any tinkered crops to the
public. Suchtestsarsinexpensive(about
$4 to $10 each) and simple to perform.
For example a fifth grade class proved
perfection in analyzing an arcane human growth factor using an inexpensive
ELISA test. Such tests are now readily
available for pesticides and easily pre-

George
#2

ONGOING

HATONN
SOGGY

We are a bit overwhelmed with results
of our promising to print information on all
sides of the George Green (for lack of better
identification of subject] ongoing happenings and attempts at ‘fair” publishing of
information.
I have to ask Dr. Young to
bear with us for I made a commitment and
did not clear it fully with him and he had
no way to anticipate the influx
of information on this case. Back-up data has
poured in and, fortunately for us, it is
positive to us. It is not so positive to Mr.
Green and his team, I note.
However, since we have rro pertinent
CURRENT correspondence or personal contact writings, we shall do our best to present
the court documents in latest tiling-re-

[Editor’s note: As if this isnY enough to
make you sick, please also see the informution on pages 16-23 concerning the recent
PLAGUES being unleashed on us. A lot of
these nasty bugs are ALSO the result of
pu’posefil genetic mutations.]

Green Tells A

Few Too
6110193

pared for ferreting out gene-tinkered
crops. Healthy people need to use such
tests to stay that way.
Mr. Cummins is associateprofessor (Genetics) Dept. of Plant Sciences, University of
Western Ontario, London, Ontario.
Useful readings:
M.W. Fox, Superpigs and Wondercorn,
Lyons and Burford, N.Y. 1992; “The Gene
Exchange”, A public Voice on Genetic Engineering, National Wildlife Federation,
1400 16th St. NW, Washington DC 200362266; “Gene Watch?, Council for Responsible Genetics, 19 Garden St., Cambridge,
MA 02 138 USA.
Recommended reading:
Fighting Radiation with Foods, Herbs
and Vitamins, by Steve Schecter (SC) 3 10
pp, $14.95.
How To Survive Modern Technology, by
C. McGee (pb) 252 pp, $3.95.
Reprints: Available at your local health
food store orfromALIVE Books, BOX80055,
Burnuby, BC VSH 3X1. Please enclose $3
p&h and 7%GSTwhenorden’ngfromALIVE
Books.

Many

garding the gold coins in effort at fact
discovery and efforting to have the coins
returned to Dave Over-ton, the original
“sender” of same.
First, as also promised to one Richard
A. Landkamer of Texas who is a research
investigator, we will offer his open letter
[keep reading beZozulto Mr. Green of June
4, 1993 (received yesterday). This ongoing
investigation
into this matter by Mr.
Landkamer is a continuation of ‘connections’@ with ones such as ‘Dr. John
Coleman” (alias Joseph Pavlonski), the
‘Phoenix Club” “investment advisors”, et
al. I would, if we had the space, finances
and time-RUN
EVERY WORD OF THE
DOCUMENTATION
ACCUMULATED
BY
MR. LANDKAMER IN THESE MATTERS.
I honor his capable and meticulous
investigations and, yes, certainly realize
that our work is under as intensive magni-

Lies

fication as is anyone else’s. Frankly, that
suits us just fine!
I am asking Mr. Martin to personally
contact Mr. Landkamer and request that
he critique some 900 ‘pages of legal brief
and attachments ofverification to the statements in arguments in the brief, of one Mr.
Nelson who has done some of the most
incrediblecompilingofConstitutionalproof
of intent to destroy your nation by the
United Nations and their enforcement
‘black operations” troops. The ones at
other locations doing great work need this
integration of material and yet it is so timeconsuming that it needsclose scrutiny and
analyzing before getting hopes high and-or
being cast aside by pure overwhelming
quantity of paper-work.
As we move along we fully intend to
bring in ones such as Gerry Spence, Robert
Bork and other equally well recognized
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Constitutional legal minds-IFTHEY
WILL
AGREE TO WORK WITH US. WE ARE NOT
TALKING “FREE” WORK-BUT
RATHER,
“WORTHY” WORK.
WE ARE CLOSING
THE CALIFORNIA BRANCH OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER IN SACRAMENTO-not
the concept or the entity. It
is badly “in the hole” but with changes in
thrust we believe that Mr. Dixon can continue the already begun Constitutional
reclamation as was the point of the Center
in the first place. There will not, however,
be either finances or time for individual
persons’ cases, but full thrust will be to
reclaim and legally set forth our old nation
and sovereign rights and States.
At any rate, at this time I will print the
Landkamer re Green open letter and you
will have to refer to back issues of CONTACTfor reference for I suspect Dr. Young
will not have space to run the accompzinying material. We shall leave that up to Dr.
Young and the CONTACTstaff. Obviously
the references would give the letter more
clarification. Thank you.
OPEN

QUOTING:

LETTER

FROM: Richard A. Landkamer
[H: We will run his full address for he
welcomes any and all pertinent information to his investigations.]
3805 Sherwood Lane, Apt.21
Houston, Texas 77092
June 4, 1993
TO: Mr. George Green
America West Publishers
P.O. Box 2208
Carson City, Nevada 89702
Dear Mr. Green:
As of this date, I have not received any
reply regarding my previous letter to you of
April 18, 1993, a photocopy of which I
enclose for your instant reference. Meanwhile, I have received copies of some (not
all) of the court pleadings and motions in
your two lawsuits with the Ekkers and the
Phoenix Institute for Research & Education, Ltd. Basically they sent me their side
of those two lawsuits. Now I am writing to
you requesting copies of all of your pleadings and motions in those two lawsuits.
Although the Phoenix Institute sent me for
free copies of some of their pleadings and
motions, I am willing to pay you up to 10
cents per page for copies of some or all of
your court pleadings and motions in those
2 lawsuits.
I recen-tly subscribed to CONTACT, which
is the successor publication to THE PHOENE LIBERATOR. CONTACT is publishing
various allegations regarding their side of
this litigation. If you are putting out any
publication that is presenting your side of
:‘-.:c: litipation. nlease let me know, and I
.. .

r

I

will subscribe to it in the interest of trying
to read both sides.
The May 25, 1993 issue of CONTACTis
starting to publish some information that
I recently sent to them regarding various
newsletter
writers, particularly
Larry
Abraham and Harry Shultz. It might interest you to know that I sent most of that
same information to “Dr. John Coleman”
approximately 2 years ago, but to my knowledge he never did anything with it.
The May 25, 1993 issue of CONTACT
also contains an article entitled “Beware!
Money Advisory Newsletters”, which reprints part of an unpublished manuscript
that was written by Mr. James E. Braddock
ofAlbuquerque, New Mexico, without crediting Mr. Braddock as the author. This
same article was previously published in
the October 13, 1992, issue of THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR.
In your letter to me of
April 2, 1993 you wrote that “As of July
1992, I have had nothing to do with THE
PHOENIX LIBERATOR.”
Mr. Braddock
would like to know how THE PHOENX
LmE&!AToR ever acquired a copy of that
unpublished manuscript in October 1992
since he insists to me that he only sent a
copy to you and not to THE PHOENIX
LIBERATOR.
Enclosed is a copy of an article published in the May 11, 1993, issue of CONTACTentitled ‘George Green Sues Jesus
Christ”. If there is anything in that article
that is false or inaccurate, please let me
know in full and complete detail. Also,
enclosed is a copy of uAn Open Letter to
George Green And His Crooked Cohorts”
that was published in the May 25, 1993
issue of CONTACT. Please inform me of
each and every allegation contained in this
“Open Letter” that you consider to be false
or untrue.
Finally, the article by Eustace Mullins
that was published in the September 22,
1992 issue of THE PHOENIX LLBERATOR
entitled uSome Illuminating Background
On the Character ‘John Coleman’ n was
never published by Lawrence Patterson in
his Cn’minaZP~Zitics. Eustace Mullinswrote
me that Mr. Patterson sent a proof copy of
that., article to the late Ivor Benson in
England, and Benson then mailed out 1,200
copies of that article.
Awaiting your response to the above
matters, I am,
Very truly yours,
Richard A. Landkamer
END OF QUOTING
Before we run the pertinent answers to
opposition, etc., from George Green (next
in the ongoing litigation process), I must
tell you that the law firm which had, so far
to date, apparently been working on George
Green’s side as much as on the side of the
Institute-asks
for release. Months and
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months into two cases that should have
been concluded on the first day of upstart,
this firm wants to get out of further relationships.
I think not, Sirs, you have
breached every ethical boundary, failed to
bring forth pertinent information in counter
motions and I believe that our own team of
legal investigators will simply HELP you
write your case. The Institute is taking
control of its own stability and foundation
and is looking into all activities of the
Ekkers as well.
I ask that the letter sent by Greens to all
their mailing list early on in this encounter
(stating all of Green’s non-connections)
be run prior to the next document. [Editor’s
note: That INTERESTLNGLY CONTRADICTORY letter from George and Desired follows this paragraph
It is extracted from
pages 29-31 of the 2/ 16/ 93 PHOENIX LIBERATOR.] Ones from here will also remember that many corporations and persons were in attendance at a hearing in
Nevada and WITNESSED Mr. Green, under oath, DENY ANY OFFICERSHIP OR
DIRECTORSHIP-OR
ANY CONTROL OR
PARTICIPATION WITH THE PHOENIX INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH 6 EDUCATION,
LTD. [Editor’s note: For you students of
body language, while on the witness stand
stating these various whoppers, he was
also observed to befidgeting as uncontrollably as one about to have a ma_ior nervous
breakdown Doe+? exactly suggest a man
at peace with his “conscience”, does it?)
Even when presented with documentation
he continued to make other excuses of
paperwork and to deny any such status in
Mr. Horton repeated the
the Institute.
statement and again asked Mr. Green to
restate his “non-attachment*.
* * *
(Editor’s note: The following is the letter,
plus Sananda writing through “Druthea”,
that the Greens have sent out across the
country, many copies of which are being
brought to our attention by fax and phone
call reports.)
AMERICA WEST PUBLISHERS
AMERICA WEST DISTRIBUTORS
P.O. Box 2208
Carson City, NV 89702
(702) 885-0700
February

8, 1993

To: Our friends, supporters and readers
of the Phoenix Journals and Phoenix Liberator.
Dear Friends:
Since many of you are calling and asking

JUNE IS,1993
‘What is going on in Tehachapi?”
have decided to clarify our position
our discernment on this matter.
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and confusing things have been written
about us. Now, we must inform you.that
after serious soul-searching,
we have
come to the painful conclusion that we
First of all America West and George and can no longer rely or depend upon that
Desire6 Green are not affiliated with or source of information.
in control of The Phoenix Liberator,
The Phoenix Institute, Tehachapi Dis- In view of this, we have decided we can
tributing,
The Word, The Constituno longer support material printed in the
tional Law Center and any other ‘busiLiberator and new Journals as 100% acnesses” from Tehachapi,
California or curate.. (Last Journal we published ..is,
Las Vegas, Nevada.
u Reality also has a DrumbeaPf .
When we entered this mission over 3
years ago, our agreement was to publish
and distribute the books called Phoenix
Journals
transmitted
by Commander
Hatonn and other Hosts primarily to the
‘receivei
named Dharma (Doris Ekker).
Also we agreed to be spokepersons
to
introduce these incredible volumes.

[Editor’s note:
It should be mentioned
here that there was actually one “more
JOURNAL after DRUMBEAT
placed in
the hands of the Greens to be published.
We do not know the status of that JOURNAL, cajled AS THE BLOS!?OM OFENS.
Moreover, if. as Georae Green has been
widely te&gpeople,
&e FVNZ~Hatonn lefi
Tehachapi with the Greens in the late
June-early July time frame, then why
would this pu blisher have continued pu blishing and promoting as valid those last
ten or so JOURNALS, written since early
summer, by the “fake” Hatonn?
These
are, by the way, only two of a number of
what could politely be called “slight inaccuracies” mostly being overlooked in this
writing. J

With the suggestion of Hatonn, we started
a newsletter at first titled, Phoenix Express, and then changed by the Commander to Phoenix Liberator. We simply
paid for the publishing and distributing
of this paper, we did not, nor ever have
we had control of the information which
was printed in both the Liberatorand the
Journals. It was our understanding that
this was Commander
Hatonn’s paper
and so he decided on its content. Also in This does not mean, however,
that
the beginning he said we could not edit America West and The Greens will stop
the content except for spelling and punc- our work in publishing, distributing and
tuation. This we agreed to.
speaking
about TRUTH contained
in
Phoenix Joumalsand other publications.
America West and the Greens moved all We have published over 50 Phoenix Jourpublishing and distributing
operations
nals and to the best of our knowledge,
to Carson City, Nevada in June 1992. MOST of the information, until recently,
Commander Hatonn demanded that the is valid.. .at least we have received outPhoenix Liberator be left in the hands of side verification on much of it.
his Tehachapi people, namely Doris and
E.J. Ekker (also known as Dharma and Despite this separation from this source,
Oberli.)
America West agreed to con- we will continue to work to the best of
tinue publishing
and distributing
the our abilities to publish theTruth to share
Journals from the Carson City location. with our readers.
We, like you, are
At Hatonn’s
request
we left nearly constantly working to expand our knowl$80,000 in Journals and other books in edge and learn the truth from a variety of
Tehachapi to be sold at meetings to visi- resources in all circumstances.
tors (not by mail). These we billed to the
Phoenix Liberatorat 50% discount and to Just to set the record straight, America
date have received no’payment for same. West is not in danger of being shut down
(These were left in addition
to the by the University of Science, nor are
$180,000 in Pl eiades Connection books George and Desire6 in jail for any reason.
and tapes we were advised to ship to We are currently working with our attorTehachapi.)
neys to settle this case.
Please be aware that America West and
the Greens have personally invested in
excess of $500 thousand dollars in this
project in the course of the past three
years. In addition to the time on the road
in seminars, we have devoted our lives to
this project of awakening mankind to the
problems we face on this planet.
During the course of the last few months
many strange, inaccurate, contradictory

we are in. If you would like to have the
Greens speak in your town, please contact Grant (702) 885-0700 for details. If
you have a manuscript about any true
conspiracy, whether it be health, political, economic, geophysical or spiritual
please send it to George Green. We are
actively seeking to publish and distribute books of truth from the human sector to confirm what Commander Hatonn
has introduced to us via The Phoenix
Journals as well as books on survival
skills.
We hope this letter clears up some of the
confusion you may have had. We welcome your letters, suggestions and ideas
about the mission of awakening people.
We are grateful, in spite of these painful
lessons, for this opportunity
to grow
spiritually and continue God’s mission.
If you have further questions about this
letter, you may call George at (702) 8850700. Thank you for ‘listening” and we
wish you God’s blessings of Love, Peace,
Joy, Inspiration and DISCERNMENT.
Sincerely,
[hand-written

signatures

here]

George and Desire6 Green
Monday, January

11, 1993

LIVING YOUR DREAMS
Greetings precious little dove, Druthea.
I AM Sananda. I AM the one known as
Jesus the Christ and by many other
labels. I come in service to Holy Creator/
Great Spirit of ALL. Let us sit and share
a prayer from a blessed brother who
walked your place. His name was Sitting
Bull.
O’great spirit,
whose voice I hear in the winds,
and whose breath gives life to all the
world,
hear me! I am small and weak, I need
your strength and wisdom.
Let me walk in beauty, and make my eyes
ever behold the red and purple sunset.
Make my hands respect the things you
have
made and my ears sharp to hear your
voice.

We are very sorry and saddened by these
events. Remember Commander Hatonn
told us many times to sharpen our discernment abilities and question everything. Well in this case, it seems to be Make me wise so that I may understand
the ultimate test.
the things you have taught my people.
Let me learn the lessons you have hidden
The good news, friends, is that America in every leaf and rock.
West and the Greens are still hard at I seek strength, not to be greater than my
work to heln peonle nrenare for the times brother, but to j?ght my greatest enemy -
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myself.
Make me always ready to come to you
with clean hands and straight eyes.
So when life fades, as the fading
my spirit may come to you
without shame.

sunset,

Thank you for this sharing. This allows
you each to remember why you are here
and what is most important above all
human experiences;
that of perfecting
your soul in honor and glory toward the
true perfection of Our ONE Creator.
When you each learn to remain true to
only self with integrity of growing beyond
human emotion and limitation of understanding, you sit in the palm of God
SOURCE.
You accept responsibility
where it yours and you reject that which
is not yours. You sit in council only with
that SOURCE of LIGHT within you, when
you lay in your deepest despair and
confusion and as ONE with Our SOURCE
you sort it out carefully and purposefully
until the lesson is accepted by your soul,
the forgiveness extended where necessary, and compassion and understanding replace the hurt and anger once
harbored as a poison seeking refuge in
your mind and body material.
We of the HOSTS of GOD of LIGHTED
SOURCE witness the painful repression
of creative expression, of idea, of exploration within the mind of GOD. WHY?
You ones are afraid to disagree with one
another or even with God’s Hosts. For
somewhere, sometime, someone or ones
made it incredibly uncomfortable foryou
to disagree with them.
Rather than
persistence which often led to conflict, it
was simply easier to give up the effort.
Keep the semblance of peace while the
war began to rage within. Many of you
have turned your bodies and minds into
battlegrounds of repressed hostility and
anger and you most often bear those
scars into your death.

rate affairs. They remain the ‘walking
wounded” until they take responsibility
for finding the cause of their own despair
and anger and begin the steps to recovery. Most often these ones know not now
to change and see not the problem in
self, instead cast outward the blame for
the circumstance which imprisons and
poisons them and is of their own making.
When you ones who effort to work with
others with common goals and interests
to prepare for the transition times, learn
to speak frankly and directly to one another about fears, concerns and goals,
you will avoid much heartache in the
way of failing interrelationships.
Too
much power allowed to only one or two
usually corrupts not only the ones holding power over others, also the ideals of
a given community are forgotten to protect the selfish needs of the one or two
who become addicted to the power. Look
at your world and you can see this occurrence nearly everywhere beginning right
within the family structure through to
the dreaded One World Order.
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and then harmony can be achieved within
self.
You are children of one family, the family of
Creator/Creation. When you fully understand the wisdom of ONENESS, your spirit
will lead you to those of like mind who seek
cooperation and achieving service to Creator
in honor and integrity to perfect his/ her own
soul. YOUR mission and purpose will simply
beTHE mission and purpose of Creator. You
will release the me-self to the one-self and
thereupon achieve true peace of mind. You
will not longer fall in to the trap of victim,
martyr or feel inferior or superior for these are
games of the human mind which you all will
eventually grow beyond. Then, precious
ones, that DREAM that every soul dreams
will beyours tolive; peaceandlovewithin and
oneness with all. So be it.

Thank you Druthea for sitting with me. I see
the aching heart is healing and you my
precious have gained a bit ofwisdom in these
past months. Your only ‘crime” Dru if you
must find fault in self, is too little faith in self
AND Creator and let me share with you that
this is what ALL of you suffer from to some
When the ones holding power are chal- degree or more. We will together build your
lenged and disagreement arises over how faith and trust in God’s voice within and in
affairs are handled, and the ones dis- time when the wounds have healed, you will
agreeing are not heard and allowed dis- look upon this “dark” time with gratitude
cussion, you have dictatorship. There is and acceptance.
not a soul existing who will not rebel
against inability to express itself cre- Thankyoupreeiousbrethren,foral.lowingme
atively. Creative expression is the LIFE council with my scribe of personal nature.
of the soul growth, it is the song of joy Sometimes,althoughshehearswellnow,
she
and inspiration shared by Our Divine needs to %eeAthe words as you are. Thank
Father. In the human experience, those you for pondering these lessons. You are
in power will always try to discredit or growing and Our Father is well pleased,
destroy ones who challenge their power whether you know this or believe it not. Let
and authority and need to “do it my way us close this document. I AM Sananda.
Commander in Chief of spiritual growth and
or no way” attitude”.
transition in behalf of My Father, God of
salu.
It is so common, precious ones, that now Light, and Creation.
most ofyour countries and governments,
l
* *
institutions,
corporations
and families
operate with the iron fist of “might over
Now comes Mr. Horton (attorney for Green
right”.
(Our computer power was just
eliminated, wllich nearly broke the heart et al.) with this next document in behalfof Mr.
of Dru. With our instruction she has Green as pertains to the gold coins Mr. Green
retrieved all of the document and power took SECRETLY across State lines and buried b his backyard.
is returned.)

This is simply, precious ones, a matter of
not knowing how to have discussion without seeking to always be RIGHT, instead
to explore possibilities
with those you
live and work with. Perhaps one of the It is time to learn a different way and this we
most painful feelings is that of feeling will offer and instruct as requested and dethat you are not appreciated
for your sired. There must always be rules and muwork or intelligence,
creativity or the tual cooperation in adhering to the Natural
like. Many women have allowed them- Laws of God and Creation. These are absoselves to be seen and not heard until lutes ofwhich there must be no compromise.
Since you ones are born with these in your
most recent times in your history.
soul then it is a matter of achieving and
And children who are not allowed to be sharing the wisdom of why the laws are
heard and t.o have sharing of an idea or irrefutable. Honor your neighbor as God
explore a possibility often remain closed honors you and you honor self as you honor
God/Creator. Honor, therefore, Creations
and unable to communicate effectively.
Many of these now adult people run which are abounding in your experience for
governments or manage others in corpo- in this way you honor nature and her ways

QUOTING:
IN THE NINTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
COURT OFTHE STATE OF NEVADA IN AND
FOR THE COUNTY OF DOUGLAS.
PHOENIX INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH &s
EDUCATION, LTD., a Nevada corporation,
PLAINTIFF
vs.
GEORGE W. GREEN, DEFENDANT
ANSWER TO OPPOSITION TO MOTION
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND
OPPOSITIONTO CROSS-MOTION FORSUMMARY JUDGMENT.
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SUMMARY

DAVID OVERTON GAVE GOLD COINS
TO GEORGE GREEN TO BE USED FOR
PUBLISHING
THE “LIBERATOR”
AND
THE “PHOENIX JOURNALS” AS WELL
AS FOR PERSONAL PURPOSES.
THE
COINS WERE NOTUSED FORPERSONAL
PURPOSES, BUT DID SERVE AS A BASIS FOR MR. GREEN TO LIQUIDATE
OTHER HOLDINGS
TO SUPPLY THE
CASH FOR PUBLISHING THE “WORD”
SUPPLIED BY THE EKKERS. GEORGE
GREEN ACQUIRED THE COINS EITHER
BY GIFT OR BY PURCHASE (THEREBY
SAVING THE COST OF BROKERAGE
FEES). IN EITHER CASE, THE COINS
BELONG TO GEORGE GREEN. [H: Everybody with me so far??]
I
PLAINTIFF SHOWS NO CONTESTED ISSUE OF MATERIAL FACT THAT WOULD
DENY DEFENDANT PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGEMENT.
1. Plaintiff opposes Defendant’s Motion
for Partial Summary Judgment on the
grounds that David Overton, after he sent the
gold to George Green, &
after he had receivedmanycornt-nunicationsfromthe Ekkers
(whom he believed to speak for God). See, for
example, Over-tonDeposition .....thought that
what he really intended to do some 20 months
earlier was something else than what he did?
[H: 33333 The gold transaction had been
kept totally secret and outside the knowing of the Ekkers UNTIL MR. OVERTON
CONTACTED THEM WITH THE INFORMATIONANDITEMIZED LISTINGANDSHOCK
THAT THE INSTITUTE HAD NOT RECEIVED THE GOLD. (ALL DOCUMENTED!)
Stay tuned, however, for it DOES get
better.]
2. Exhibit 11 of the Over-tondeposition is
a letter sent by David Over-ton to E.J. Ekker
dated February 13, 1993, saying, “Many
thanks for the Hatonn transcripts, letter
copies and tape involving George Green, et
al., against the Ph. Institute participants.”
Defendant has requested the ,“transcripts,
letter copies and tape,” ‘and any other communications sent to David Over-tonsince the
gold was sent to George Green, and such
w:
material has not yet been supplied.
That’s cause there‘ain’t any more’-ince
the Ekkers knew nothing of the gold
transaction until notified by Mr. Overton
there certainly was no need to fmd out
about any specific gold. George Green has
had all that information since day one.
The subject came up in the paper because
of theft by Gary Anderson of ConstitutionalLawCenterfundsintoba.uksthrough
his own (with Green’s participation and
active forwarding of checks) Coustitutional Law CentRE and other notable

“missing” funds-Mr. Overton responded
regarding HIS gold shipments, as did several OTHERS! WE ARE STILL WAITING
FORYOURCOUGHINGUPTHE$182,OO0
IN CANADIAN MAPLE LEAF COINS IN ADDITION TO THE OVERTON GOLD WHICH
HAD m MAPLE LEAF COINS.] This requested material could shed light on the
question of how it came about that David
Over-tonsent the gold to George Green authorizingitsuseforevenpersonaluses,andthen
later came to contend that E.J. and Doris
Ekker should have gotten it, or part of it.
[H: Well, Mr. Horton, the Ekkerq, and
Institute would like further definition as
to WHY Mr. Green went so far in his cove+
up as to say the “gold belonged to the
Ekkers and he (Green) BOUGHT IT FROM
THEM and had the cancelled checks to
prove it-in the amount of $125,000,
$100,000 and a quarter of a million dollars.” Since they knew nothing of thegold
and have not RECEIVED the money from
the drafts as described-they
are quite
curious indeed and the Institute would
surely want to institute charges and collection against the Ekkers ifthis is found
to be true.]
3. However, it is apparent from the material published by Plaintiff (that was also sent
to David Overton) that the statements made
concerning George Green were not correct,
and in fact were false and defamatory (see
exhibits attached. .....).
4. For this reason, statements made by
David Overton after he sent the gold are NOT
RELEVANT as to what he DID at the time he
sent the gold and told George Green he
should use it for any purpose he saw fit,
including personal purposes. [H: A-hmmnn.
The emphasis is mine. However, how,
under any circumstances
could Mr.
Overton’s statements (after all, he owned
the gold in point) NOT BE RELEVANT?]
II
[H: Now keep a close eye on the following for it is filled with “estopples” and
other legal garbage so if you don’t pay
attention you will miss the content of the
message.]
PLAINTIFF IS ESTOPPED TO DENY THAT
THE GOLD BELONGS TO GEORGE GREEN
BY THE EXHIBIT ATTACHED TO ITS OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT.
5. Exhibit 1 is attached to Plaintiffs
Opposition, supposedly signed by DorisEkker
on August 10,1990, is represented by Plaintiffto show that George Green [H: Stillwatching??] was an officer of the “PHOENIX
INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH 8s EDUCATION, LTD.” AND AS SUCH OFFICER,
GEORGE GREEN HAD THE POWER “TO
PURCHASE AND SELL ASSETS” INCLUDING PRECIOUS METALS “UPON SUCH
TERMS AS THEY SHALL DEEM IN THE

BEST INTERESTS OFTHE CORPORATION.
ONLY ONE SIGNATURE WILL BE REQUIRED TO BIND THE CORPORATION;
THE CORPORATION HEREBY RATIFIES
AND CONFIRMS ANY AND ALL PREVIOUS
ACTS OF THESE OFFICERS AS THOUGH
SUCH ACTS HADBEENCOMPLETEDAFTER THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS
RESOLUTION.” [H: Underlining done at
source--not mine.]
6. This representation estops Plaintiff
from denying that George Green had authority to do precisely what he claims to have done
in this proceeding-notwithstanding
his position that the gold was given to him [H:
emphasis from origin], he proceeded to pay
for the gold by using other of his personal
assets to meet the expenses for which the
gold was supplied, and thereby avoided
thelossesofbrokeragefeesthat
otherwise
would have been deducted, leaving less
money to be applied to the publishing
costs. [H: WOW (!!I)]
7. Plaintiff, having represented to the
Court that George Green had authori~, on
his initiative alone, to bind the corporation, Plaintiff is now estopped to deny
what it has (presumably) in good faith
represented to the Court.
8. ‘(E)stoppel is a bar which precludes a
person fmmdenyingorassertinganything
to
the contrary of that which has, in contemplation of law, been established as the truth,
either by the acts of judicial or legislative
officers, or by his own deed, acts, or representations, either express or implied”. ... [H: and
bunches of citations, all ofwhich are supposedly unacceptable in the form issued in the
State of Nevada.]
9. In the instant case, the estoppel arises
from the representations made by Plaintiff to
the Court that George Green had authority to
act for the corporation.
w: Now before we go further, LET IT BE
KNOWN THAT NOTHING OF THE SORT
WAS EVER ESTABLISHED IN ANY COURT,
ANYWHERE, AS THE ISSUE WAS NEVER
EVEN CONSIDERED IN THE HEARING
WHICH WAS WITNESSED BY DOZENS OF
INTERESTED PARTIES FROM THE INSTITUTE. THIS ISSUE WAS NEVER CONSIDERED, MUCH LESS DECIDED.]
9,10,11,12,13: Allarelongcitationsand
references to “Estoppel”.
14. It does not now lie in the mouth of
Plaintiffto claim that its own representations
would not be believed, or that George Green,
who acted within the scope of his authority,
actually had no such authority. [H: My my.
Again-the issue was NOT HEARD IN THE
COURT SO HOW, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES,COULDITNOWBERELEVANT?
MR. GREEN WAS, INDEED, A DIRECTOR
AND OFFICER AND IS TO THIS DATE, A
DIRECTOR-ALTHOUGH
IN ABOUT AS
BAD A STANDING AS CAN BE IMAGINEDI]
15. Either George Green received the
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gold individually, as David Overton represented when he sent it, or he didn’t. If he
received it as a gift, it is his by virtue of the
gift, and any effort of the Ekkers to induce
David Overton to change the recipient of
the gift after it was delivered are ineffectual. If George Green did not receive it
as a gift, then he received it as an officer
of the corporation who had the authority to sell it and use the proceeds, even
for his own personal use. He sold the
gold to himself and did not use the funds
for his own personal use. Either way,
the gold belongs to George Green and
not to Plaintiff.
END OF QUOTING
I find this to be one of the most interesting approaches Y ET. Mr. Green also claims
he had never opened the packages of coins
in point-so how could he know how much
value was involved? How, further, can you
hide from your corporation its own assets
and be within ANY LAW ANYWHERE? In
addition, how can you buy it from yourselfwithout even notifying the corporation that you have it and how could a
“value” be established for same? How
could you settle with “authorities” such as
the IRS regarding these purchases and
sales WHILE HIDDEN BY BURYING IN A
BACKYARD IN NEVADA? It would seem to
me that Mr. Green has even OUTDONE
THE KOL NIDRE! [Editor’s note: That’s the
Khazarian Zionists’
to telling the truth.

!
:

vow to never be bound
That’s “our” George4

So be it. We find it most interesting,
however, that “our” own attorney did file a
response in this matter to the above ANSWER-after
having been told to never
file anything until reviewed by the Institute. Not only was it NOT reviewed but all
pertinent data was omitted (such as contradiction under oath of status of relationship with the Institute). Could there be
smelly play afoot in the legal profession?after all this law firm has asked for RELEASE from these cases involving Mr.
Green-WHY?
HMMM? Not, good Sirs,
until we get Mr. Spence on board the other
law cases and then we shall see about
release and under what charges for sloppy
legal work costing thousands and thousands of dollars for “losing” time after
time.
ANOTHER COINCIDENCE?
We also have OTHER bad news for
Ekkers and the Institute. Right out of the
blue Mr. Tips is suddenly ticked off at
Hatonn and asks release from Ekkers on
ALL their ongoing cases-IMMEDIATELY.
He even claims outstanding bills-this
is
NOT true! This is setting up himself to
cover his assets when he demands release.
He claims “friendship” greater than business cares-so
he is going to drop them
without floater, attorney or anything to
help them. Well, maybe Mr. Spence can
handle these insurance cases TOO-and
get paid pretty well for the work. I sincerely
hope so.
Please, readers, stay tuned, we may

THE
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need your urging for acceptance of these
cases so we can get this fine man into your
Constitution reclamation program.
The
Institute is the most important but the
Ekker case will bring working funds for the
Constitutional Law Center for ongoing patriotic reclamation. Dedication of all funds
above legal costs is already in place for
those funds into CLC.
Mr. Spence, of
course, is in Idaho at the Weaver-Harris
trial but would probably be free following
that. My guess is that if he is representing
these clients-THERE
WILL BE A SETTLEMENT OF SOME KIND WITHOUT ACTUAL
COURT LITIGATION. THERE IS ALSO A
CLASS ACTION SUIT HERE AGAINST THE
WATER SERVICES DISTRICT FOR CONTAMINATED
WATER LAST SUMMER
WHICH MADE A LARGE PORTION OFTHE
COMMUNITYVERY,VERY SICK. ITWOULD
APPEAR THE POWER OF A RECOGNIZED
“GERRY SPENCE” MIGHT MOVE THIS
CASE OFF ITS DIME ALSO?
Your judicial system has reached about
as low a point in your nation as it can
possibly go, readers. We can take a stand
but, oh my, isn’t it painful and all but
impossible to even be heard. The Ekkers
spent five years in full litigation after litigation hearing-AND
WERE NEVER EVEN
RECOGNIZED IN THE COURT.
MOREOVER, THE RULINGS (WITHOUT EVEN
RECOGNIZINGTHEM) GAVE OVERTHEIR
PROPERTY TO THE RTC AND THEN IMMEDIATELY SOLD IT TO OUT OF STATE BUYERSI JUSTICE? WELL, IT IS NOT GOING TO
GET BETTER!
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DON’T KNOW BUT, UNLESS YOU TRYYOU SHALL
HAVE NOTHING
SAVE
DEATH BY THE GENETIC INSANITY ENFORCED BY THE UNITED NATIONS’ONE
WORLD GOVERNMENT.
BUSINESS BE DAMNED-DO
YOU
(Con tirtued from
Front Page)
NOT SEE WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN
THESE GENETICALLY
ALTERED SUBSTANCES
AND PLANTS
FLOW
IN
HATONN
ished the
“Tinkered
Gene Horrors
At
6/10/93 #l
THROUGH YOUR MEXICAN BORDER
YOUR Supermurket”
writing on page 7,
WITHOUTANY CHECKINGOFANY
KIND?
Commander
Hatonn
addressed
this
ROSS PEROT BARRAGE
IT IS BAD ENOUGH NOW WITH JUST
subject of HOW to support Perot - it
PESTICIDES. ,YOU ARE IN FOR A HARD
would seem in anticipation
of your
I suggest you good readers start a FEW YEARS, AMERICANS.
(AND THIS
questions!
Because of its importance, I mailing barrage to one Ross Perot on all INCLUDES ALL NATIONS IN ALL THE
have pulled that message out from where the topical (and far-out) subjects. This AMERICAS!)?
ACTUALLY INCLUDES
it would have been buried, at the end of will include information regarding your THE WORLD FOR THIS IS ALREADY
that shocking “biological warfare” story,
Attorney General and Secretary of Trea- ACCEPTED IN ASIA AND EUROPE AS
and moved the message to follow these sury being paid by and being employees
UNCHECKABLE IN DISTRIBUTION.
words, to the right. I’m sure Commander
of the UNITED NATIONS-NOT
THE
will have more to say on the matter as U.S.A. [See story starting on page 24 of
Ross Perot’s mailing address is:
in quiet thisCONTACT] THIS INCLUDESALLTHE
things
unfold.
Meanwhile,
Ross Perot
moments of meditation ask within and SERVICES SUCH AS BATF, IRS, ET AL.
The Perot Group
IF THE MAN DOESN’T KNOW WHAT
see what
YOU
come
up with
for
12377 Merit Drive, Suite 1700
Maybe YOU
hold the key to IS GOING ON, THEN DON’T EXPECT HIM
guidance.
Dallas, TX 75251
something that would really capture the TO BE ABLE TO DO ANYTHING TO HELP
attention of one H. Ross Perot.
YOU.
WILL HE IF APPROACHED?
I
Go for it!

Ross

Perot
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Behind

The Scenes

618193

RICK

MARTIN

[QUOTING tape of telephone
sation with Ron Sease:]

conver-

This is Ron, and a couple days ago I
was in Silver City in my office. I didn’t
expect Wes to call me but I had been
thinking about him most of the day.
When I was in the office, Wes called from
Gallup. We were talking about this and
that. What he did mention, concerning
this mystery virus we have over here, is
that on his radio show he asked the
public to call him if they had witnessed
any strange activity anywhere in the
Four Corners area. He said three people
did call in, and all confirmed the fact that
helicopters were flying out east of Gallup.
You said black helicopters,
went on tape)?

PROJECT

Of

PLAGUE

The New Mexico
(Editor’s note: For the past several
weeks CONTACT has been informing you
readers about the deadly viruses and
other nasty critters the Satanic Elite Controllers are dumping on we unsuspecting
citizens. To put it bluntly, THE PLAGUES
ARE COMING!...or,
are already here, in
some instances.
As Commander Hatonn said on pages
4 9-50 of last week’s CONTACT, “The ‘new’
form has been introduced into the wildlife
rodentpopulationin
the areas of the “Four
Comers@ (New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado
and Utah).
The disease, however, has
been noted elsewhere-in
almost EVERY
state-but
is unreported. This means that
the disease is spreadinq intentionally.
The fact that outbreak came with more
than one recipient means an introduction
intentionally,
for all would not become
simultaneously
from simple
infected
normal speed. ‘They’are telling you it is
a virus, then a cocci, then a bacteria of
some kind, and then ‘they don’t know’. In
the Western areas, as well as isolated
cases nationwide,
the hospital staff is
FORBIDDENto discuss the disease-most
especially
with journalists
and reportThis
is
NOT
hospital
policy-it
is
ers.
GOVERNMENT
orders!”
Well, we knew we weren? hearing
much TRUTH from the controlled media
what was
going
on. Private
about
conversations
with a number of people
living near that area contained interesting, nationally-unreported
tidbits of information
about the mystery virus that
has recently taken its toll on the New
Mem’co Navajos.
And - what was ,that again - the
Government
was particularlu
nervous
about trained news professionals
of any
variety poking around in this matter and
then, horror of horrors, informing
WeThe-People?!
So, that’s EXACTLY what
we did! The following
is a transcription
of two telephone conversations which took
place
on June 8, 1993 between Rick
Martin, for CONTACT, and two skilled
news professionals from the greater New
Mexico area, Ron Sease and Wes Miller.)

THE PHOENIX

(before we

Well, I noticed five black helicopters
flying over Deming a couple weeks ago. I
think Deming is now a refueling station
for them. This was in Gallup and, according to the people who called in,
they said that they saw these black
helicopters
dropping a yellow-meen
powder on the ground, low to the
ground. To my way of thinking the wind
would catch this and kind of spread it all
over the place.
There’s been a lot of speculation. Wes
did confirm a dump site depot there for
World War II or earlier type of nerve gas.
They have since moved that all up to
Utah. The speculation is that they are
disarming these canisters of the active
agent and just dumping out the powder.
But according to Wes, the nerve gasthese containers-have
been removed
from New Mexico and taken up to Utah,
above the Four Corners area.

the 24-h&r exposure and there are another twelve or thirteen in the hospital in
serious condition.
Cases have been reported as far away as South Dakota and
North Carolina, so when you put all of
this information together, something has
been introduced into the jetstream which
crosses over New Mexico at about that
latitude, and that would just carry that
powder across the United States. They’ve
even tried to give it a name; I haven’t
caught it yet. I’m sure that Wes has done
a lot of research on this and he can give
you the little tid-bits and details.
So we have some serious business
going on over here. Wes told me a couple
of days ago that because of the mysterious flu-like symptoms that are taking
place, he claims that about 50% of the
people in Gallup right now are experiencing flu-like symptoms. That could be
why it has spread through the North end
of the state. I’ve heard of people in the
Las Vegas, New Mexico area coming down
with bronchitis and all kinds of ailments
of that sort.
[END OF taped telephone
SATION with Ron Sease.]

CONVER-

[QUOTING t ape of telephone
sation with Wes Miller:]

conver-

Ok, Wes, do you want to tell me about
some conversations
you’ve had with
people
who’ve
had some unusual
sightings?
Well, I’ll tell you, you’re concerned
with the virus that is over here presently,
right?

Do you know where in Utah?
That’s correct.
I don’t, but Wes probably would. There
are areas in Nevada and Utah that I’ve
seen on documentaries that are just huge.
And these canisters are just out there
laying in the sun, baking away. Speculation is they are now defusing these and
getting rid of it at the population’s expense, possibly for the purpose of fulfilling one of the mandates, one of the
Since AIDS
twenty-one
mandates.
doesn’t work fast enough, they need
something else to work a little faster.
Thirteen people have already died from

Alright.
What I have done, I had a
feeling in late February that this area
was being inundated through some sort
of virus, airborne. We have had a lot of
sightings of Stealth fighter aircraft over
Gallup, New Mexico.
The first flights
that were noticed,came in, I think, September-Octobef
of last year, They were
flying low. You could see them visually,
so that you would be able to know that
they were a Stealth fighter because of the
unusual configuration of the .plane, and
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the fact that it is black. The last known
sighting of a Stealth was two weeks ago,
again over the Gallup area.
We have been having a highly unusual outbreak of flus in the area since
late March, into April, which is unusual
for this area. It seemed like everybody
was real low on energy.
There was a
general feeling of being depressed.
The winter, the early winter was very,
very bad in this area. Like I said, a lot of
people were experiencing “the flu” and
‘depression” and “a lack of energy” and
‘a lack of direction”.
All these symptoms are, of course, associated with the
low-level bombardments of the frequencies and the viruses and bacteria that
can be sent along the magnetic leylines.
[Editor’s note: Regular readers of CONTACT and, before that, THE PHOENIX
LIBERATOR, will recall that Commander
Hatonn has sometimes mentioned how
current secret technology is not only capable of “broadcasting”
illnesses,
but,
euen without gettkg fancy, just low-frequency electromagnetic
(or sound, say
from underground tunneling) waves are
capable of producing an array of physiological AND psychological effects such
as are listed above.]
It seemed to be worsening.
If we had
been attacked like this before, it seemed
now to be worsening.
I just had a strong
feeling that whatever it was, whether it
was Russian-caused
or Americancaused, that-it was worse this time.
Everybody, where I worked, was getting sick with the flu, really badly. Sometimes you’d get it again within two weeks.
It just didn’t seem to be normal. People
today are still getting sick; there is a wide
outbreak of flu even now, in June.
We discovered that, in May, about the
20th, they came out saying people were
dying of a strange, mystery virus. Right
away I turned my attention to the fact
that we knew the government was going
to test their new viruses. We knew that
AIDS was not killing people fast enough.
So, I began to investigate.
I work at the
radio station in Gallup (WQNM). I tried
to use as many contacts as I could to find
out what was happening.
I’ve’ read all of
the newspapers that I could get my hands
on in the area to see what they’re saying
publicly.
But one thing that we noticed right off the bat was that there
was a stone-walling.
People, nurses, were threatened
NOT to talk. We knew there were a lot
more people sick than they were actually admitting to. They kept changing
the numbers of the real cases. At one
time it was twenty-nine
and now it’s
getting down to eighteen.
People who
they said were dead from this virus,
they’d come and take them off the list the
next day. And now we’re at the point
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where they’re
saying its a form of ing rodents could be purposefully
re“Hatonn” virus (313) which, according to leased, with these experiments
going
the medical dictionary, only occurs near pretty much unnoticed.]
China.
When the mediajumped on this story
and they really started talking about it,
Form of WHAT virus?
all of a sudden, for the last ten days now,
there hasn’t been a new victim.
The
Spelled H-A-A-T-A-A-N, I think is what same rodents are out there in abunthey call it. [R.M.: Recent AP stories on dance, the same people who were being
this uims indicate H-A-AJ-T-A-N.]
Now affected before are still in the same situthere has never been a known death ation where they’re breathing whatever
from this virus, which is caused by ro- ‘they” said the people were supposed to
dent droppings and rodent urine, ac- be breathing, and yet we haven’t had a
cording to the latest information
that victim for ten days!
we’re being given.
Like I said, there’s
This seems highly unusual because
never been a known case of a death by they were saying, in the paper, that this
this virus, which is also very rare in the virus goes in stages of one week to peak,
then it will stop, then peak again the
East where it does occur.
Maybe, I was thinking, either they’re following week. It seems to me that what
telling that as a cover story or they may the government employees did is just
have taken the virus and modified it and pulled it off, and wait; it’s getting a little
then dropped it over here through the too hot here!
Stealth
fighters
or through
various
Do you have any other questions?
I
means. The virus has been found in have a lot more information.
three people who are in the hospital
with symptoms, but it has not been
There was some mention of yellow
found in any of the dead victims.
spray or yellow powder?
It does not explain, for instance, in
This is a story that I tried to get the
this area, in the Navajo nation, there has
only been one household that has been newsguy at our station to talk about. I
attacked as a family. Now, theoretically,
don’t know if he forgot or didn’t ask the
the whole family is in this house and right questions, but they did have anews
they are breathing
the same, these conference and he did attend it. The
Theoretically,
it question either never got asked or they
‘drop9
of rodents.
In the Thoreau
would have attacked the older people wouldn’t answer it.
first because they have the weaker im- area...there
is a Navajo word for the
mune system. BUT, this virus has been Thoreau area, which is 30 miles from
attacking and killing young people! Sup- Gallup. The Navajos call it Prairie Dog
posedly, the youngest victim has been town.
And there are so many prairie
thirteen and there has not been a death dogs in that area, I mean it’s really inunlater than age thirty-five.
dated with them and all around this
It didn’t explain why it would be selec- town.
A town of about 2,000 people.
tive in a household where maybe one They say it’s 40 miles, but I don’t think
victim would get sick and none of the rest it’s that far, I think in a straight line it’s
of the family would get sick, nor why it about 20 miles from the worst cases of
was attacking the young people and not the virus, which were in Little Water,
the older people in the household. Some- New Mexico,
about
20 miles from
times there were seventy- or eighty-yearThoreau.
old people in these hogans and houses
When the Centers for Disease Control
and they would not get infected, whereas came to Gallup, 4 helicopters came with
the young people would be infected.
them with red crosses on them.
We
If it did come from China, it did not noticed that these helicopters were flyexplain the fact that it did not attack ing in tandem, to the Thoreau area, and
the California Coast and work its way I have 3 witnesses there, where they
over here.
would drop a green mist or green gas
from the helicopters and flying about 20
It also does not explain the fact that feet over the ground, rather slowly, while
there are more rodents this year than they were doing this.
there have been in quite a number of
We don’t know what they were sprayyears because of the fact that we’ve had ing. They have never admitted that they
an unusual amount of water the last two were spraying and they have never adyears; usually it’s dry. So now there’s a mitted it publicly in any of the newspalot more rodents. Everybody has noticed pers that I have asked. But the people in
that in their households, a lot of mice Thoreau have seen it many times.
A
and things like that. [Editor’s note: Con- tandem pair of helicopters have dropped
sider, also, that with such a convenient
this green gas or green mist; this is what
*natural cover” as a bumper crop of ro- they describe it as being. Never once has
dents, large quantities of disease-carryit been publicly stated what they were
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doing.

Tinnee area, Navajo adults were being
paid $50 to $100 to receive an experiIs this before the outbreak or after?
mental form of a Hepatitis-B
vaccine
which, we think, will be the same vaccine
After the outbreak.
It was a week that was given to the Lakota Sioux, and
after the outbreak.
It was interesting
there have been several mysterious
because it made me feel like they knew deaths there as well!
what they were doing, but they weren’t
So there’s been a very vigorous prosaying anything.
And if they DID know gram in this area, apparently using the
what they were doing, then WHY were Navajos as their experimental
data to
they doing it and NOT saying anything
test their new viruses. So it’s not out of
about it31 And why the Thoreau area? the realm of possibility that they decided
Because there had never been a case to test a new one to see how fast it would
there.
spread from an airborne.
There have
been bad cases in Tuba City, Arizona, all
Is there anything unusual or continu- the way to Pine Hill. That is about 200
ing that is going on that we have not heard miles - to see how fast that it would
about, that has not made the media that spread. But, it is apparently only selecyou are aware of3
tively attacking certain young people.
The virus itself is too selective to have
The fact that, there was talk in the been this HANTAN virus that they’re
talking about; it’s too selective.
papers, in at least two different instances
and once on TV, of a biolab, a now-closed
biolab or a germ warfare laboratory in
Very interesting.
the area. And they weren’t saying where.
And they were actually exploring the
So the fact that they’re not telling
possibility that some germs had gotten you, the fact that they ordered thenurses
out of this biolab and were infecting the not to say anything.
area. It was mentioned one time by Dr.
How did you find that out?
Sewall, who is the Head of New Mexico
Epidemiology.
It was mentioned once in
the Sunday Journal that they were actuAbout what? The nurses?
ally, that it was possible that this was a
biologically-manufactured
virus and that
Yes.
they weren’t ruling out that possibility.
There was a particular nurse, I knew
They thought it unlikely, but they were
not ruling out the possibility.
KOAT-TV her sister and she was working at the
in Albuquerque thought that it was Ft. Public Health Service hospital. She was
Wingate, which is 12 miles east of Gallup actually in the unit and she was very
and it was a munitions storage place afraid because their unit was full of
which had been closed down by the Gov- people who were sick. The initial onernment.
Some people speculated that slaught was very, very big. Initially a lot
they may have had biological artillery
of people came in sick, all at once. And
shells there and when they moved the then they had to start sorting out which
stuff out, maybe some of these biologicals
ones were the sickest, right?
Now got out. The Army has totally categorisome of them seemed - the feeling I get
tally denied that they have stored any is that all the flus which people are
biological artillery shells there. It does experiencing now are all related to the
virus. It seems that some people develop
not seem likely to me that is the place.
We do know of the huge under- it to a greater degree than others. So we
ground lab in Utah where they are, in don’t know if it’s airborne, if it’s the fact
the Four Corners area, where Hatonn they are breathing more of the virus in,
has mentioned many times they are or if it’s very selective in who it attacks.
doing somevery advanced research on I feel that all the flus in the area are very
much related to what they have put in
viruses.
We know also, in this area, and I think the air.
This nurse who I’m talking about was
this is very worthy to also talk about:
Johns Hopkins University has been given in the unit and they told her - her sister
a 2-year study to come to the Navajo wouldn’t give me alot of information, but
Reservation and do an experimental vat- - they hold her to shut-up, not to talk
I would about anything, not to say how many
tine program where the victimssay, are-GOING to be victims - even the people were sick. Not to talk about what
youngsters at the hospital, the parents they were doing to treat them, so on and
were being made to sign a waiver to get so forth, and theirjob was on the line. Of
In case course, they were saying it would just
these experimental
vaccines.
The nurses were very
something happened, they were not go- spread panic.
ing to be responsible for it. We checked much panicked too, because they didn’t
the story out and we know that, in the know if they were going to get what was
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out there.
The victims’ lungs would fill with
fluid and they would die within hours.
One victim was Easter-egg hunting,
felt fine, got sick at 4PM that afternoon, sick enough that they had to
take her to the hospital.
Before the
night was over she was dead. It doesn’t
act like a normal virus in that it kills
you too quickly.
Very quickly!
Yes. Another guy, who died in the St.
John’s area, which is about 150 miles
south of here, he was sick for 3 or 4 days
and sick enough that he tried to go to
work and they’d send him home.
He
looked sick, looked pale. They say the
victims’ eyes become very red, which is
alwaysa sign ofa high toxicity. The next
thing they knew, they went to check on
him at his hotel room.
He was dead,
within hours!
The other thing that is very worthy to
point out is this: They had an article in
the ‘kibuneyesterday.
They were saying
that a lot of people are very skeptical
about what the Government is saying
about rat urine and rat droppings as
being the cause, culprit. More people
are starting to question what the Government is putting out and a lot of
people just flat out do not believe it.
I’ve only talked to a couple of people who
believe it, by and large.
I did a survey on this last night. It
was 3-to-1 against the fact that they
actually really believe that this virus
Because the
is caused by rodents.
rodents have been here and they continue to be here. Why hasn’t there been
a single victim in ten days when all the
same situations exist for what [supposedly] caused it in the first place?
I know that Gunther Russbacher had
talked about this, that he was the guy
who flew George Bush back in the SR-71
Blackbird and now is in the Missouri
state penitentiary.
He issued a warning
about it, almost 3 weeks ago, saying that
the Government was going to have a very
vigorous virus program this summer,
but they were going to use the water
supply. But in this case it seemed to be
very much airborne.
It just seems to me, the other point
being, three or four days after the national media got hold of this story, that
all of a sudden the deaths stopped.
“They” say there hasn’t been a single
case where anybody has even gone in
with this illness, even if it wasn’t life
threatening, for the last ten days now.
So it’s - it doesn’t make any sense.
Now it’s REAL windy here in the area
and it’s overcast.
Temperatures
have
gotten down into the 6Os, which is very
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unusual this time ofyear. So, we may be
preparing for another onslaught of it. It
seems to me that the Stealth aircraft,
they’re stationed out ofAlamagordo now.
Why would they be flying so often and
over the Gallup area?
We just didn’t
have any reason why they would do that.
That’s about 350 miles away from here.
Why would they be sending those lowflying Stealth fighters over the Gallup
They were flying every
area so often?
week.
And if you think about the Stealth
fighter, it’s a perfect weapon to deliver a
biological bomb because it actually only
holds two conventional
bombs.
If you
put some biologicals on a Stealth fighter,
being that it’s so hard to shoot down, you
drop it over Baghdad or you drop it over
Iraq somewhere and you wipe out a city.
We know they’re gearing up for another
war with Iraq and if you look at the
terrain of Iraq, the desert terrain of Iraq
and the desert terrain of New Mexico,
although it’s a higher altitude, it’s the
same thing.
Very similar.
I really think they’re getting ready to
test it for something they’re getting ready
to do in the Middle East because of the
similar desert terrain.
That’s a very interesting

theory!

[END OF TAPE.]
[Editor’s note: Because of the seriousness of this latest Sutunic biological warfare on We-The-People,
Commander
Hutonn has asked that his 6/5/93 #2
writing, and related background information, from lust week’s CONTACT, be repeated below, following
the interview.
While this is more for our new readers,
those of you who may have skimmed over
the maten’al lust week may want to take
a little closer look this time! ]
DEADLY
BE WARE

PLAGUES
ARE HERE!
EVIL’S
HANDIWORKS
.’

615193 #2
URGENT,

HATONN

URGENT,

URGENT

Before we write on any other subject
we are going to speak about the outbreak, now gaining attention world-wide,
of a “mystery”
disease
hitting New
Mexico, etc. This is the most urgent and
serious assault against mankind and
animal creatures, including fowl, of anything they have done to you thus far in
the history of man.
This is beyond AIDS (HIV viral infec-

tions) and, since our first writings were
in JOURNAL #8 called AIDS ThE LAST
GREAT PLAGUE (which has been confiscated into the court), we can only ask
you to get our last JOURNAL #65 out,
THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE UPON MAN:
AIDS AND RELATED MURDER TOOLS.
As to how to get it, I must suppose you
can call the 800 number (1-800-8005565) for credit card orders or information. I am also given an address where it
can be ordered, Phoenix Source Distributors,
Inc.
P.O. Box 21353, Las
Vegas, Nevada 89 126. This company is
offered my full -appreciation for picking
up the disbursement of our JOURNALS,
The book in point will NOT give you
this update nor the full implications of
this disease so we will cover it here
sufficiently
to attend your immediate
needs for protection.
There is not going to be ANY full
protection for this overpowering infestation of disease as PLANNED.
However,
there are measures you can take to protect selves and PETS as well as any
rodents or wildlife that WATER at your
facilities or property.
The Health Departments of various
districts housing camp-grounds,
forest
services, etc. are now passing out pamphlets regarding “Plague” and what you
should know about it. Every year there
are small outbreaks of disease from carriers in the rodent population scattered
about the country.
However, for instance, it is very evident in Nevada and
other western states. This is NOTHING
compared to what is intended for you but
IS a good place to start this dissertation.
I am asking that the staff reprint our
discussions on several topics in the past
regarding this “plague-like” EXPECTED
disease AND the information we have
given you prior to this on the “mysteriousn disease brought back in your troops
from the Iraq war. [Editor’s note: That
information folimportant collection of
lows this writing, on pages 52 - 54. El
becomes plainly obuious that the Satanic
Elite Controllers have been “experimenting” with us for some LONG time. It’s now
getting WAY out of control.] You will now
note that there is a ‘new” type of infection and outbreak of “advanced” malariaamongyour
troops in Somalia. Don’t
kid yourselves, these diseases are being
spread through every known type of carrier.
This NEW plague will be a basically
untreatable cross of bacteria and virus
(manmade through DNA alterations).
It
will be mostly deadly in the Septicemic
type of plague although, as it wears on
the bodies, it will also become highly
infectious
as would be recognized
in
pneumonic
forms of this old plague.
Difference? Briefly, septicemic type will

enter the bloodstream
directly
and
spread. Pneumonic form is centered in
the lungs which makes it highly contagious through airborne spread.
BAD

NEWS RIGHT OFF TO
SAVE TIME

The %ewD form has been introduced
into the wildlife rodent population in the
areas of the “Four Corners” (New Mexico,
Arizona, Colorado and Utah). The disease, however, has been noted elsewhere
in almost every state but is unreported.
This means that the disease is spreading
The fact that outbreak
intentionally.
came with more than one recipient means
an introduction
intentionally,
for all
would not become infected
simultaneously from simple normal spread.
“They” are telling you it is a virus, then
acocci, then a bacteriaof some kind and
then “they don’t know”. In the Western
areas, as well as isolated cases nation- I
wide, the hospital staff is FORBIDDEN to
discuss thedisease-most
especiallywith
journalists and reporters.
This is NOT
hospital policy-IT
IS GOVERNMENT
ORDERS!
The focused outbreak was intentioned
to prepare you to EXPECT the spread to
rodents in the cities, etc. [Editor’s note:
Speaking of “preparing us”, how many of
you readers out there scow the CBS television network movie run lust Tuesday
evening 6/ l/93 “coincidentally”
US the
New Mexico plague was ramping up on
the news?! TheTV GUIDE movie description stated: *An outbreak. of pneumonic
plague is the QUIET KILLER unleashed
on Manhattan amid Q garbage strike on
The
the eve of a political convention.”
freas of rodents were the spotlighted cartiers and the symptoms acted out were
identical to what we at CONTACT tiere
heating fromfirst-hand
accounts of what
was going on in New Mexico. Talk about
scary! Commander Hutonn had&St gotten done, no more than a week earlier,
describing how one of the latest plans
was to introduce such plagues into un
already topsy-turwy situation like an earthquake or hurricune...or
garbage strike
duringpolitical
convention, as this movie
set the sceneq Already RATS have been
released (INFECTED and ADULT) in cities throughout the States. Offspring will
pass the bactervirus (for lack of name)
through offspring as well as being fecally
borne and airborne.
This will also be
picked up by the fowl population.
You
are going to witness the most merciless
slaughter of God’s creatures in wildlife
form ever known to mankind.
I know that this is devastating news
to you all, but doubly so with you who
attend wildlife, animal facilities, zoos,
parks, and pet owner?.
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To you who have availability
of
Gaiandriana and Crystal Life (whichever or both), add a tablespoon
or
more if you feel you can “afford” it,
per gallon, to drinking pans. To this
add a fourth cup of aloe Vera juice per
gallon-AND
seven drops of hydrogen
peroxide (FOOD GRADE 35%) per gallon.
THIS DISEASE IS OBVIOUSLY
INTENDED
TO CONTAMINATE
ALL
WATER SUPPLIES BEFORE YOU ARE
FINISHED WITH IT. I don’t know how
much product we can still get for you
[see next-to-last pages for ordering information], as you readers know the attacks
we have had against the product. I will
ask our staff to see if there is some way
to increase the output someway. Chelas,
I simply do not longer know how to get
you products through the maze of barriers. Will this product prevent the disease? No, but the immune system of the
host and attacked might well be able to
activate
in the
presence
of the
‘chondriana”
placed in the same space
with intruders to stop the rascals before
they can overwhelm.
You must understand
something
about the Gaiandrianaand Chondrianathey must have the presence of virus or
any intruder or mutant cell entity to
activate from dormancy.
The ultimate
treatment is going to have to be through
LIGHT technology and “carriers” of the
light frequencies which destroy the atThis is best achieved
tacking entity.
through these little critters.
You are
truly into a time of technical warfare. In
addition to being untreatable, these little
buggers within the system break through
and produce toxins found only in incurable disease such as “gas gangrene”,
“botulism”, etc.
Please understand that our children
making available Gaia products to you
are having to close their corporation in
bankrupt status. They tell me they are
willing to open ‘something” else to provide a conduit but the public will have to
understand that it is only a %ervicen for
WE DO NOT MAKE THIS PRODUCT-IT
IS MADE UP IN A FACILITY IN ANOTHER
STATE OVER WHICH THERE IS NO CONTROL AND THOSE PERSONS ARE ALL
BUT UNWILLING
TO DO FURTHER
TRANSACTIONS
WITH THE PROBLEMS
FROM THE ADVERSARY
WHO HAVE
EVEN INVOLVED BELOVED DR. MERKL.
We shall simply see what we can do. To
fully utilize what you have, add aloe vera
juice for fuel and then REFRIGERATE.
Keep hydrogen peroxide in the medium
to a minimum-no
more than equivalent
of 7 drops per gallon of 35% food-grade
H202. This means just a couple of small
drops per quart. Too much in the growing broth will KILL the gaiandriana
or
put it into total dormancy.

CONTACT:
I ask that E.J. contact Dr. Merkl and
petition him to allow our staff to obtain
for sale his product, Crystal Life. To
have a FULL value response-you
DO
need both and I will not conjure up the
equivalent of Crystal Life. If you people
cannot share and work together-expect
to perish. We can handle this without
that product but together the two can be
literally seen to work miracles. How will
you know when and IF you are safe? You
won’t, but if you don’t die, consider the
wisdom of our efforts.
The reason for the hydrogen peroxide
is for the oxygenation of the anaerobes,
which is the quality of the attacking
organism.
An anaerobe must have absence of oxygen to survive in its life
phase. Hydrogen peroxide can penetrate
the “shell”. It is simply too technical to
go into here but KNOW the “secret” is
the LIGHT.
Also know, chelas, that I
cannot cause anyone to do anything.
Since you ones will not have immediate access to the pamphlet I mentioned
above, I feel it important enough to give
you the information. I ask that this same
information be run in every CONTACTfor
the next several weeks and we petition
any other paper or information spreading capability be asked to run this information likewise.
QUOTING:
WHAT

PLAGUE:
YOU SHOULD
ABOUT IT

KNOW

Plague is an’ancient disease that has
severely affected mankind,
especially
during three worldwide
epidemics, or
The first pandemic,
the
pandemics.
Plague of Justinian, probably began in
Africa and was first recorded in Egypt in
541 A.D. In the spring of 542, probably
carried on grain ships from Egypt, the
disease entered Constantinople, the capital of the Eastern Roman Empire, and
from there spread westward across EuIt killed millions, depopulating
rope.
towns and whole regions.
Outbreaks
continued for fifty to sixty years before
the disease abruptly disappeared.
In the mid-1300s,
plague erupted
again.
This outbreak, known as the
Black Death, destroyed much of medieval society.
The pandemic started in
central Asia and spread south and east
to India and China. In 1348, Genoese
traders returning from the East introduced the disease into Italy. With tremendous speed, plague spread throughout Europe, killing at least one-third of
the population.
Local epidemics continued for 400 years, one of the worst being
the Great Plague of London, which took
100.000 lives in 1664.
I
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The third pandemic, called the Modern Plague, started in Asia in the 185Os,
and lasted for 100 years.
Most of the
world was affected, including areas where
plague had long been absent or had
never previously been observed.
While plague may have already been
present in America, the Western United
States became a new known region of
permanent
plague infestation
at this
time. By 1910 it had been found in ten
California counties, and by 1950 it had
been recorded in 15 Western states,
approximately
40 percent of the continental United States. Currently, plague
is found from the Pacific Ocean east to
Kansas and Texas, and also in parts of
Mexico and Canada.
PLAGUE

AND

MAN

Plague is primarily a disease of small
rodents that occasionally strikes humans.
Although the threat of rat-borne epidemics
still exists, no such outbreaks have occurred in the United States since 1925.
Today, the major threat of plague to humans is from wild rodents (particularly
ground squirrels) and rabbits. The expanding human population and the development of housing, industry, and agriculture in formerly undeveloped lands, together with life-styles that emphasize outdoor recreation, are bringing people in
close contact with certain wild rodent species. This has substantially increased the
exposure of humans to plague.
Plague in humans may take three
forms: Bubonic, septicemic, or pneumonic. The most common form, bubonic
plague, spreads through the body via the
lymphatic system. It is characterized by
swollen lymph glands, or buboes. Other
symptoms may include a high fever of up
to 4 1 degrees C ( 106 degrees F), headInitial symptoms
ache, and nausea.
usually appear two to six days (but up to
10 days) after infection (for example,
from a flea bite).
Septicemic plague, a relatively rare
form, enters the bloodstream
directly
and spreads through the body.
The
bacteria multiply rapidly, resulting in
internal hemorrhaging
and swelling of
the liver and spleen.
The pneumonic form of plague is centered in the lungs and is highly contagious. Of the three, it is the most dangerous to humans. Plague bacteria develop in the lungs so rapidly that there
may not be time for the usual symptoms
of bubonic plague to appear. Within one
day of infection, there may be signs of a
generalized infection, such as a headache and fever. By the second or third
day, coughing, blood in the sputum, and
respiratory
distress clearly indicate lung
.
_
involvement.
Death may occur two to
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information
can be obtained
from:
after infection.
is treatable with prompt diag- District Health Department, 1001 East
administration
of specific an- Ninth Street, Reno, Nevada.
Rapid and proper diagnosis is
both for the victims and those
END OF QUOTING
with them.
You who have fowl :please keep a
AVOIDING
PLAGUE
CLOSE watch for any signs of disease for
when you have something airborne it is
You can take a number of steps to mandatory to keep watchover any fowl.
prevent or minimize your exposure to Remember: justwithin th$past twoweeks
plague: (mice, tree squirrels,
ground there was a disease iq”p’otid ducks in
marmots,
greater L.A. They clain$d’it to be a bird
squirrels,
chipmunks,
virus-but
you cannot’:XNGW
without
woodrats, rats, and others).
Rats and mice: Control measures watching progress of the,.‘malady. You
include sanitation, exclusion, and trap- DO NOT INSTITUTE MAS.S EXECUTION
ping if necessary.
FOR YOU WILL NEVERISOLATE
THE
Removing
mouse
harborage
and DISEASE ORGANISMS OR BE ABLE TO
blocking all entrances into buildings (rat- TREAT IT IN HUMANS IF YOU GET RID
OF ALL THE LITTLE CREATURES. Take
proofing) can greatly reduce, problems.
For limited infestations of mice inside responsibility for caring for those around
or around buildings, several wooden-base you and within your area and they will be
traps are usually sufficient to obtain con- able to sustain themselves against the
attack. Panic, chelas, and you are destrol. Protect pets from possible injury.
Ground squirrels, chipmunks, and tined to do in yourselves.
Remember:
meadow mice (voles): Proper environWe are linked. We are the
mental management
by elimination of
universe in itself. What we
weeds and dense vegetation is important
do as individuals
affects
in preventing buildup of these animals.
the entire universe.
(H: If they are prevalent in your area
-- Little Crow.
and you enjoy their friendly presence,
make an effort to protect them with
pure water, treated with H,O (HydroHeed well this message for if you act in
gen Peroxide) in watering places.
I panic and slay another creature of God in
suggest you make available watering deliberate foolishness-it
shall come back
facilities and get rid of or treat natural upon yourself. You are the guardians and
protectors of this. planet and all the creasupply *I
In plague areas, protect yourself from tures upon &YOU
SHALL NOT KILL for
fleas. Apply insect repellent to socks and you can STOP THIS THING WITHOUT
HARMING AN INNOCENT HEAD. Get to
trouser cuffs and tuck pants into boots.
PROTECT PETS WITH FLEA POW- the problemand thosewho bring this upon
DER, especially if they are allowed to you-not the creaturesof the skies and the
run free in areas where ground squir- fields for they have naught to do with this
rels are present.
When camping in insanity. God knows of each sparrow’s fall
plague areas, pets should be leashed and if ye be guilty of taking a life in foolish
or confined.
C
age-ye shall reap the reward in kind.
When camping, do not sit or place
=-73
N w, I suggest you go forth, take the
tent or sleeping bag near rodent bur- path shown to you and get your nation
rows. Fleas gather in these areas and under control! When “they” who set this
wait for a warm-blooded
host.
horrendous thing upon you are deprived
[H: PLEASE NOTE: This new form of of their ?ure” and ‘protection”
they
infection is carried in feces, etc. This will give it to the masses quickly enough!
means that the primary. source of
Please allow us to close out this arspread is not through~ fleas!]
title for I wish to begin another one
Do not feedrodentsin
campgrounds
which is as URGENT timewise but very
and picnic areas. Avoid contact with different in subject.
wild animals.
Won’t the Elite Big Boys kill themselves
Be aware of signs of plague in wild off? NO! They, just like with AIDS, have
animals: Sick, sluggish, or dead ani- the treatment well developed for their own
mals; sudden, unexplained decreases in use. Some who are outlived in their usefulor disappearances of an animal (particu- ness or will gain more than desired-will
larly rodent) population; dead animal also be open for the disease itself.
Can this assault be stopped?
Not
odors or flies around rodent burrows.
Do not handle sick or dead rodents unless enough of you here.can give them
or other wild animals. Report them to cause to stop. I don’t honestly know how
the appropriate
authorities
(for ex- you can control it unless you get control
ample, the campground
manager, a of your nation and government and I see
Additional
no other route fast enbugh than taking
park or Forest Ranger).
four days
Plague
nosis and
tibiotics.
essential
in contact

back your nation in an alternative Republic under your Constitution-bypassing the standing Elite system now in
Washington. Pretty picture? NO indeed!
Dharma sits here and stares blankly
at two pictures. One is George Washington on the front of a gifted book from the
Committee
of 50 States by Joseph
Stumph who is also heading that Committee. Washington has tears pouring
down his face. Then she turns slightly
and there is Esu (our Christed presence)
with tears pouring down his face. I can
promise
you that, today, God also
WEEPS.
Will OUR Z’RV’TH be enough to
stop this insanity? I doubt it, precious
brethren, I doubt it.
SOME
PLAGUE
COMMENTS
FROM PAST WRITINGS
(Editor’s note: Each of these four
writings
below
add some insightful
commentary to the biological warfare the
Satanic Elite Controllers
are utilizing
against
We-The-People.
On Page 49,
Commander
Hatonn
refers
to this
matetial and asked that it beassembled
for
your
review from past
recent
wn’tings he has done on thesubject. The
been
short
writing below has
first
extracted from page 8 of the 9/ IS/ 92
issue of THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR./
g/11/92
HEALTH
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OF SAUDI

TROOPS

OK, the confirmations are now flowing through. Remember the “maybe its
sand fleas” or, or, or-in problems with
troops’health during and after the Saudi
stay? Now they have deliberately DONE
IT AGAIN, readers. It is now firm that at
least 50,000 soldiers are dying of, ‘intraduced through inoculations”, a speties of Anthrax. This is even more efficient for ridding yourselves of people
than is “friendly fire”.
How could they get away with it?
Because it was touted that Iraq had
Anthrax-laden Scuds and it was necessary for PROTECTION. There is NO CURE
for this and many, many more persons
are already dead of other “claimed”
causes than you can imagine. IT WILL
GET WORSE!
(Editor’s note: The following writing is
taken from pages I3 - I4 of the 12/8/ 92
issue of THE PHOENIX
LIBERATOR.
Here Commander
is quoting from
a
I l/27/92
letter from “D.J. ti who is both
a seasoned medical professional
AND
sifted translator of famous seer Michel
Nostradamus’ material--from the original
Old French.)
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NOSTRADAMUS’
RECIPE
PLAGUE LOZENGES:

FOR

QUOTING:
. ..Now. I’ll get on to something really
important, gang.
Commander, this is very troubling, but
I am tentatively pretty certain of it. And
since you’re the only one, or Dr. Young,
going to understand this microbiology, here
goes. I have had really bad gut “feelings”
about that plague case in Arizona. Why?
Well, the Azo Strain, that Nostradamus
spoke of, is a test for gram negative bacterium. Yersinia pestis, as you are aware, is
the causative agent of plagues. Somehow,
my mother sent away to Fighting Chance
and within was a very tragic letter by Dr.
Some-body, whose wife had mysteriously
died of pancreatic hemorrhage. Extremely
rare. EXCEPT....
With Septic Plague. Like Cholera, it
does not always affect ALL exposed. The
bacteria directly enters the bloodstream,
multiply swiftly and the cause of death is
internal hemorrhaging, with edema to the
liver and spleen. Since this kills in approximately 12-46 hours, this too matches
with
what was said.
For Michel
[Nostmdamus] spoke of plague and also of
AIDS. What better and swifter disease? I
KNOW this is what they’re playing with.
Septic Plague.
I’m enclosing the Plague Pamphlet from
the Rangers’ Station nearby, for your readers. I want them to also know that Larkspur, yes, the flower, kills fleas and lice, they
hate it. [H: Be cautious-Larkspur
also
kills cattle, horses, people, etc.] And
lavender is also an old remedy for keeping
the pests at bay. Fleas are the primary
carriers of plague, but lice as well carry
diseases lethal to humans. (Yeah, Yeah, I’ll
write about all that, in depth, I just want
them to be aware. Most have no idea of
the strange diseases that are now loose
in the United States.) You see, I’m sure,
Commander,
that before any are even
aware of what they have, they’ll be dead.
It would not take much to modify it to
even more lethal levels, sir, as you are
aware. With optimum growth at 28 degrees Celsius, what better host than warm
human blood?
If I scared anyone.. .?
Well, that’s just too damn bad, better
to be scared and alive, isn’t it?
Since other Yersinia cause abdominal
infections, if they modified it with Shigella?
Or even perhaps heightened its
virulence?
How many even know about
the plague epidemic that ran for a century? Ending in 19503
I thought not.
I am also including Nostradamus’
potion for plague, just for amusement,
of course.
“D. J.”
Salu,

1 oz. Sawdust from the greenest
Cyprus available
6 oz. Iris of Florence
3 oz. Cloves
3 drams odorated calamus
6 drams’ lign-aloes
This was first made into a powder,
then three to four hundred red roses,
plucked, before dawn, were used to make
the lozenges. Not modern roses, but old
fashioned ones, those that rosehips are
It is now a scientific fact that
from.
several of the items have known antibiotic properties.
(Editor’s note: Those of you who read
Science News magazine ~‘11 have noticed the large jluny of Letters to the
Editor and other commentaries stirred up
recently because of an article they ran on
page 84 of their 2/ 6/ 93 issue, reporting
on a study which showed that wooden
kitchen cutting-chopping
boards had far
superior anti-bacterial
properties
compared to synthetic boards of plastic, etc.
There’s lots of speculation as to why this
is so, however the strongest indication is
that something in the wood itself kills the
bad bugs. So maybe the above formula
with its fresh “sawdust” ingredient was
just way ahead of its time!)
That Michel Nostradamus
stayed
with hundreds of plague victims is indicative that all ingredients should be
investigated.
There was and is a reason
for the herbs on Earth, but we have
forgotten that in our quest for synthetThere are many herbs, such as
ics.
heroin, from which morphine is derived,
that cannot be duplicated in their abilities to both heal and soothe. Witness the
use of heroin in terminally ill cancer
patients, their pain relief is much greater
with such than with synthetics such as
Demerol or similar drugs created within
the laboratory.
These lozenges were kept in the mouth
at all times. As I wrote once before, the
reason his beloved first wife, son and
daughter died was because Michel was
Not that he
not there to treat them.
could not have saved them, but after a
certain amount of time, nothing will help
with plague and you die. This very aromatic preparation would also inhibit fleas
from taking a tasty bite, regurgitating
the Yersinia pestis microbe into the patient, and thus the cycle is begun.
A flea “bite”,
with plague, is frequently
urticariac
in nature, which
means larger than normal. Much larger,
almost hive-like, approximately the size
of a fifty-cent piece in size. Moist warm
to muggy climes are the best for the
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propagation of fleas, such were the conditions when the plague struck in both
the late thirteenth century and all other
times. Just for pets’ comfort, those of you
with a flea problem, Larkspur will kill
them. A bed for a pet is easy to make and
the flowers are lovely. Even around barns
and pet areas, such use will make pets feel
better and owners feel safer. You must
remember, too, that at that time in history,
the only ones who bathed frequently were
the Russians, in bathhouses. The rest of
Europe did not bathe and said bathing
more than once a month (or even less
often) was very detrimental to their wellbeing.
Lord! What a stench it must have been.
Clothes were washed about once a month
as well.
(In desperation, some up and
washed themselves.) The irony does not
escape one that 437 years have passed and
science is just beginning to recognize some
of the properties of herbs set here by God
so very long ago. Doesn’t anyone ever
wonder why Upper Management saw fit to
do such a thing? As with the discovery that
butter is not the evil culprit once said, or
that (gasp, choke, horror of horrors) olive
oil is better to cook with. Hmmm. Seems
some of the truly natural and biblical ways
were the wisest after all.. ..
END OF QUOTING
***

Thank you for sharing the above information-ALL of it. It is a great burden to be
among the ones awakening and feeling the
heavy burden of responsibility that weighs
like lead on the backs of ones serving.
What seems so “obvious” to one, however,
has no interest or sense to another. How
many of the kids who romp around a
campground and feed the little chipmunks
ever “think” about a flea? Is there no place
where man has not set his time bombs?
NO-NONE1
When you ones stop trying to equate
intelligence or positive behavior as logical
to the adversary-then
we can begin to
move along properly. THE ADVERSARY is
out to kill you, maim you and enslave YOU!
To continue in the “I can’t understand”
and. “I can’t believe that--” and “Why
would God let....“, etc., is a total waste of
valuable insight time and production of
positive change-IT
IS!! IT SIMPLY @I
Moreover, you willtravel this road of experience until you gain the KNOWING and
accept and TAKE the power as offered by
GOD for your use. The adversary has
certainly used his own power by tampering
with uyours” for a long time-eons
and
eons, ad infinitum. When will you share
your God-given power so that all can move
in unity into thought coalition and change
this experience?

JUNE 15,1993
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(Editor’s note: The following whiting
has been extracted from pages I3 - I4 of
the 12/ 15/ 92 issue of THE PHOENDC
LIBERATOR.)
1219192
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PLAGUE

Remember that little dissertation we
had a few days ago-that you might have
thought absurd? Well, here it is in black
and white and read all over-the story is
hitting the presses. Quote: ‘....we believe
Americans are in deep trouble. Instead of
revealing what they know about ILLEGAL
TREATY-VIOLATING
EXPERIMENTS
REGARDING
A BUBONIC
PLAGUE
WEAPON-AND
REVEALINGWHATTHEY
KNOW ABOUT THE SHOOTING DOWN
OF KOREAN AIR LINES 007 FLIGHTOUR GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES ARE
ONLY CONCERNESWITH
WORLD WAR
II ATROCITIES OF NAZI GERMANY....”
This of course is because the riots are
intentional. The Supremacists are sent in
there to cause these riots and if you go to
Zion National Park in Utah, USA, you will
also find those young Skinhead punks in
training to continue wherever sent-be it
Berlin, Somalia or Los Angeles.
But, even your esteemed *Evans and
Novak” cite CIA revelations regarding new
fresh experiments done by the Soviet
Union involving utzn enhanced bubonic
plawe
weap~m...~
Mr. Yeltsin, dear
ones, is a total joke to hardline Russian
nationalists and powerful elements within
the Soviet military.
This may well be
somewhat comforting to you-the-people.
Well, it shouldn’t bother you as much as,
say, the new Soviet-Chinese arms build
up. Remember those billionsofdollarsyou
gave Russia? How do you suppose it is that
that money was spent, then, to make arms
and major weapons to, in turn-sell
to
China in a “friendship” exchange!
I believe this day has gotten to be too
much for my scribe. She just wonders if
her day has been worthy of exchanging a
day in her life for it. Dharma-if
we have
caused just one person to think and open
eyes-it is worth it. Salu.
Hatonn to stand-by as it seems pointless to further effort at a subject offering as
seemingly mundane as your evolution into
higher dimensional expression or the workings of the universe. Even the best laid
plans of mice and men end up occasionally
simply being flea-food.
One reader laid Dharma out this day
and sent back the picture of your beloved
teacher given as a gift from us to all of our
family. She trashed it, said “her guardian
angel” said it was Satan in disguise and
she demanded that all the books be recalled. I, too, have occasional ‘bad” days!
I feel as if we just “fell off that proverbial

bridge with the donkey firmly strapped to same paper, Stuart, Florida:
our back” as in the old %x-yto please all the
people” scenario. You want to take note of QUOTING:
the flea circus while the rabies-laden dog
infects the world. So be it-may the best
SUDAN DENIES PARASITE
clown win!
HAS KILLED THOUSANDS
(Editor’s note: The following writin&
KHARTOUM, Sudan (AP)-A health ofhas been extracted from pages 22 - 23 6f ficial Thursday denied a U.N. report that a
the 2/ 16/93
issue of THE PHOENI%?-‘fly-borne parasite has killed tens of thouLIBERATOR.)
sands of people in the past two years.
Sadeq Mahjoub, director of preventive
2/12/93 #l
HATONN
medicine at the Ministry of Health, told the
official Sudan News Agency that health
Next we’ll just share a couple of ar- officialsthroughoutthecountryknewnothtitles sent from the News
in Stuart, FL ing about an epidemic. But-for 12/27/92 or l/2/93 (dateline lost).
The World Health Organization said
Tuesday that 40,000 people have been
killed by the parasite and up to 400,000
QUOTING:
are at risk in southern Sudan.
BAN ON BLOOD DONATIONS BY
The agency described the outbreak of
GULF VETERANS LIFTED
the infection, borne by sand flies, as
MONE OF THE LARGEST EPIDEMICS OF
New York Thes News Service:
THE DEADLY DISEASE IN RECORDED
HISTORY.”
The American Association of Blood
THE PARASITE, ONE OF THE LEISHBanks and the Department of Defense MANIAGm,CAUSES
FEVER,wEIGH’T
have lifted the ban on blood donations by LOSS, ANEMIA AND ENLARGEMEloT OF
military personnel who served in the Per- THE SPLEEN. VICTIMS TYPICALLY DIP:
OF COMPLICATIONS.
Sian Gulf War.
Civilian and military blood banks were
advised this week to allow the 500,000
END QUOTING
members of the armed forces affected by
the ban to donate blood beginning Friday.
Anybody feel a tad sick yet?? What ever
The ban was imposed Nov. 12, 199 1, do you think the World Health Organiza..
as a precaution against the transmistion is up to? Sound like a rerun of AIDS?
sion of the disease leishmaniasis.
How about just a ‘little” bit of Anthrax?
The disease is caused by a parasite And you think you only have 17 persons
common to Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and returned from that Gulf War with this
other areas of the Middle East and can be “little” malfunction? Come, come, silly TV
transmitted through the blood.
viewers, THIS DOES NCYI’GO AWAY! II‘ IS
In the 13-l/2 months that the ban FATALAFfERAVERYDEBmATINGWASTwas in effect, however, the American
INGAWAYANDTOTALFINALFAILUREOFTHE
Association of Blood Banks did not find NERVOUS SYSTEM To FUNCTION.
any cases of the disease.
I think the correlation between this and
Leishmaniasis, most commonly trans- the information DJ shared with us some
mitted through the bite of a sand fly, time back regarding ‘Plague” (Bubonic,
usually causes only skin lesions. Of the etc.) will offer a bit of confirmation to any
17 military personnel who returned from doubters. You are going to find that this
the war with the disease, 11 had internal will also end up being some *elusive” form
symptoms as well.
of “something similar to HIV” and yap,
These unusual cases caused concern yap, yap. How are you going to practice
about the very rare but possible risk of “safe breathing”, chelas? How are you
the transmission of the disease through going to evade the ‘blood suckers” when
blood transfusion.
they are ALL infection bearers? How are
The blood banks’association
said that you going to survive these onslaughts one
a personal-health questionnaire that po- after another? (And who is covering for the
tential donors are routinely required to deliberate infection of your soldiers with
fill out pin-pointed symptoms and risk this cute little story?-for Sudan says they
factors of leishmaniasis.
’
don’t know anything about this terrible
A donor who appears to be at risk of epidemic????)
Who is blaming whomgetting the disease will be referred for again? Well, the good old W.H.O. is right
medical evaluation and will be indefi- there again, eh what? I suggest you get
nitely barred from donating blood.
something into your system which might
help that Immune System [see next-toEND QUOTING
last pages] or you aren’t going to survive-your
survival is NOT in the Elite
So, now let’s try January 29, 1993PLAN.
salu.
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Growin g Zionist. Hold

Over Our Nation
6/ 12/93 # 1
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that by deliberately continuing to break
the Moral and Holy Laws of God of Lighted
BLAME AND JUDGMENT
Source-you
commit SUICIDE OF THE
SOUL? One lasts through or up to the time
As you walk through your days of trial of translation-the
other lasts as presand error upon the face of your wondrous ence in scars through infinity.
manifested schoolhouse, can you not learn
Always look unto the “other” that
by lesson and not ALWAYS by experience? you would tend to judge and remember
Not in full, but it IS the same experience if this, “If ye love me,” sayeth the Great
you but knew as much. There are many Spirit-“you
will not be unkind in critilessons which WILL BE LEARNED before cism of those for whom I care.”
you walk in the oneness of God in His
places of total balance and harmony.
EXAMPLE?
You must learn to always work and act
moment to moment as if EVERYTHING
Right in the daily pressures against my
YOU SHALL DO, SAY OR THINK SHALL people, the Ekkers, ALL should by now
BECOME AN OPEN BOOK FOR m
TO KNOW that the University of Science and
READ!
Philosophy brought suit against: George
Do not ever seek to cast ‘blame” upon
Green, Desire6 Green, AmericaWest
and
others for in the ending you are but casting E.J. and Doris Ekker.
that blame on yourself and God within.
Greens have never appeared in court
Blame casting is an escape and excuse and now do not even bother to send legal
mechanism for EGO.
representation, other than that of US&P,
If what is untoward is the result of your having “worked out a settlement”. Ekkers
own fault or weakness, seek to remedy the were never given original notification of
cause by conquering the fault and over- actions in court until demanded and, then,
coming the weakness.
have been accused and convicted of conIf it has been caused by another, then tempt of court and Dharma threatened
apportion no blame, allow no thought of with Federal Prison for same-all with no
self to intrude to cause the slightest ruffle mention or reprimand to the publisher or
on your spirit-calm,
Peace has been en- distributor of the information in point.
trusted by God to YOU. By the way-even
Now, as settlement is DEMANDED by
sin (falling short of sought perfection) has threat (causiug a Summary Judgment
no power over you unless it is of your own against Ekkers so that the case CANNOT
choice deliberately assumed.
GET TO TRIAL) we find the following:
As to judgment, we speak of this so
Mr. Ekker stated that we are an open
often as to sound the Nag. NEVER judge book and will present our “whatever” in
another. That is one of God’s tasks that open court (if given a-chance), in the Wall
has never been delegated to any follower or Street JoumaCanywhere.
So, the Magisbeing.
Can you not see that the only trate said, “Well, the opposition (3333)
‘right” man has is to judge ACTIONS of (Greens] could make their settlement aranother-NOT
THE PERSON IN POINT?
rangements known only to participants
Live WITH God and within the Laws of and NOT TO THE PUBLIC AS COURT
God and effort to understand all. Love all RECORD.”
for God’s sake until you can realize loving
Now, Mr. Timothy Buchanan, attorney
them for your own sake. As you live with for US&P states that Greens (now just
God you will see how He yearns over them HOW did Mr. Buchanan get to be the
and longs for them that would fear judg- attorney in fact for Greens when THEY
ment because of actions which break the were co-defendants
WITH Ekkerr??)
Holy Laws.
refuse to make available their settlement
Do you not find it interesting that IF a agreements even to Ekkers-whom
Mr.
man breaks the physics laws of the Uni- Green has arranged to take all blame, all
verse-he commits suicide of the physical payment, etc., etc., etc. When pressed, Mr.
by his ignorance? Is it not time to realize Green said that he wouldn’t agree to that

because Ekkers would ‘publish” it.
Well, I suppose this is better in the long
run because it needs to be aired in public
court under these new SECRET compromise and private negotiations.
Ekkers have arrived at a full plan for
repayment of legal fees to US&PTHROUGH
THE ONLY POTENTIAL ASSETS POSSIBLE
TO THE EKKERSTHROUGH
THE INSTITUTE, ROYALTIES ON THE BOOKS WRITTEN-&.
Ekkers set up and arranged with the
Institute to collect royalties which are heretofore unpaid to the Institute to pay over
legal fees and damages FROM THOSE
UNPAID ROYALTIES TO THE AMOUNT OF
CHARGES AND FINES.
Payment FROMTHE GOLD COINS STOLEN BY MR. GREEN IS TOTALLY UNACCEPTABLE TO THE PHOENIX INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH & EDUCATION,
LTD. for THAT property is the property of
the Institute and in no way has ANYTHING
to do with Ekkers.
Of course, this above offer is NOT ACCEPTABLE to either of the Greens-so,
readers, WHAT IS TO BE DONE? Shall we
just hang the Ekkers and be done with
them? Unfortunately there is no Yestate”
so we are acquiring legal counsel WHO
KNOWS WHAT THEY ARE DOING AND
ARE WORKING FORTHE INSTITUTE, THE
PEOPLE AND THE EKKERS AND NOT
AGAINST THEM THROUGH IGNORANCE
OR ASSET-COVERING.
I BELIEVE ALL
WILLFINDTHIS RESOURCE WORTHY AND
NOTABLE.
You nice people had better get a little
faster with the salvaging of your Constitutional nation and Laws or you are finished
to the jackals and scavengers who now not
only wait for the dead to feast on but kill in
order to facilitate the feast.
SUPREME

COURT

After allowing nearly a hundred people
to be slain and burned alive in Waco’s socalled ‘cult house” and nary a flicker from
your government as to empathy or sympathy for those innocent victims, what have
you yesterday?
The Supreme
Court ruled that
Santeria is a valid religion and can con-
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tinue with their blood sacrifices and
blood use in their rituals.
You will
further note that the symbol of the
Santerias
IS THE PYRAMID
WITH
ALLSEEING EYE ATOP-THE
SYMBOL
OF THE ILLUMINATI-VOWING
ALLEGIANCE TO LUCIFER (SATAN). No, it is
not time ‘I” did something about it-it is
YOUR NATION.
Next on the Supreme Court news is one
to be appointed for a lifetime reign on that
hallowed bench-a
Khazarian ZIONIST
“Jew”. That about finishes off justice for
“American citizens”, chelas, in favor of
Israeli sub-national status for the U.S.A.
subservient to the decrees of Israel in Tel
Aviv. So be it; again, your choice.
I am nudged to remind you of HOW
YOU DISALLOWED A FINE, CONSTITUTIONAL JUDGE BY THE NAME OF
“BORK”ADMISSIONTOTHATNOW
DISREPUTABLE CLAN WHO MAKES LAWS
AND NO LONGER EVEN PRETENDS TO
“INTERPRET”
COMMON OR CONSTITUTIONAL LAW! YOU HAVE REACHED
A TERRIBLE NEW LEVEL OF “LOW”,
AMERICA.
Now there will come the claim that “Old
Hatonn is going to start picking on the
Jews again.” Nope, I am going to offer you
research on the subject from The Truth at
Last.
QUOTING:
ZIONIST JEWS-MEDIA
CENSORS STORY
Over 50 percent 1%) of Clinton’s Majar Appointees are Zionist Jews-Media
Censors Story. Press Suppresses Identity of Clinton Appointees.
President Bill Clinton promised the
American people that his administration
would, “Look Like America”. A study of the
7 1 people appointed to cabinet and subcabinet positions (those who ACTUALLY
RUN THE GOVERNMENT) finds that 40
are Jews. (H: What you don’t seem to
realize, citizens, is that this DOES LOOK
LIKE AMERICAI-ASK
ANY
FOREIGNER!]
Thus a small minority who
make up ONLY 3% of the population hold
over 50% of the most important posts. (H:
Ah, but the REST of all important appointees are high-ranking in the New
World Order Elite Council on Foreign
Relations, the Trilateral Commission,
the Bilderbergers (one or more). THERE
AREmCITIZENS
OFYOU-THE-PEOPLE
OF ANY RACE, CREED OR COLOR!] Never
before in histojr have the Jews held such
great control over our Government! Thus
the U.S. is trying to be a neutral party in the
Middle East peace talks while Israel is
demanding more and more foreign aid
than any nation in the world while their

people make up the largest single group
emigrating to America. Thus it is unfair to
our people and the rest of the world for
Clinton to give the Jews control over the
important decisions of our government.
Clinton recently thanked the Jewish
community for giving him 86% of their
vote. In fact they did swing several important states away from the Republicans and
into the Democratic column. However, it is
agrievous affront to the 247 million Gentile
Americans to grant one group, united behind a special agenda, political influence
so awesome that they are in a position
today to decide all matters of both domestic
and foreign policy. Why is not the daily
press, TV and politicians telling the people
that a majority of Clinton’s appointments
are Jews? Is Clinton just a puppet sitting
in Washington with a big smile while a
tightly organized alien group has quietly
seized control of the U.S. government?
The American people must be made
awam sfthese appofntments which bt
vzozua~~constitutea %imwofAmer-ica.”
It is important to bear in mind that a
57% majority of the American people voted
AGAINST Clinton. Since he already has the
support of all the minorities and the opposition of the White majority he should try to
cater to this great hard-working, middle
America-the
backbone of the nation.
JEWS

IN TOP SECURITY
POSTS

the National Security Council and the Jew
Samuel Lewis is head of the State Department Middle East Division. How can the
U.S. maintain an unbiased foreign policy
in the Middle East ,peace negotiations with
“pro-Israel”
Jews dominating
foreign
policy? U.S.NavvIntelligence fNIA) went to
great lengths to find the Israeli 9noZe-spy”
Pollard in their ranks. Jews Indyk, Berger
and Lewis now run U.S. National Security.
They can deliver to Israel the very same
intelligence secrets with impunity. Please
note very closely the great power of these
Ysub-cabinet’ positions which The Jerusalem Post describes as:
“While U.S. sub-cabinet foreign policy
officials are generally invisible to the broader
public, they wield extraordinary inf2uence
in setting policy. u
Defense Secretary Les Aspin has chosen the left-wing Jew Morton Halperin as
his top assistant. Halperin has been active
in pro-Communist causes for years. During the Cold War he aided the Marxist Jew
Daniel Ellsberg who released the top secret
“Pentagon Papers” to undermine our Vietnam War effort. He has advocated that the
U.S. use military force against South Africa
to install a Black regime. Halperin has
called the CIA, “the subverter of everybody’s freedom. n This was in regards to
their gathering intelligence information on
the Soviets during the Cold War. Halperin
also defended the Red Counterspy Magazine which revealed that Richard Welch
was the “station chief’ for the CIA in
Athens, Greece. Welch was then assassinated by Communists and Halperin publicly defended Counterspy saying: ‘fi is
difficult to condemn people who expose our
agents. n This is the type of Jew whom
Clinton and Aspin have raised to the clique
ruling our government!
Clinton has subjected the White Christian American people [H: and citizens of all
other colors and creeds in America] to rule
by un-American Zionist despots.
Why
does he think the Republicans prosecuted
Jonathan Pollard and gave him life in
prison? It was for stealing our national
securie secrets! Now theZionist MOSSAD
secret police has their men right in the
middle of the U.S. National Security Council making Israel privy to every military and
diplomatic secret this nation has.
The American people must be awakened to Clinton’s abject surrender of
power to this rlien clique who owe their
loyalty to Israel and not America. We
urge our many thousauds of readera to
order and distribute extra copies ofthis
newspaper. Let’s Wake-Up Amezica Now1

We will offer, if space allows, another
reprint for your study. It states that the
Jew Martin Indyk has been appointed Senior Director for Middle East Affairs on
the National Security Council. [H: That
should just about finish destroying all
hope of peace in the Middle East. But,
not to fear, just because the U.S. is at
war TODAY in Somalia (again), ready to
go to war in Bosnia and the last public
statement regarding WAR is that 9he
U.S. will not be involved in any WARS
more than TWO AT ANY ONE TIMEI”
Does anyone remember that decree issued a few WEEKS back when cutting of
defense troops was mandated?
Well,
guess they can just wak in and, like it
hasbeenorchestrated, takeover America
without confrontation-because
your
troops will be elsewhere and already
your enforcement and forces are United
Nations BATF, IRS, et al., forces. Your
Secretary of the Treasury, Bentsen, and
your Attorney General, Reno, are BOTH
EVEN PAID THEIR WAGES BY THE INTERNATIONALMONETARY
FUND-MD
NOTTHEU.S.A.-AND
WORKDIRECTLY
FOR THE UNITED NATIONSl)
END OF QUOTING
Now read where he formerly worked: for
AIPAC, Israel’s Washington lobby. Next The above was taken from: lhcth At taSt,
read where ‘pro-Israel Activist” Sandy
P.0.Box1211,Marietta,Georgia30061.
Berger has been appointed Deputy Head of We thank “whoever” sent us this copy
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from which we share some of the documentation confirming that which we have written and which has caused my scribe to be,
literally, put up for murder.
As a matter of fact, a message was just
sent to E.J. Ekker YESTERDAY: “That
there are ones right in Tehachapi powerplaces WHO HAVE SAID THEY ARE GOING
TO TAKE HIM OUT.” How would this make
you feel, reader? Why? Because these
people tried to save their property after the
ones in threatening had mishandled the
legal processes and because Mr. Ekker was
the first to take note of the contaminated
water and, as prior President of the local
Property Owners Association, brought legal attention to the mishandling of the
Community Services District. Ah indeed,
America,YOUHAVECOMEALONGWAYRIGHT INTO THE GUTTER AND BELOW.
You have come to a place where CITIZENS
cannot even EFFORT TO SAVE (not even
try for advantage) their own property. Because you don’t go away and die you are
condemned and sentenced to annihilation
by the power-elite.
If you can still sleep
well, I suggest you get caught up because
it is not long until no citizen of America
shall be allowed the privilege of a good
night’s rest without terror.
The following is, again, from Tnrth at
Lust but originates from Jewish
Week
(Jewish publication) for February 4, 1993.
QUOTING:
JEWS

IN SECRET MEETINGS
DEMAND TOTAL CONTROL

[Emphasis in article]: Life sure will be
dull for Jewish politicos once the Clinton
transition team has rounded off its nominations at the sub-cabinet level.
For weeks a handful of key positions
have been the focus ,of furious behindthe-scenes warfare, not to mention the
usual rumor-mongering.
And the targets of much of this activity have been subcabinet positions at
the State Department that will translate
Bill Clinton’s foreign policy goals into
specific programs.
Washington-How
do you speI1 relief?
For pro-Israel activists the answer might
be “Indyk.” Martin Indyk, the longtime
executive director of the Washington
Institute for Near East Policy, a proIsrael think tank, has quietly moved into
the White House, where he will help the
new foreign policy team work out an approach to the stalled Middle East peace
talks and deal with new problems on the
regional horizon, including the rearming of
Iran.
Indyk wiIl serve as senior director for
Middle East affairs at the National Security Council, and special assistant to the
president.

Indyk has those connections. In the past
he worked as deputy research director for
the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC); the Washington Institute
is closely associated with the pro-Israel
lobby.
At the same time, he is regarded as one of
the smartest and most creative Middle East
analysts in Washington.. .[line missinginorigind document]...panel will be most important to pro-Israel groups who hope to
preserve Israel’s $3.2 BILLION allotment
despite the tough fiscal environment.
(Now, next isareport from Jauish Weelcof
Dec. 3 1, ‘92): This secret meeting led to the
Jew Zionist from Australia, Martin Indyk,
being named second to Secv. of State
Warren Christopher.
Last week, a group of Jewish leaders
met privately with several top transition
of&ials, including Sandy Berger, who heads
the foreign policy transition effort, and Sara
Ehrman, director of the campaign’s Jewish operations.
Berger appears headed for a major position at the State Department or the
National Securitv Council; Ehrman may
land a post at the White House ofice of public
liaison.
The roster at the session tells an interesting story about how the incoming C&&on
administrationwiUinteractwiththeorganized Zionist Jewish community. )I%:You
must continue to reaBze and not get conf-e
are not speaking of what you
call the Judaist Torah uJews”group
is reflective of the Talmudic Zionist
Khazahn “Jews”.]
Attending were Tom Dine, chief operating
officer of the American Israel Public AfTairs
Committee (AIPAC); Stephen Grossman,
AIPAC’S new president; Malcolm Hoenlein,
executive vice president of the Conference of
Presidents of Maior American Jewish Organization; Morrie Amitay, treasurer of the Washington PAC and a major Jewish political
matcher; Peter Edelman, co-chair of Americans for Peace Now and a major Clinton
transition leader; Gail Pressberg, co-director
ofAPN’s Center for Israeli Peace and Security;
and Sen. Joe Lieberman (D-Conn.).
There was also discussion of potential
appointments to the Clinton foreign policy
team, including the expected appointment of
Warren Christopher as secretary of state.
Lieberman, one of Clinton’s earliest and
most active backers, urged the transition
leaders to consider the appointment of a
deputy secretary with strong and highly
visible pro-Israel credentials as a way of
increasing the comfort level of the proIsrael community.
In general, the tone of the meeting was
positive; most participants came away convinced that the organized Jewish community wiII have good access to the top ranks
of the Chnton administration. [H: Now,
some 4 months later Ibelievetheanticipa-
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tion has borne Mt.1
END OF QUOTING
***
Ok now, let us move on to more on the
BATF and where it actually fits into the
UNITED STATES SYSTEM. The fact is, IT
DOESN’T-SO WHOWERETHOSEAGENTS
KILLING PEOPLE IN WACO, TEXAS?
I thank some nice person who FAKED this
information to us but I believe that it comes
fmmapublication ofone R. Tibbetts. Tibbetts
also offers some good books and documents
for you who want background information in
law, etc.
This article in reprint here is simply called:
DID YOU Ewow3
QUOTING:
That in 198 1, President Reagan “reorganized” the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and
Firearms according to Public Law and that
they supposedly no longer exist?
According to Christian Crusude for l?uth
an intelligence newsletter printed in March
1993 regarding the Waco, Texas murders,
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms has not existed since 1981. If this is
true, then who in the heck was in Waco?
We decided to double check the Federal
Titles to see if found!? According to Title 3 lTreasury Department, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms IS NOT AN
AUTHORIZEDAGENCYOFTHEFEDERAL
GOVERNMENT. IT DOESN’T EXIST.
Upon closer examination of this Title we
fmd that the Internal Revenue Service is also
not listed as an authorized agency under
the Treasury Department. By the way, Customs is missing as well. What’s going on? Is
the earthly Babylonish government lying to
the Americans AGAIN?
What did President Reagan ‘REORGANIZE” in 19813 Let’s ask you a question.
What does ‘REGRGANIZA TION” mean?
Time to dig out your Black’s Law Dictionary!
You’ll find ‘reorganization” MEANS when
uone corporation acquires another ‘in a
metger or acqui&ion
. . . under Bankruptcy Code Chapter 11 proceedings involves
the preparation of a plan of reorganization by
the bankruptcy trustee.”
Now pick your chin up off of the floor and
once more take a look at what you just read.
Apparently, unbeknownstto
allAm&cans,
Resident Reagan GAVE THE BUREAU OF
ALCOHOL, TOBACCO, AND FIREARMS
TO CREDITORS OF THE UNITED STATES
&ORPORATION). How do we KNOW? Let’s
put the pieces of the puzzle together.
In 197 1, President Nixon “reorganized”
the United States Post Office into the United
States Postal Service. He also took the United
States off of the Silver standard in 197 1.

J-UN-E
15, 1993
Under the rules of Bankruptcy, he had to
make good on the credit owed to the Interna-
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tional Bankers. This is why the profits of
the United States PostalService ARE NOW
SENT TO THE I.M.F. (INTERNATIONAL
Tria1
MONETARY FUND) as reported by C.N.N.
(Cable T.V.) way back in JANUARY 1993.
6/ 13193 # 1 HATONN
Just how many departments and divisions of the United States Government have
QUOTING AMERICAN PATRIOT
been TAKEN OVER BY ITS CREDITORS?
NETWORK
(APFN):
We don’t know, but it does bear further

UPdate

investigation. We hope you will take the time
and effort to do some investigating on your
own and let us know what you find! In the
meantime, we will keep you updated.
END OF QUOTING

Well now, aren’t you glad you have stayed
tuned? Aren’t we glad and thankful for a man
named Nelson (oh yes, as a patriot you ARE
GLAD!) Aren’t you also appreciative for a
group calling themselves by other Constitutional titles? We even hope you are appreciative of an information resource called CONTACTand a secretary called Dharma who is
willing to risk DEATHto bring you this information.
YOU are not ignorant ifyou are keeping up
with us-and,
you will find proof in
documentation citing elsewhere in this paper-to show that MANY high positions in

FAX

visit him. He said that he couldn’t understand where they came up with Randy
being; a white supremacist, as there were
several Mexicans-in jail that were discriminated against and Randy was nice to them
and,,,
to help them.
I also talked tb another person in the jail
and he told me the same thing.
DAY 35
(Tuesday, June 8, 1993)

RANDY WEAVER/KEVIN HARRIS TRIAL
Jerry White: (Boise, Idaho) The Judge
DAY 34
today would not allow the letter presented
(Monday, June 7, 1993)
yesterday to be used as evidence because
the prosecution argued that it was delivJerry White: (Boise, Idaho) Court starts ered July 9 and dated July 10.
The Judge will order sniper Horiuchi
up 35 minutes late as attorneys had been
in a meeting to stipulate the report of the back to the witness stand for cross examiballistic expert to save time of him testify- nation, based on the evidence that the
Government had been withholding. He
ing.
The bullet fragment in Kevin came from also imposed sanctions on the Government of 1 day of pay for all the defense
Horiuchi’s (the sniper) .308.
The bullet fragment in Degan came attorneys. It doesn’t hurt anyone except
the taxpayers; certainly not the Governfrom Kevin’s 30-06.
The bullets went through Vicki, Sammy ment.
Marshal Mays recalled to the witness
and Striker so there was no identification.
After morning recess, the Judge said an stand as he had made an affidavit on Aug.
emergency had come up and court was 2 1, 1992, the day of the shooting, that
contained so much erroneous information
recessed at lo:45 a.m.
Wegot word that the Judge wasgoing to that his name was about the only thing
have arguments without the jury at 3:00 that was correct.
The Judge would not allow a complete
p.m. and evidently without the spectators

your most high levels of administmtion and
government and MANY bureaus such as because he had announced that the court
ATF, IRS, etc., ARE INDEEDBRANCHESOF was recessed until 8:30 tomorrow momTHE UNITED NATIONS-PAID-WORKING ing. The mediadidn’t know, so they weren’t
DIRECTLY FOR THE WORLD BANK AND there.
They argued about the evidence that
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND!
had
come up last Friday that the FBI had
Ah, we found the citation: we give apprebeen holding back; a letter from a lawyer
ciation to:
that was supposed to represent Randy
when he was first arrested, and several
R. Tibbetts,
photos and pieces of evidence that have
c/o P.O. Box 2796
already been gone over.
Inverness, FL 3445 1 (Art& One Press)
Spence gave the Judge a set of instrucSo, what can YOU do to change this, tions for him to tell the jury how the
reclaim your nation and again have freedom government had been hiding and withunder your Cons&&n?
Get rid of the holding. He said that the jury had the right
treasonists, the debt AND THE BANK, and to know what had been going on.
The Judge said that he would not tell
build your nation AGAIN under that Cons&utin of the people, by the people and for the the jury anything about it and, on all the
people--UNDER GOD. We are happy to other arguments, he resewed his rulings
SHOW YOU THE =WAY”~BUT YOU HAVE until tomorrow.
One of the pieces of evidence was a
TODOIT!
drawing by Horiuchi of the window of the
Weaver house with two heads in the winOh, God, In this time of
dow. This was supposed to be what he saw
change and unrest, he,lp us to
before he shot Vi&i. He testified last week
sort livina
Truths
from dyinq
that he couldn’t see anybody in the wincustoms.
Help us to have the
dow.
courage
to look beyond the
A very short day. Jerry
unexpected
and familiar ways,
** I visited Randy in jail Saturday and,
and the humility to recognize
considering the circumstances, he is doing
the wisdom of them.
pretty well.
There was a young man, his wife and
-Avery Brooke
little baby visiting Randy when I got there.
He had been in jailwith Randy and thought
From Guideposts
Magazine
so much of him that he had come back to

cross examination of Mays.

He did admit

that much of the information was incorrect

but couldn’t recall who had given him the

information.

The next witness was Martin Fackler, a
self proclaimed and self employed “bullet
world ballistics expert”. He was/is a surgeon, but he no longer practices medicine.
He spent 3 1 years in the military and now
has set himself up as an expert witness in
cases such as this. He charges $2,000.00
per day to testify as an expert witness, plus
all traveland other expenses, plus$250.00
per hour for all interviews, preparation,
etc. (Uncle Sam has unlimited funds for
such as him.) There are no requirements
or certifications of any kind required to call
yourself an expert such as this.
He estimated that today’s testimony,
including preparation, would run about
$4,500.00.
The prosecution is trying to prove that
Marshal Degan was killed with the first
shot of the fight but would have still been
able to accurately shoot 7 shots from his
M 16A2 semi-automatic and shoot Sammy
Weaver. The autopsy shows that Degan
was shot through the lung cutting one of
the main veins, breaking 4 ribs and the left
collar bone rendering the left arm completely useless.
This expert witness is like any other
expert witness, testifying as he is paid to
do. He testified that it would not be at all

unlikely that Degan could have lived 3
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minutes and been able to control and aim
his gun with his right arm and hand and
aim good enough to shoot Sammy.
He
testified that Sammy was hit in the arm by
a .223 slug (Degan had a .223) and was hit
in the back by a 9 mm slug.
He is being cross examined by attorney
Chuck Peterson and Chuck is blowing
holes in his credibility.
The expert says that Degan could have
performed “purposeful activity” such as
thinking coherently, maneuvering and aiming his gun with one hand and functioning
for 3 minutes.
He was recommended by Lucien Haag,
a ballistic expert who will also testify. He
admitted that he and Haag routinely recommend each other as expert witnesses in
cases such as this.
As to a lot of his testimony, he admits
that his opinions are “rough estimates” or
“reasonable approximation”.
Peterson produced a paper written by
him in 1988 that disputes what he has
testified to today.
Marshal Cooper has testified that he
would not shoot at a kid, but this expert
believes that Cooper’s 9 mm bullet hit
Sammy in the heart, and Degan’s .223 hit
Sammy in the arm, or at least that is what
he is testifying to as an expert witness.
Fackler is still on the stand and Peterson
will be back hammering at him tomorrow.
Jerry
DAY 36
(Wednesday, June 9, 1993)

had made as soon as he got to the hospital.
Prosecution objected that Kevin and the
Weavers had several days to make up a
self-serving story. He ignored the fact that
all the FBI, Marshals service and he had
been rehearsing and writing a script for 9
months.
The jury was out of the room
again while this argument was going on.
The Judge, as usual, ruled against the
defense. Nevin also wanted to use a letter
reportedly written by Kevin while he was
laying in the Weaver house seriously
wounded. The Judge ruled against that.
In the end, the expert witness admitted
that none of his testimony was certaintyall of it is “opinionA.
They flew sniper Horiuchi and his army
of guards back from Washington D.C. for
30 minutes of direct and cross examination. The Judge would not allow most of
the questions
asked by the defense.
Horiuchi couldn’t make a good and sensible explanation of his drawing of the 2
heads that he had drawn in the window of
the door of the Weaver house when he drew
his cross hairs on the window and shot
Vicki.
The next witness was, Lucien Haag,
criminologist, another expert witness. He
reconstructs crime scenes as he appraises
what he is told and from other evidence. He
and several FBI and Marshals went back to
the crime scene in March and again on
April 26 of this year to discover new evidence. Never mind that it was 7 and 8
months after the fact and the whole area
had been accessible to the whole world to
do anything they wanted on the scene of
the shooting. He couldn’t tell what guns
the fragments came from, but took the
empty casings found on the scene and
came up with a theory of the kind of bullets
used in those casings. Never mind that a
casing can be reloaded with any kind of
bullet. He found saplings and limbs with
skinned marks and theorized them to be
bullet grazes and speculated as to what
had happened. All of his testimony has
been mostly speculations and opinions,
the same as his friend Fackler before him.
His testimony has been “what could
have happened”, “what might have happened”, “what could beA, ‘what might
be”.
Prosecution finished direct examination at the end of the day.
Cross examination will be tomorrow. It
is reported that this is the last prosecution
witness.
Jerry.
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last witness, the Prosecution rested its
case.
David Nevin, Kevin Harris’ lawyer, told
the court, “In consideration ofthe evidence
presented by the prosecution, the Defense
for Kevin Harris rests its case.”
Gerry Spence gave the jury his million
dollar smile and stated, “In consideration
of the evidence presented, and ALSO the
evidence not presented, Randal Weaver’s
defense rests its case.”
The Judge told the jury to be back at
1:30 tomorrow afternoon for instructions.
The lawyers are to be in court at 830
tomorrow morning for motions.
My opinion (Jerry White), the motion
will be for a directed verdict of acquittal.
This will all take place in open court.
DAY 38
(Friday, June 11, 1993)
Jerry White: (Boise, Idaho) At recess
yesterday, lawyers were ordered to be in
court at 8:30 a.m. today to argue motions
and jury instructions. Jurorswere ordered
to be in court at 1:30 p.m.
At 12:00 noon today, jurors were excused and told to be back at 3:00 p.m.
Court convened at 2:15 p.m. without
jurors.
Lawyers Nevin and Peterson made motions to dismiss all charges.
Chief prosecutor Ronald Howen got up
and started telling the Judge why none of
the charges should be dropped. He got as
far as count 7 and choked up and couldn’t
continue.
Court was recessed and as he was being
helped from the courtroom a lady in the
courtroomstoodand said, ‘PraiseYahweh”.
Could it be that he has been the Devil’s
Advocatesolongthathewasfeelingthewrath
of God and was just speechless?
I personally know many Christians that
have been praying for truth and justice to
prevail in this case.
These prosecutors have both been working overtime to hide the truth and make a
mockery of Justice.
The Judge went to the Jury Room and
excused the jury until 1:30 p.m. Monday
afternoon without them ever getting in the
courtroom today.
The Judge came back in the courtroom
and said he was dropping counts 6 and 8 and
was taking count 7 under advisement and
reserving his ruling until later.
Arguments are to resume at 8:00 a.m.
Monday morning.
I fully expect Justice to prevail in this case
in spite of all that has been done to prevent it.
More Monday.. ..Jerry.

Jerry White: (Boise, Idaho) Before the
jury and witness were brought in today,
the prosecutor said that he didn’t want
time wasted by cross examination. Chuck
Peterson said that he had sat through over
7 weeks of prosecution (sic) and probably
would have been done yesterday if not for
so many objections by the prosecution.
Fackler was still on the stand; he didn’t
know of Degan’s back pack or that it had
holes in it that the prosecution represents
as bullet holes (still unproven). He never
talked to the forensic pathologist who did
the autopsy on Degan. He heard there was
a witness to Degan being shot but never
made any attempt to talk to him.
The autopsy showed that Degan’s main
arterywas 75% closed from stenosis, which
probably would have Degan go into shock
quicker than a more healthy person. He
also had blood in both lungs. He stated
that it was unlikely that the shots were
fired before Degan was shot or he probably
DAY 37
would have hit Sammy with all 7 shots,
even though he admitted he did not know
(Thursday, June 10, 1993)
what the target was for all 7 of the shots.
He had not read Cooper’s testimony, even
Jerry White: (Boise, Idaho) At 4:30 this
END OF QUOTING
knowing that Cooper and Kevin were the afternoon, after the defense had discredonly eye witnesses.
Well, IF TRUTH PREVAILS it will be due
ited the credibility of the Expert Witness,
Nevin wanted to use the statement Kevin Ludien Haag, who was the Prosecution’s to’the daring adventures of-finally-some
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good attorneys. It will NOT be due to the
Justice System. I do hope all of you will
avail yourselves of Eustace Mullins’ Rape
Of&&-ice.
We certainly do not see “justice” anywhere else-so, you may well see
a possible end to this particular trial-BUT
YOU WILL NOT SEE “JUSTICE”. Ah, Evil
smiles these days, for the appearance of all
things enslaved to the very adversary seems
to have power, but KNOW that oft-times in
the ‘losing” IS THE “winning”.
Remember, when Evil smiles, that the
forces of evil are always ranged against you
if you be of God in goodness. Thev know
the power you can become as a channel
for God-Power.
The”teacher” Esu had to conquer them
in the wilderness before His life of healing
and helpfulness could be all-powerful.
Not by great falls but by little stumbles
does evil seek the downfall of God’s children. Your own “Mountain ofTransfigura-

tion” can only come after your conquest in
the wilderness. Temptations at which your
whole nature would shudder are no temptations for you. It is the sickly honey-sweet
cunning desires that represent “temptation” to the fleshly physical consciousness.
Should you not accept and rejoice in the
event of “acquittal” for the two brothers?
Indeed, rejoice but do not interpret it as
JUSTICE! Remember, as you attend these
things-the jury has spent more time NOT
in hearing than in hearing testimonyAND, the Judge demands that the jury
return his own preference, for long ago you
gave up the rights ofjurors to act under the
laws of the Constitition and “fair” hearing.
Beware the smiling face of evil wherever
you encounter it for it seems innocent as it
offers the hand of friendliness.
Beware,
and remember: JUSTICE LIES AT THE
JUDGMENT OF GOD! Furthermore, there
is no punishment like the full just punish-

ment of God unto those who would mete
out injustice upon HIS people.
(Editor’s note: For you readers who
have been enjoying the “close up and
inside” view of these vividpress releases
on the Randy Weaver - Kevin Harris trial
by “Jerry White” and have been wanting
to support his efforts, we now have an
address where you may get word to him
until completion of the Weaver-Ham’s trial:
Jerry White
1888 Catalpa Trail
Las Vegas, NV 89108
It would be wonderful if some financial
help came his way, but be sure that even
a brief
note of appreciation
helps
enormously
to raise the spirits when
walking along the tedious road toward
reclaiming this fallen nation.)
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Now let us look at a couple of human
instances which are getting to be the
“rule” and not the exception in broadcasting. These have been shared so we
pass them along. When you continue to
say, “I just don’t see how they...” and
“How can they do this?” - I say, look
back unto all the pages we have offered
and multiply it by thousands and KNOW
the ones who struggle for your nation
and freedom ARE PAYING THE PRICE
FOR ALL OF YOU.
QUOTING
KEEP AMERICA
FREE,
APFN, Wednesday, June 9, 1993:
TELLING
THE TRUTH MAP COST
RON ENGLEMAN
HIS JOB I I I
Talk show host Ron Engleman, 9:00
a.m. to noon, Monday through Friday at
KGBS Radio in Dallas, Texas may soon
be out of work.
Ron is the talk show host who, from
March 1st till the fiery conclusion of the
Waco disaster, was on the air each day
disputing the- statements of the BATF
and FBI stating that we were only hearIt’s been
ing one side of the story.
learned that he may be fired within the
next two weeks.
During his five months on the air,

Broadcasters’
Ron has had a number of patriots as
guests on his show. He has tried his best
to educate the public as to what is really
going on in our government. Some ofthe
guests on his show were Devvy Kidd,
from Project 93; William Cooper, author
of Behold a Pale Horse; Al Adask, publisher of Anti-Shyster
magazine;
Phil
Marsh of the Liberty Foundation; Chuck
Harder
from For the People;
Dick
DeGuerin, lawyer for David Koresh; David
Schum, formerly with Citizens for An
Alternative Tax System (CATS) who announced his candidacy for U.S. Congress on Ron’s Show; Timothy Good,
author of Alien Contact, just to name a
few.
[H: Now perhaps you can understand why I am not placing either my
speaker OR the talk show hosts in
jeopardy by continuingwith interviews,
etc. Yes, readers, we have had some
wondrouslyfruitfulradiosessions-(and
of course some nit-wit insulting ones
‘also)-but the attacks increase and, ifall
the valid patriots are taken from the air,
you will have NO VOICE LEFT AT ALL.
Re-read portions of the past few
CONTACZk and you will again be remindedthatYOU DONOTHAVEACOUNTRY OF FREEDOMS
ANY MORE.
WORSE-YOU
ARE NOW TOTALLY RUN
BY THE UNITED NATIONS AND YOUR
TOP ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICIALS AND
ADVISORSAREEVENPAIDTHEIRSALA-

Of

TRUTH
RIES BY THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND (THE BANK OWNER OF
THE UNITED NATIONS). We have far too
much work to do to cause silencingthere are better ways to win this particular WAR than by continuing the battle of
attack in the pretense that you can get
away with it because of the Constitiffon. You are going to have to be shrewd
as the serpent (whom your adversary
serves) and gentle as the dove (the way
of peace). You cannot be stopped from
THETRUTH-but
you can be stopped for
seeming to INCITE panic or rioting, at
which time they bring in the big guns of
the enforcers. You are not going to, for
instance, be given an “alternative tax
systemn -you
are going to get what
?heyn want to give you and do not
forget it. The Internal Revenue Service
is just like the Postal Setic-funds
are
not even paid to your government from
taxes-IT IS PAID DIRECTLY INTO THE
MONETARY FUND BANKS. WAKE UP!]
Ron has made numerous speeches to
groups in the Dallas-Fort Worth area concerning what really happened in Waco.
This Friday, his guest will be Eustace
Mullins, author of the [incredibly wellresearched and written book called] Secrets of the Federal Reserve.
According to inside sources, the owner
of the radio station, Mike Russell said, “I’m
tired of this conspiracy shit on my radio
station.”
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The Dallas-Fort worth area is about t<
lose a great patriot. Anything you can do
to help him continue to tell the truth to
the people of Texas would be greatly
appreciated.
If you would like the owner of the
station to know how you feel, the best
thing to do is to write to:
Mike Russell, Owner
KGBS Radio
3500 Maple Avenue, Suite 1470
Dallas, Texas 752 19
You can fax or call the radio station
but the truth is that letters will have a
much greater impact.
END OF QUOTING
AND

ANOTHER:
LAS VEGAS
RADIO

QUOTING
KEEP AMERICA
APFN, Friday, June 11, 1993:

FREE,

(Las Vegas, Nevada)
Today at 9:20
a.m. Anthony Hilder was kicked out of
the studio at KLAV for daring to tell the
truth about Janet Reno.
According to Attorney Jack Thompson (phone number: 305-666-4366) and
an unnamed
police officer on the Al
Rantell Radio Show, (as reported in The
Money Changer, Memphis, Tennessee))
Janet Reno was discovered by the officer
in a parked car in the Galleria Mall in Ft.
Lauderdale.
Reno, a closeted Lesbian,
was with an under-aged girl, both of
them in a state of undress (no speculation as to what was going on). Reno said
to the officer, ‘I am Janet Reno,” identifying herself, and continued, #Please be
discreet, and if I can do anything for you
down the road, I will.” (Quote from The
Money Changer)
Back to Mr. Hilder. He was reporting
again on the misconduct of Ms. Reno in
relation to her Lesbian affairs, and her
relationship
with the Cult Awareness
Network (CAN). The CAN is the group
that worldwide has blown the whistle on
so-called illegal and unrecognized
religious organizations
such as the Branch
Davidians
in ‘Waco, Texas.
CAN tentacles stretch world wide and no religion
registered or unregistered is safe or e’xempt. [H: Watch it-Santaria
with blood
and live sacrifices IS SAFE UNDER
THE RULING
BY YOUR
HIGHEST
COURT! PEOPLE DOING THEIR CONSTITUTIONAL
RIGHT TO FREE RELIGION ARE THE ONES UNDER ATTACK.] Hilder was reporting on Reno’s
relationship with the Clintons.
During yesterday’s program, Hilder,
in comparing the National Socialism of
Adolph Hitler’s Germany with the Socialism of Bill Clinton’s America said,
“Clinton had all of the charm but none of
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the dynamics of Hitler.
Clinton is the
velvet glove’ on the iron fist of Commufascism. He must be impeached.
If we
don’t take him out he will take the American Economy out, down and under and
iirto ‘ze nu vorld order’. Carl Marx is alive
and well on Pennsylvania Avenue.
“Bill Clinton, like his mentor Dr. Carroll
Guigley, advocates a one world government on the ashes of American Sovereignty.” Dr. Quigley is the author of Tragedy And Hope.
My name is Dianne; I am reporting this
as an individual, a patriotic person.
I
heard with my own ears that Mr. Hilder
was audibly shaken as he reported over the
airwaves that he was asked to shut down
and leave the studio, that they would be
“going to commercial”. The next thing
we heard was an already-in-progress program from “For the People” out of Florida.
I was driving by Vegas World just at that
time and stopped by to speak to anyone
who was there to find out just what part of
what Mr. Hilder said was so disgusting or
maccurate that he had to be censured from
telling the truth about our elected and
appointed officials. This seems to be deja
vu.
Didn’t we have the same type of
situation with Steve Miller and Russ Driver
in relations to Steve Wynn and his cohorts?
Are we learning here that we cannot speak
badly about money or people who have
money?
If we do, then maybe \ive wiII be
slapped down and slapped down hard?
I was able, for a brief time, to sit in the
studios-sales office of KLAV at Vegas World
and speak with one of the local talk show
hosts. I told him that I had documents and

not even identify himself, but invited me, in
no uncertain terms, to leave, that I was not
welcome in the studios or in the sales
office. How do patriots stand in the eyes of
Mr. KLAV? Are we just a means to an end?
Are we just to be tolerated? Where does
KLAV stand on the truth and the Con&wtion? Are we just “conspiracy theorists”
as has been purported
about
Ron
Engleman on KGBS Radio in Dallas,
Texas?
Mr. Hilder appears to be a sincere
person to me. His agenda appears clear
cut, as does mine, to get the truth out to
as many people as possible, as fast as
possible, in as few words as possible. If
everyone were telling the truth and doing
the right thing, Ms. Reno, then there
would be no toes to step on.
If our Media won’t tell the truth about
those people at the head of our country,
and won’t let us tell the truth about what
is going on with our country and those
people who are at the head of our country, then who will? Where can we turn
for truth? [H: YOU CAN TRY CONTACT
AND THEN GET SOME NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS SO IT CAN STAY IN PRINT! You
can also continue with the APFN@ut
they will also need support).
YOU
HAVE NO LONGER ANY CLAIM TO THE
CONSTITUTION
OF YOUR NATIONYOU BELONG TO THE UNITED NATIONS GOVERNMENT. ONE WORLDNEW WORLD ORDER!]
Those people, like Anthony Hilder,
Ron Engleman, Lou Epton, Peter C., Steve
Miller and Russ Driver are to be praised

with names and places and dates.
When Mr. Hilder walked in I introduced

this grand country.
Hilder personally

for the work that they are doing and the

paperwork showing that what Mr. Hilder truths that they are telling. Don’t cut
nad said was not frivolous or made up, but them off. Don’t shun the truth. Don’t
that it was indeed down in black and white shirk your responsibility as a citizen of

myself and explained why I was there.

turned out that the owner of KLAV was out
of town for a few days and he, in fact, had
not shut Mr. Hilder off but the secretary
did. (Again, no speculation as to whether
she had been in touch with him beforehand or did it on her own.) At that point
the secretary came into the room and told
me that Mr. Wagenford was on the phone
for me. When I picked up the phone, he did
AS

has no complaints

It with Dave or Loal Wagenford.

WE

‘They

have got to do what they have got to do
for the sake of the station.
I have got to
say what I have got to say for the sake of
the nation.”
We should be aMad as Hell and
shouldn’t take it any more.” Stand up
for your rights as they do.
END OF QUOTING
SOW

On my way home from town one day I came upon a car stopped at the side

of the road. The driver was having problems with his battery, so I went to a
nearby farm, borrowed booster cables and got him going. When he insisted on
paying me, I told him he could return the favor by helping the next person he
found stalled along the road.
Two weeks later my Dad went to an auction 50 miles away. Coming home
by a back country road, he had a flat. Dad has em hysema and was too weak
to change his own tire, so he was very grateful w Ren a motorist stopped and
helped. But when Dad offered to pay, the motorist said, “Two weeks ago a lacly
up south of Miller helped me, and instead of letting me pay her she told me to . .
From Guideposts

Magazine

By Roberta Eschenbaum,

Miller, South Dakota

,
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Colorado Agencies
Into Receivership?
6/13/93

#l

HATONN

One last urgent message is requested
running before we close this segment.
This is from C. F. A. (WA, 206-874-1456)
via APFN, Tuesday, June 8,1993. This is not
‘unusual” news but it had BElTER GET
YOUR ATTENTION BECAUSE IT IS GOING
TO BE LESS AND LESS AND LESS “UNUSUAL” FROM HERE ON IN!
This is FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE from
a Press Conference.
COLORADO AGENCIES BZOVING
INTO RECEIVERSHIP?
QUOTING: This press conference is being
held by the receivers Scott Hildebrand and
Darrell Sturgess. The following statement is
in effect by order of the U.S. District Court
in Denver, Colorado, under Case Number
CV-92-C- 178 1, that the entire Home Administration, National Banking: Associations, the City of Fort Collins. Colorado
and the Countv of Larima. Colorado ARE
HEREBY PLACED INTO RECEIVERSHIP
BY ORDER 0FTHEU.S. DISTRICT COURT
OF DENVER, COLORADO. Darrell Sturgess
and I, Scott Hildebrand, are activating the
National Guard to ensure NATIONAL SECURITY.
These Entities are hereby placed on notice
that the assets of those placed in receivership
are to be turned over to the receivers Darrell
Sturgess and Scott Hildebrand immediately
to be recorded with the Court and to be
disbursed against the Affidavits of Damages
submitted to the receivers. These assets
include, but are not limited to, the assets of
the agents, officers, directors, and employees
of the above-mentioned entities for CML
RIGHTS VIOLATIONS and fraud which they
were a part of and-or perpetrated. w: I
wonder if anyone wou.ld,like to also look
into the dealings of a bank in Kirk as well?
Seems to me a lot of good things might be
“found out” about “unusual” set-ups and
d&g
with ones we know quite personally and painfully.1
Two examples of the fraud committed are
as follows:
1. The Farm Credit System, Federal Land
Bank, Production Credit Association, Farmers Home Administration, and the National
Banking Associations were never properly
registered in the State as lending institutions to do business.
2. Because they were never a legal entity,
they had no standing in the Courts which

they have used to seek remedy and relief from
the people.
The National Banking Association will be
closed and their affairs wound up for their
non-compliance with the National Bank Act
and their failure to comply with various State
Laws.
The National Guard is hertby notified and
given the authority to assist in arresting the
perpetrators of fraud as specified in the arrest
warrants which were tiled in the U.S. District
Court of Denver, Colorado, under Case Number CV-92-C- 178 1 because the Federal Marshals have failed to perform their sworn
duties to uphold the Constitution ofthe United
States ofAmeriaz.
Any individual having a claim will be
informed of these procedures in the subsequent press conference. The specific details
and an example of a standard claim will be
outlined at that time.
What we have been assigned and designated to do is clean up the largest perpetration of fraud ever committed on the American
Public. p: Good luck!]
END OF QUOTING
I don’t believe I would hold my breath,
citizens. There have been mses brought
against the BATF, the Governor of Texas and
other wolves in the sheep pens.
I’m sorry, readers, we are not informed
about this to the extent to even comment
reasonably as co-humans. It sounds GOOD?
Well, it can be looked at in several ways,
without more FACTS. If everything is placed
in receivership it will mean EVERYONE PARTICIPATING will LOSE quite a bit. If these are
Patriots efforting to cause something to happen through the Constitutional systemhow much luck do you think they will find
available? Remember that Mr. Lighter, Salter,
et al., i.ncludingBo Gritz, have broughtcitizen’s
arrests forth on many people now-AND
NOTHING (N 0 T H I N G) HAS RESULTED IN
ANY MEASURE WHATSOEVER-EXCEPTTG
BRING SOME ATTENTION (A VERY GOOD
THING IN ITSELF).
I, Hatonn, am asked for comment on this
last announcement-I cannot have any of
value in any way, shape or form. What does
it mean and who is doing it? This is another
thing which is often lacking in the good
intentions of worker-you
do not have everything you need to get a job done. If this is
the “law” coming against these frauds-then
you have one scenario (if the fraud be true).
Who is Darrell Sturgess? Who is Scott
Hildebrand? Receivers?? Bywhat authorization? From where? Since when? Who

appointed them? Are they ‘court’ representatives? Do they have authority to activate
the National Guard? (It usually takes the
Governor personally.)
National Security?
Isn’t that the new role for the Federal Marshal
Service and the ATF (no longer a YBureauA)
and the other United Nations forces? I cannot
comment for you have left no information
with which to consider comments. Did they
close the Banks? If they are not registered,
can they remedy it without bank closure?
*I am not being “smart”-1 simply cannot
comment on any subject with so little actual
fact being issued. To accuse MEANS NOTHING!
The KEY, of course, is the validity of an
‘ORDER OF THE U.S. DISTRICT COURT IN
DENVER, COLORADO”. If this be true, you
have one circumstance--if, however, some
people SAY there is a court order and there is
not-the fur will fly and it won’t be the
Bankers’. If there is an order, then everyone
must sit up and take careful notice. We look
forward to updates.
PLEASE TAKE CARE IN WHAT YOU DO
AND HOW YOU DO IT. Salu.

CCTrains99
Grind

To A Halt
61 lo/93 #2
RAILROAD

HATONN
MADNESS

(Editor’s note: The following refers to t7Axl
excerpts we haw run, the first onpage 54 last
week, titled *Another Khazarian Monopoly:
The Raihads Own YOU!” and the second,
this meek, onpage 2.)
We have been asked to “hold up# on the
railroad sagaforthe present time-until such
time as the fulI book is received. We cannot,
at any rate, run the story in entirety for we are
now told it is well over 700 pages. The volume
can be gotten from the source for, I believe,
$50. I have no comment for we have not
reviewed enough to further consider publication of same. It is a fine historical documentation but the cost is a bit stiff for most
readers although “cheap” for the contents
and quantity of pages and work. We shall
keep you posted as we move along. The
important point is that EVERYTHING IN THE
NATION IS OWNED BY THE RAILROADS-EVEN TO THESHIRT ONYOUR BACKl The
leases are expiring as of this month through
1995 and propertywill be taken alongwith all
improvements to the land by “would-be”
owners. The lands are actually “leased” and
taxes are due and owing on those leases, in
addition, for over a century. The national
debt will seem puny by comparison.
This “good news- reporter will now take
leave.
Good day.
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DEAR
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READERS

As we’re sure you’ve noticed, for the last quite-a-few weeks, our paper has
far exceeded it’s normal size. We’ve even had several agitated notes from
concerned readers “reminding” us how in the world, if you just consider the
amount of postage on the paper each week, we expect to break even?! It’s
pretty simple arithmetic to figure out we’re not in this for the money!
As a matter of fact, subscription monies generally cover less than half of
the weekly production expenses.
And lately, with CONTACT at double or
triple normal size, subscription
monies cover A LOT LESS than half of
production costs,
Thus, to make ends meet, since the beginning of this newspaper, we have
been operating primarily on borrowed funds to stay afloat. However, we are
getting to the point where that method is becoming increasingly difficult to
maintain.
We are so very grateful to all of you who have been sending us stamps and
extra dollars when you could spare it. This has been VERY useful and,
among other things, such warm generosity acts as a direct means whereby
we can offer subscription “assistance” to those who cannot afford the full
amount. With the way the economy has been going, you can imagine how
often comes that plea for help.
But, what we REALLYneed now is for some of you out there, who have
been blessed with healthy financial resources, to help support us! We

know that, in these hard financial times, it’s getting to be an old story, but
our needs are genuine and certainly not “for profit”.
We thought we would first try this approach of asking you readers - who
truly can afford to help - to consider doing so because, without some major
funding SOON, we will be forced to implement Plan II: that is, raise the
subscription price, maybe even significantly, just to keep this newspaper going.
However, the problem with raising the cost of a subscription to CONTACT

is that we will likely lose those of the loyal Uground crew” team who can
barely scrape enough money together NOW for a subscription. Thus our
reluctance to go that route unless absolutely forced to.
Growing stronger with each passing issue, we are a widely read and clearly
heard voice for We-The-People. Much to the irritation of the Satanic Elite
Controllers, your CONTACTmanages to rock quite a few crooked boats!
Rest assured that all of us who serve you at CONTACTwill do whatever it
takes to our last dime or our last ounce of energy to get THE TRUTHout to
you. If any of you out there can help us financially with this major team
effort, then consider just how much you then also help your less fortunate
fellow man who also dearly seeks TR UTHas THE important first step toward
bringing this once-great nation back under God and Constitution.
Give it some thought, and thank you.
Thee CONTACTStuff
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Telephone

With Ravelan
J

is
(Editor’s note:
The following
summarized
from a telephone conversation
with Rayelan
Russbacher
on
Sunday, June 13, 1993:)
By getting
Gunther
moved from
Jefferson City to the new Institution, it’s
called Missouri
Eastern Correctional
Center at Pacific, Missouri, we’re transferred him out of the frying pan into the
fire.
The new prison is far worse than
anything he’s been in during the four
years of his incarceration.
The physical
surroundings
are very nice, it’s a nice
facade to hide the psychological, sadistic
games that are played.
I mentioned before that there was a
parole hearing and we would know within
ten days whether the request was granted
or denied. Ifit wasgranted, then Gunther
would be turned over to INS and deported immediately back to Austria. Well,
immediately after the parole hearing, the
Warden hit him with aviolation hearing.
The violation hearing covers things like
having too many stamps and too much
canned food. The food had been transferred to Pacific from the old prison. The
major violation has to do with conducting business without permission.
However, permission
was granted and, of
course, the business that was being conducted without permission was signing
over some of his shares of his old brokerage company to me so that I could use
these shares to raise money for a publishing company.
The State of Missouri has searched
their files and they have said that the
company doesn’t exist. This is very important because all the way back in the
original trial they said this company
didn’t exist. But I have the charter in my
possession.
I have given it to somebody
for safe keeping in case my house is
burned or they come in and try to seize it.
I no longer know where it is; I just know
that it’s safe. The original charter has
the gold seal, the embossed stamp, it has
the signature of the Secretary of State of
Missouri, and it has all of the bylaws.
This particular charter was something
we tried to produce back in 1990 when

Conversation

Russbacher

he was up for these charges originally,
but we couldn’t find the charter. Well,
the charter mysteriously appeared in the
prosecu tar’s office. Our public defender
took the charter without the knowledge
of the prosecutor, I believe. I don’t believe the prosecutor realized that the
investigator for the public defender’s office took the original charter. The public
defender would not release them to us
until about two months ago, and now
that we have those charters, we can
prove that this company actually exists.
However, if, while we are trying to prove
that this company exists, the State of
Missouri can prove that this company
doesn’t exist, Gunther can be hit, indieted for conducting some type of fraud.
It’s just another case of absolute harassment on the part of the government trying to do whatever it can to come up with
any charges to destroy us.
On Monday, June 7th, I went to the
Governor’s
office to speak with the
Governor’s legal counsel.
I was telling
him that I believed someone had given
the warden orders to make sure that
Gunther Russbacher had enough violations toward him that he would not qualify
for his parole. It looked to me like the
orders came down from someone outside
the Missouri prison system. The counsel, a young man named Brad, placed a
call to the Warden of the prison at Pacific
The
and asked to speak to Gunther.
warden
told the legal counsel
that
Gunther Russbacher
was eating and
Finally, we
would be about an hour.
realized the warden was never going to
return the call. The next day Brad said
he would phone the warden and ask to
speak to Gunther.
When I left the
Governor’s suite, I called Rodney Stich.
Rodney told me that Gunther had been
placed in solitary confinement,
called
the hole, and had been placed there for
fifteen days on the order of the warden
and the violation committee.
This was
done on Monday afternoon.
When the
legal counsel for the Governor of Missouri called the warden late Monday, the
warden conveniently omitted telling the
him that Gunther was in the hole. The
warden lied by omission to the Governor’s

office. Right after the warden received
the call fr;m the legal counsel, Gunther
was taken out of the hole. He was put in
his cell and he was placed on five days
confinement without the ability to use
the telephone. He is now able to use the
The warden of that
telephone again.
prison, in my mind, thinks that whoever
he reports to is more powerful than
Governor Carnahan of Missouri.
While Gunther was in the S-day lockdown, the Counsel General out of Chicago tried to contact him. His public
defender tried to contact him and the
legal counsel from the Governor’s office
tried to contact him. Jennifer Fachfe is
the woman directly responsible for not
allowing the Austrian Counsel General,
the Governor’s legal aid, and the public
defender from getting their calls through
to Gunther.
Do you see how powerful
this little woman thinks she is? She
thinks she’s more powerful than the
Governor. She’s more powerful than the
She’s more powerful
State of Austria.
than the Missouri legal system because
she denied access from these people.
The Counsel General has the right to
get through to any of their citizens, regardless of lock-down, segregation, no
matter what. And yet, this woman, Jennifer Fachfe, took it upon herself to prevent all three of these calls from going
through.
At that particular prison, they run
their own little crime syndicate.
The
people in that prison think they are absolutely untouchable by any government
agency in Missouri, and I don’t know
whether it’s because they’ve got the CIA
behind them or the Mafia behind them,
but there is a power behind the higherups in that prison and the higher-ups in
that prison genuinely believe that they
do not have to answer to the Governor of
the state of Missouri.
And that’s what
the Governor of the state of Missouri
needs to know about these people. That
prison needs to be cleaned out completely.
That prison is probably the
worst prison in the state of Missouri.
He is experiencing the identical problem he had in Jefferson City: his inability
to get the medicine he needs to keep him
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alive.
There was some rumor of a heating
scheduled for the 15th? It wasn’t the
lSth, it was supposed to be a conference
call hearing between the judge who is
sitting on his appeal and the prosecutor
from the county of St. Charles, a fellow
named Phil Groenweghe.
It’s supposed
to be between Judge Michael Brown,
prosecutor
Phil Groenweghe,
and our
public defender Rob Fleming.
It was
supposed to have taken place the lOth,
and it was when Judge Michael Brown
was going to rule on whether the appeal
had merit, and, of course, what we were
appealing on. There were four actual
grounds, one of which was incompetent
counsel, another was the fact that it had
been tried 18 n onths after the statute of
limitations had run out.
When the stock brokerage company
was closed, it was closed in such a way
that Gunther was thrown in jail immediately and did not have the time to close
down this particular corporation properly. Any business will have outstanding
debts and either declare bankruptcy or
they pay off the debts.
In Gunther’s case, they paid off the
debts, but these charges were brought
18 months later and the victims claimed
that theywere owed these monies. At the
time we tried to find the victims, we
couldn’t find any of the so-called victims. There was nobody who was willing
to come forward and testify at the trial.
The only victim the investigator for the
public defender
found said that Emery
the name
that
Gunther
Payden,
Russbacher was using to run this CIA
proprietary
stock brokerage firm, was
the best financial planner that he had
ever had and made him all sorts of money.
This is a so-called victim?
Back to what was supposed to take
place on the 10th and didn’t: now we’re
waiting for the 17th. If Judge Brown
puts the case back in the St. Charles
County Court, which is where it should
be because we never got a trial, the
prosecutor is going to have to produce
witnesses and there are no witnesses
that will testify against him. If we can
have a jury in front of us, we can prove
that Gunther was the victim of absolute
government
persecution--not
prosecution but persecution,
coming from the
highest levels-meaning
George Bush.
The call went out from George Bush to
get Russbacher.
I believe it went to Dick
Thornburgh.
It may have gone to William Sessions.
I’m not quite sure if it
went to Dick Thornburgh, who was the
Attorney General, then to William Sessions, the head of the FBI, but the man
in Missouri who got the call to prosecute
Gunther
Russbacher
was William
Webster, the Attorney General for the
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state of Missouri. William Webster ran
for Governor
against Mel Carnahan.
William Webster has now been indicted
on various charges of misusing his office
of Attorney General. William Webster is
facing 18 months in prison for that misuse of government resources.
I’ve been
told that there are more charges coming
down toward William Webster.
What is going on right now is that the
men in the Intelligence community know
exa.ctly who Gunther Russbacher is and
know that there, but for the grace of God,
go they. They are using the animosity
between democrats and republicans to
selectively go after every single republican-whether
we’re talking about a congressman, senator, judge, whatever-that
has been involved in the political witchhunts of the Intelligence community during the Reagan/Bush years because on
last count George Bush had thrown over
330 Intelligence operatives in prison.
Everybody can be prosecuted, and if
you get on the wrong side, you’re going to
be prosecuted. That goes for both demoYou’re going to
crats and republicans.
see that there are going to be lots of
former officials becoming indicted and
that plays into the rage of the American
people because the American people are
ready to go on a hanging spree. If the
entrenched bureaucrats, and its the judicial system, if they don’t watch out,
It’s
one by one they’re going to fall.
starting right now. Unfortunately,
for
people like Michael Riconosciuto
and
Gunther Russbacher, it may be coming a
little too late. This is my opinion, but
some high-level bureaucrat, some highlevel Reagan/Bush appointee who was
probably appointed back in 1981 as a
low-level gopher, suddenly is now running a particular agency, whether it is a
branch of the Department of Justice or
the immigration or the CIA or the FBI or
ATF or whatever.
One of these people has a personal
vendetta or has orders from people who
have a personal
vendetta
against
Gunther, and is telling the warden to
make sure that Russbacher dies before
he is deported. This is the seriousness of
what I believe we are dealing with at the
moment. If they can’t kill him within a
week, then they will try to withhold his
heart medication so he has a heart attack. If they withhold his heart medication, they can say that it was the pharmacy person’s fault. Then, in actuality,
somebody goes in with one of those injections, injects the particular chemicals into his system that cause the CIA
“heart attack”, and then they can just
say, “Well, he had a heart condition. He
died in his cell. It’s not our fault.”
Certain people are so frightened that
_ ~~~~~~ Russbacher
Gunther
has the nossibilitv
~~ ~~~
a
”
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of walking free that they are going to do
anything -within their power to make
sure that he never does.
They’re trying to kill him before the
parole is granted or they will manufacture new indictments so they can hold
him somewhere so that his heart condition will eventually kill him.
I do believe that Governor Carnahan
and the democrats within the Jefferson
City hierarchy, at this moment, want
Gunther Russbacher out of their hair.
Gunther is not a threat to Mel Carnahan
or his administration.
He is a threat to
people like former Attorney General William Webster and quite a number of
judges in Missouri, plus quite a number
of the higher-up government appointees
with the CIA, FBI, ATF, LIEA, etc.
I
believe that it is these men who are
conducting the full-scale attack toward
Gunther, which will eventually end in
his death.
One of the statements that I threw out
over the Tom Valentine show in anger is,
‘Even if I have to run for Governor of
Missouri, I’m going to get my husband
out of prison.”
Missouri appears to be
the state that is the most likely to form or
to field a very successful third party.
What they are afraid of is that I can
create a third party there in Missouri,
and that is what I am willing to do if
Gunther is killed in Missouri or if he is
not deported. I will be back there and I
will put together a third party coalition
from all of the various parties that exist
right at the moment. The Missouri people
hate the republicans and they hate the
democrats and, I think, out Df that type
of environment, we can successfully create a third party.
That is what the
Governor of Missouri is really afraid of.
I have no idea when the parole board
is going to make its decision. The parole
hearing was on the 2nd of June. They
told us we would have an answer in 10
days.
I would imagine that it is 10
working days, bringing it to the 15th of
June.
I have no idea whether we will
have an answer by then or not.
Starting Monday, June 14th, Gunther
has been assigned to work in the kitchen.
When Gunther was at Jefferson City, his
heart condition and hypoglycemia preeluded him from working. As a matter of
fact, just a couple days ago while he was
in confinement, he had a glucose attack
and was going into shock. They literally
had to put glucose into his mouth with a
tube to bring him out of the hypoglycemic
shock. What should be known is that
Gunther was exposed to Hepatitis many
years ago. He tests positive for Hepatitis. I do know that people who have this
type of Hepatitis in their blood are not
allowed to work around food. That is a
violation of the Health Code there in
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Missouri. He has told them that he tests
positive for Hepatitis. He also tests positive, since he was young, for Tuberculosis. He was exposed to Tuberculosis in
Austria when almost everyone in Austria
had it right after World War II.
The other thing about working in the
kitchen is that prisoners have in their
possession lethal weapons.
They have
knives and other things that could kill
people. In a prison like Pacific, you can
order a person killed for a pack of cigarettes or for the possibility of early parole.
That’s another reason that I worry about
Gunther having to work in the kitchen.
What is June 17th about?
That is
when Michael Brown, the judge who is
ruling on Gunther’s appeal, will be having a conference call with the prosecutor
of St. Charles County and with our public defender.
It is my belief that Judge
Michael Brown wants out of this and he
wants Gunther deported before he has to
rule, because if he denies the Motion, he
knows that he is making enemies of
Gunther’s
friends in the government.
Gunther still does have many friends within
government.
So, Judge Michael Brown
knows that if he rules in Gunther’s favor
and sends the case back, he’s got republicans angry at him. If he doesn’t rule in
Gunther’s favor, he’s got the democrats
angry at him. He’s got Gunther’s friends
angry at him if he rules one way, he’s got
Gunther’s enemies angry at him if he rules
another way. Judge Brown is caught on
the hot seat. The only way that Governor
Carnahan can be let off the hook is if the
parole is granted and Gunther is deported.
The next step is petitioning Governor
Carnahan for clemency.
If we petition
Governor Carnahan for clemency, he is
going to be put in the exact position that
Michael Brown is put in.
There are very powerful, high-level
political appointees from the years when
the republicans ruled Missouri and when
the republictins ruled the United States,
and it is this group of high-level political
appointees who are the ones who are
behind this continued
persecution
of
Gunther Russbacher.
If the ,Governor
has his way, if Michael Brown has his
way, I am sure that Gunther Russbacher
will be turned over to Immigration and
then it will be a federal problem rather
than a state problem.
What I’m most worried about right
now is that the people at the prison, at
Pacific, who take their orders from these
high-level bureaucratic appointees, will
be successful
in killing
Gunther
Russbacher
before he is paroled and
deported.
Finally, I just want to thank everybody who has written on Gunther’s behalf. That kind of avalanche of mail has
really helped.
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Tapes,

Transcriptions

&

Videos

In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written
transcriptions of some taped topics, m,E W0RV
also offers other tapes and
videos on selected topics.
Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, 86.00 for two
tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The
transcriptions are $3.00 each. (Mexico or Canada add $0.25 and other foreign
countries add $0.50 per tape or transcription.) Postage is included in tape and
transcription
prices.
Please send check or money order to: rtt?Z W072V, P.O. Box 6194,
Tehachapi,
CA 93582 or call 805822-4176
if you have questions or you
wish to use your Visa, Discover or Master Card.
ifyou desire to automatically
receive tapes from future meetings, please send
at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify
you as your balance reaches zero.
Special Ordertapes are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since
this material is usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written
transcriptions are noted by #.
The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes
in bold in parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus:
2/22/92(4);
3/2 l/92(2);
4/l 2/92(2)
Church;
4/l 3/92(l)
4/l 7/92(l)
Christians?”
4/2 S/92(2)*
4/26/92(3);
The Bigger

3/l 4/92(4);
3/28/92( 1); 4/4/92(3);
a talk at local Community

7/26/92(3);
8/3/92(2)
radio program,

# “What is a Semite?“;
# “Who Were the First

wv92ek
9/l 2/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
1 O/4/92(3);
1 O/l O/92(2);
1 O/l 7/92(2) radio program, KTKK;

# “The Photon Belt”;
5/l /92(l) “L.A. Riots and
Plan”;

vww3;
S/8/92(2)
radio talk show;
wv92(4);
5/l l/92(3)
* “Silent Weapons For
Quiet Wars”;
5/l 3/92(3) meeting with European
visitors over lunch;
5/l 6/92(3); S/23/92(2);
S/30/92(3)*
“The Divine Plan and
Places In Between” tapes l-3;
6/l /92(3); 6/4/92 (2); 6/6/92 (4);
6/l 3/92(3); 6/2 l/92(3); 6/27/92(2);
6/28/92(2)
radio program, KTKK, Salt
Lake City, UT;
6/30/92(3)*
“The Divine Plan and
Places In Between” tapes 4-6;
7/4/92(2)
radio program, KTKK;
7/l 2/92(3);
7/l 8/92(2) radio program, KTKK;

8/8/92(2);
8/3 l/92(2)

Anti-Christ

KTKK;

Banksters;

1 O/24/92(2);
11 /l/92(2);
11/1/92(l)
radio program, New Mexico;
11/8/92(2);1
1/14/92(3);1
l/22/92(2);
11/25/92(
1) radio program, Gallup, NM;
11/29/92(2);
12/6/92(2);
12/6/92(2)
Cosmos Patriot Group-I;
12/7/92(
1) Cosmos Patriot Group-II;
12/l 2/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Group-III;
12/l 3/92(2); 12/20/92(2);
12/3 l/92( 1)” Constitutional Law Center;
1/wm;
1/14/93(2)
Seminar speech by Retired
Police Officer Jack McLamb;
1/16/93(2);
l/23/93(3);
l/30/93(2);
2/6/93(l);
2/l 3/93(2); 2/l 8/93(2);
2/20/93(2)
radio program on KTKK
featuring Soltec with Hatonn;
4/4/93(3)
including Soltec and Sananda;
4/l O/93(2) radio program KTKK;
4/24/93(3);
S/2/93(2);
S/l 6/93(2);
S/23/93(3).
#1- #5 Corporation Lecures ($5 each tape).
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Waco Massacre
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Update

(Editor’s note: The following fax arrived as we were going to press with this week’s CONTACT but we HAD to find
room to share it with you readers. We have exceptionally high regard for both Harry Martin and his “baby” The Napa
Sentinel.
Long-time readers will remember the INSLAW material we ran about eight months ago in CONTACT’s
predecessor, THE PHOENlX LIBERATOR.
That fine investigative series on the sophisticated INSLAW intelligencetracking software, wrestled from its inventors and owners by our crooked government, was courtesy of The Napa
Sentinel.
We have another fine outlay from Harry’s paper on our government’s sick and very secret Mind Control
experimentation
to share with you as soon as there is room to do so. This material confirms much of what Commander
Hatonn has presented on We-The-People manipulation tactics. We are presenting the Ken Fawcett tape information
again, on the next page, because that tape also discusses -- among many other issues -- what Harry relates below.)
06/14/1993
JLJN-

IQ-B3

17:31

13t64

he

APFN0614 a:, Fax-A-Friend

FROM:

THE

NAPA

=> APFN Advisor - John Prukop 206~92?=0805

SENTINBL

ID:

7678673036

14.1993

Americanktrbt Fax Mtwc~&
(702) 369-8101
We just cunduccedI private intcrvi~~
with U.S1Tnas~r)lAgenW*
r~ entativel
Tha interview is not at the present tiraa bbing wed Q~xpublicatio&We r d, however,
WIJI~bz)shm some highIights wvfthyou #$@rding the Waco dtuation;
1. Srptelllte hoto recorded unk incurdon into compound and dhowb that cm the

withdrawal

of the WC

them wm fbnee coming from the

We have not confirmed any of
Mmuy

this

gunno&&

tnfwmadon,but the soum iai&liable and is a

Agenr, We can add an additionrrl piece cvfinbmation UJthis, On the eve of the

atrackon the Wlicocompound,we
ed a phone call rqming that ohmeho8 irat inchdin PnrklmdHos ital - hrrd7ii&ik ed to set aside bum bwtn. This wetstKe
&f& tt fatal atteck. fv?lm we, and other media, contacted PM&d Horpital tF ey
rqmcdly hung up on us.
325

Lincoln

Ave~~ue

l

Napa,CA 94558

l

(707) 2S7-NAPA

l

kx (707) X7-YM
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WHY WACO?
UPDATE,
In conjunctron with ConstJtutional Foundation Association,
NOW AVAILABLE:

Tihe Ken FawctHY Theory”
on the ATF assault af the
Bran& Davidian Church Complex
at Waco, Texas
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CONTACT:

Hydrogen

Peroxide

Purification
Editor’s note: We are re-running
this important
information
on the
purification
uses
of
Hydrogen
Peroxide
not only because
of its
bearing
on the New Guia Products
(on the next-to-last
pages)
during
these warner
summer months, but
also because
of the Satanic Elite’s
water
contamination
and other
“plague” introduction plans.
4127193

#l

CERES

‘ATONN

NECESSARY
INSTRUCTIONS:
GAIANDRIANA
AND OTHER
‘PRODUCTS”
As we sit to pen this information I am
at a loss as to how to keep you from
thinking me idiot-material.
However,
you who already have past information,
say, regarding Hydrogen Peroxide and
itsantiseptic-antibiotic properties,
please
be patient while we offer information to
those who have not received same. Further, Summer is upon you and such as
Gaiandriana and the MO-Gu starters andor tea need updated care instructions.
[See next-to-last pages for the New Gaia
Products being referred to here.]
We have gotten back from ONE who
said he had the ‘stuff” tested and found
a few bacteria, avirus or two and some E.
Coli in the test-run.
If it were the
Gaiandriana I question that result very,
very much. It is important for you to
know that in the culture medium utilized there is a combination of items
which CREATE AND PRODUCE
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE in the Gaiandriana
transformation.
This will purify the
liqllid.
This does not mean that you
cannot contaminate the bottle in some
manner.
However,
since intake decreases, usually, let us consider the”setting” bottle, etc. Of course it is recommended that you store the larger quantity in refrigeration facilities.
HOWEVER, if you have no refrigeration facilities, etc. Place the equivalent
of 10 drops of food-grade (35% ) hydrogen peroxide (H202) in a small quantity
(approximately
an ounce) of water (to
first dilute the H202) and then add this
diluted
H202
to
the
32-ounce

Gaiandriana

THE PHOENIX

PROJECT

Use For

Of GGStuff33

or Aquagaia bottle.
Remember to scale down the number of
H202 drops utilized for the smaller 16ounce and &ounce product bottles. The
Gaiandriana or Aquagaia will continue
to thrive and the unwanted bacteria andor any virus will be destroyed and then
actually removed by ingestion by the
Gaiandriana or Aquagaia activity.
The ‘tea” (MO-Gu) is a very different
matter.
You are making a very sweet
growing medium for the membrane and
in addition you are growing it in a warm
condition (necessary) and further you
are setting it for a couple of weeks or so,
give or take a bit. What do I suggest?
Well, I suggest that probably you won’t
want to ship much “tea’ during the hot
months because of lack of refrigeration
in route. But, you CAN purify the water
used in making the tea with the general
rule-of-thumb water-purification formula
of 7-10 drops of 35% food-grade H202
per gallon of water-which
will additionally help enhance the membrane growth.
Then, later on, as you process or
“harvest” the finished MO-Gu tea product, and store it in the refrigerator, add
another 7 to 10 drops (say, for a gallon
storage container of MO-Gu, with scaled
down number of drops for smaller storage containers) of the 35% food-grade
H202.
Again, first dilute the H202 in
some water before adding to the MO-Gu.
You will not taste it and neither will it
hamper the value.
I always suggest, in adding any 35%
food-grade H202 to anything, that it be
DILUTED FIRST. Just as you must
NEVER drop concentrated anything into
the mouth (for it would damage living
cellular structures), neither do you dump
it full-strength
into living culture medium. Dilute it in a bit (say, an ounce) of
water first and STIR rapidly whatever it
is you are dumping the diluted H202
into for purification
purposes.
Naturally, if just purifying a gallon of water,
there is no need for active stirring, though
a little closed-container
agitation (a few
shakes) won’t hurt.

slimy goo in the bottom of the bottle of
Gaiandriana
or Aquagaia if left out of
refrigeration?
GOOD GOO! I suggest
you now go get some FOOD-PROCESSED
ALOE VERA LIQUID. Take a half cup or
so of it (some of it is even orange or
lemon-lime flavored, etc.) and dump in
the “gooA and last
portion
of a
Gaiandriana
or Aquagaia bottle.
Or,
strain the =goo” out of its original bottle
and place it into the new aloe vera
‘home”.
Leave set for a couple of days
and you will have a concentrated batch
of Gaiandriana
or Aquagaia
product
which will be an addition to the original
bottle.
This is NOT a replacement
for the
original batch you get for it will not
contain all you need. However, in ones
who intake products which tend to kill
off a portion of the Gaiandriana in the
body (like caffeine in coffee)-this
will
enhance the potency-even
if you just
drink a little. Remember, Aloe Vera itself
has a tendency to make some people feel
‘queazf
so DO NOT OVERDO how much
of this you drink!! However, a full-blown
AIDS victim could take ten times a “normalb amount and only improve-for
perhaps “feeling good” is a very relative
state of being.
Some people are going to run fevers
and have “crisi$ symptoms as healing
takes place. If this goes on for very long,
look to other health problems for the
First, treat the “liquid batch”
cause.
with hydrogen peroxide as above described.
THEN start on a regimen of
hydrogen peroxide according to the instructions given again herein [chart on
following page at bottom].
I happen to know that you do not need
to work up to any 25 drops as the instructions volloting] claim UNLESS you
are suffering from flu, infection, or other
maladies.
If you are “well” and ‘anything” makes you feel bad-either
stop it
or, certainly, decrease the amount. USE
YOUR REASONING MIND!!
Like anything of this nature-TOO
MUCH WILL
MAKE YOU SICK OR BE DETRIMENTAL-EXCEPT
WITH GAIANDRIANAAND THEN EVEN THOUGH YOU MIGHT
GETTING “SLIMED”
NOT FEEL GOOD (BECAUSE OF THE
What about that OVERDOSE OF ALOE FROM THE CULAnother question:

JUNE 15,1993
TURE MEDIUM),
YOURSELF.
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YOU

WON’T

HYDROGEN
PEROXIDE
(35% Food Grade)

HURT
H202

Purchase a small eye dropper bottle
at the drug store. Fill your small dropper
bottle from the large bottle as needed.
The large bottle may be stored in the
refrigerator or in the freezer inside another plastic container.
The small eye
dropper bottle should also be kept in the
refrigerator.
Always use caution when
handling 35% hydrogen peroxide1
DO NOT use with carrot juice, carbonated drinks or alcohol.
For best
results, take on an empty stomach 1
hour before a meal or 3 hours after
meals.
Formula: Mix the number of drops of
35% hydrogen peroxide into at least 6 oz.
of distilled water, juice or milk and stir
vigorously, then drink the mixture. Some
people eat l/4 to l/2 of a banana immediately after drinking the solution. You
may prefer something else to eat.
If your stomach gets upset at any
level, stay at that level or go back one
level.
Then proceed to increase your
daily dosage again.

of the body: skin, lungs, kidneys and
bowels.
Some reactions to the cleansing effect
could include skin eruptions, nausea,
headaches, sleepiness, unusual fatigue,
diarrhea, head or chest cold, ear infections, boils or any other ways the body
uses to loosen toxins. This is a natural
cleansing of the body and should be of a
short duration as you continue to maintain your program.
Formula to make a 3% solution of
hydrogen Deroxide.
Put 1 oz. of 35%
hydrogen peroxide in a pint jar. Add 11
oz. of distilled water. This will give you
12 oz. of 3% H 0,. Use also for brushing
teeth and applying to skin sores.
Do not use 35% H20, ifyou have had
a transplant.

For the more serious complaints, stay
at 25 drops 3 times per day for 1 to 3
weeks. Then graduate down to 25 drops
two times per day until your problem is
taken care of. This may be from 1 to 6
months.
If you have a’weak stomach you may
experience nausea similar to that in pregnancy. Also as dead bacteria or various
forms of poisons are released you will
experience a cleansinn effect as they are
released through the elimination organs
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PRODUCTS

CHLORELLA
We get complaints
about chlorella
causing indigestion, etc. Chew the tablets or dissolve in a bit of liquid before
intake.
Now again, use reason. Are you still
eating in addition to the chlorella? Well,
perhaps you will wish to reduce the intake. It is better for you than food but
you DON’T NEED EVERYTHING. We are
efforting to show you what you could
take with NO food in survival situation
AND STILL BE ABUNDANTLY HEALTHY.
Adjust your intake accordingly.
If you
are caught in an emergency and need
survival
sustenance-now
you know
what to take for health needs.
You can subsist on chlorella and water alone. Add MO-Gu tea, a bit of spelt
bread and some lentils (preferably red)

Adding 7 drops 35% H202 to
1 gallon drinking water
purifies it. Shake well.
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will only en-

We have tried to make available other
products to use in conjunction with the
Gaiandriana. USEYOUR REASON HERE
ALSO!!
If something makes you feel
bad-don’t
use it!, cut back on amount
or forget it altogether.
These are all
natural substances so remember, if you
are eating anything that makes you feel
bad-you
quit’ eating it, right?
Just
continue the Gaiandriana-I
promise
you-it
is not making you ill. If you are
reacting, then it may be due to the ubase”
or ‘combining”
substance in tableting,
etc.

TO THOSE OF YOU WAITING
FOR NEW STRENGTH OF PRODUCT

Because I have mentioned that work
is being done on strengthening
the
Gaiandriana, some of you are backing off
and waiting.
Please don’t do that for
research is being done and it will be a
while. In addition, one of the items in the
medium is being removed in order to
enhance the strength.
This will mean
that you can get the same basic result by
When free of complaints you may taper adding some food-processed aloe vera to
off by taking:
the initial product which will allow a
25 drops once every other day for 1 week, higher level of Gaiandriana
presence.
25 drops once every 3rd day for 2 weeks, Gaiandriana will only grow to its level of
25 drops once every 4th day for 3 weeks. fuel (food) available-so
just treat the
product accordingly.
A good maintenance
could be 5- 15
I am, further, requesting that all furdrops per week, or whatever makes you ther product be receiving hydrogen perfeel good.
oxide for purification
purposes.
Any
If you get the 35% hydrogen peroxide
on your skin rinse it under running
water for several minutes.
Soak feet: l- l/2 oz. 35% to 1 gal. of
water.
Bath* 16 oz. 35% to a tub ofwater to
detoxify:
Colonic:
l/2 pt. of 3% per 5 gal. of
water.
Douche: 6 tablespoons of 3% per qt.
.’
of water.
Candidiasis:
1 drop of 35% 3 times a
day; then increase schedule.

that YOU ADD, however,
hance-not
damage.
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and you can live healthily ever after-in
other words. it would not be malnutrition that would ‘getcha”. AND ALWAYS
KEEP FOOD-GRADE
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE AVAILABLE TO PURIFY EVERYTHING. REMEMBER, 7 DROPS OF 35%
FOOD GRADE HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
TO A GALLON OF WATER WILL PURIFY
IT AND THE WATER WILL PICK UP A
MUCH
IMPROVED
“FLAVOR”
OF
FRESHNESS-UNDER
MOST CIRCUMSTANCES NOT EVEN NOTED AT ALL.
THIS is why one of the first items confiscated from health food stores, labs, and
so on-IS
HYDROGEN
PEROXIDE
IN
FOOD GRADE. I remind you readers of
long standing: the best treatment for
arthritis and other seemingly “incurable” diseases is hydrogen peroxide therapy in accompanying
regimen
of
Gaiandriana
which moves in and restores the cellular restructuring of self.
CRYSTAL

LIFE

That is an exceptional product but
has become almost out of sight expensive.
However, the best results with
Gaiandriana are being reported with continued, even if remarkably
decreased
amounts, of Crystal Life continued right
with
the
along
in
conjunction
Gaiandriana-mixed
or otherwise. About
8 to 10 drops mixed or separate under
the tongue three times a day is excellent.
In illness, however, increase within reason. If I did not already state it prior to
this-add
7- 10 drops of hydrogen peroxide per quart to the Crystal Life alsoespecially if non-refrigerated,
after opening. This will decontaminate
any possible “unwanted visitors” and not damage the product.
WATER
I cannot urge you often enough to
TREAT your faucet water.
Even if you
have a reverse-osmosis
unit-treat
that
water with proper amounts of hydrogen
peroxide for YOU DO NOT KNOW WHAT
IS IN THAT WATER.
IT WONT HELP
CONTAMINATION
BY TOXINS BUT IT
WILL TAKE CARE OF THE VIRAL OR
IT IS
BACTERIAL
CONTAMINATES.
CHEAP AND NON-TOXIC IN PURIFICATlON AMOUNTS.
The best mouthwash
;znd gum enhancer is a mouthwash of
several drops of hydrogen peroxide in a
fourth cup of water (or so) and cleanse
mouth after brushing (or just do it sevt:ral times a day as convenient).
If the
solution
is “light” just swallow the
wash-it
can only help you unless you
have an active mouth infection.
Moreover I suggest keeping some hydrogen
peroxide near and handy to drop a few
drops of undiluted
peroxide on your

toothbrush a couple of times a week-or
daily-whatever.
You will have a sterilized brush and stop spreading germs
and recontamination.
SPILLING
full strength (35%)
If you
spill
peroxide on your skin-it will burn you.
Rinse immediately under water and it
will be fine. It will bleach so rinse anything that gets spattered-in
water. It is
simply one of those substances which
needs to be handled properly. Peroxide
offers so many “cleaning” uses that I
won’t even effort to list them-but
you
will find it about the most useful item
around your kitchen, bath, etc. You can
find information
at health food stores
and vitamin supply outlets.
Our people
may also be able to
direct you or help you with product or
information; I do not attend those things
unless brought to my attention. We offer
these things as a service rather than a
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major business so we are perhaps remiss in full-range material. We can do
better when the full load eases a bit.
Thank you for your patience and loving
support of the ones who have taken this
load on in addition to their other tasksever without complaint and ever wishing
to help and please. At present they are
trying to build refrigeration facilities to
bring you exceptional
product as the
months heat up and yet do so with very,
very limited resources-so
we do thank
you for your patience.
With George
Green’s attack on the Institute a lot of
things have had to wait or be actually
closed down until the audits are over
and the reclamation can begin. As you
might realize, the impact has been great
on all entities in these projects.
It is
fine-rewards
will be in like measure to
that which is given forth.
I ask that this message be both run in
the paper and sent in addition to all
packings in mailings of product.
Thank you.
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amsimplymportinginanefforttoexpla.inWHAT
takes place within the cellular structures of
living organisms. If you really want to witness
remarkable growth in plants and good stamina
andhealthinpetsandother~~~alittle
of these additives as you would vitamins or
fertilizers. Use in a mildly vitamin C based
solution on same. At transplanttime forgarden
plants and houseplanu+soak their little mot
systems in this natural and mild solution. Just
add a tablespoon of Gaiandriana, a few drops of
liquid vitamin C or C-crystalsto a quart of water
supply of healthy mitochondria - like “fresh and let set for 48 hours-then it is ready for use.
GAIANDRIANA
batteries” for the body’s cells.
Itwill not negativelyinteractwith anything other
The better our cells function, the greater is than perhaps harbored viruses and disease
Gaiandriana is a non-alcoholic health tonic
which provides basic “foods” to help cells, the stamina returned to our internal defense spox~sand organisms.
weakened by the stresses of modem life, to systems, and the better we can counter the
constant onslaught of biologicaland viral invadNOTE
return to a state of health.
The better our cells tinction, the greater is ers. The end result is a feeling of well-being by,
Ifanypmductyoumceivehasanunpleasant
the stamina returned to our internal defense of course, being well.
odor-it
is from the finishing culture process.
systems, and the better we can counter the
2/11/93
#2
HATONN
Leave the bottle open to air and it will quickly
constant onslaught of biologicaland viral invaddissipate. Then, depending on taste and preferers. The end result isafeelingofwell-beingby, of
GAIANDRIANA AND AOUAGAIA:
ence-refrigemte after opening and reclosing.
course, being welll
IMPORTANT: Do not mix the two,
The Gaiandriana (commonly referred to as
To help in understanding the workings of Gaiaddm
and AQuagaia, together far
“chondnana” in the Biological literature) are
capable of intelligent, organ&d attack against these organic *c-men” you must realizethat rtorage-*eAQuagaia(-w~
cellular invaders like viruses. Think of it as a thereisaproteincovering”cap~onviruses. The a!a@pdmandbe!ghl8to~dthem
“pat-man” operation of sorts. However, beyond protein cap is centered on a charged zinc atom forfuel. Theygoaboutthekappointedtasks
onceingd,hutiubottIepri8onsthegare
that,theGaiandrianaarecapableofstimulating andisthepartofthevirusthatmcognizsand
cellularstructumlmpairsduetodamagecaused binds to DNA-in turn allowing the virus to not pauthhuly compatible once the available fiml supply is euehausted. Juices are
by, for instance, f&e radicals and cumulative l-epIoduce.
Aquagaia,
in conjunction
with the -ttotakewiththeAquagaiabecaurce
levels of so-called “backgmund~ radiation in
knock out the zinc atom (a simple themftochondriamu8thavethefaelderIved
our modem environment. Healthy DNA and Gaiana
RNA within the nuclei of our cells then lead to Wmqg? change), which renders the protein &omsame,themoste&ctivejuioebeing
This is a breakdown 0f”part.s”of the &omthetxopia31”Guznra*&ukAnyjuiceis
properly formed and concentrated enzymes, ineffie.
andismostpleasanttointake.
upon which healthy cellular function depends. Gaiandrianamale/femaleDNAstructurewhich fine,h-,
Gaiandriana liquid is made entirely from release many working variants but frees the DlabeesshouldutiIizewha~julu3sare
GaiandrionettesorQillers~totooutthatzinc
availableonth&foodplantokeepwithbthe
wholesome natural ingredients.
atom and pass right into the a!Exted cell. With- safeguidelinesforcabriesand~requkeout the Yap”, the virus cannot reproduce and merits.
AOUAGAIA
infkct more cells-further, the damaged virus
Themostimxocuou8andeasyintake
Complementary to the Gaiandriana prod- feeds the Gaiandriana unified cells and the avii&bletsimplyaf~dropsunderthe
txmgu~bothproductstakematthesame
uct, Aquagaia is also a non-alcoholic health cinxlatingmitochondria
Healthy cells am not aff&ted because they timeoratdiSrenttimesaftheday.Oncethe
tonicwhichpmvidesbasic’foods”tohelpcells,
weakened by the t3tmaes of modern life, to lack the 2inc-centeredprotein czip on the virus. “initial”~tbegunuadmain~
These ‘GaS compounds have an effect on isfoaoolred,ci4aadyths~trndcrrthe
return to a state of healthy function.
tonguearetheIem8tannoyhgtoaq~
Aquagaiacontains &o&on&z
These am. cancercellsbecausetheystopanenzymeonthe
the major biochemical energy “processors” cancer cells fmrn producing a “messenge? M-==
within cellular metabolism. First, enzymes molecule that blocks a second enzyme from
A-C-E ANTI-OXIDANT
FORMULA
begin the breakdown process of organic nutri- attackhg the cancer cell’s DNA. The coments (like fats, carbohydrates and proteins) to pounds(Gaia)havebeenseentoactuallytakeThere is m
evidence that essentially
intiiate
substances’such as amino and out leukemia, breast, brain and colon cancer
cells
Wehavenoclaimtoanythingotherthan
everyoneinoursocielyisexposedtof?eemdipyruvic acids. Then, in the next bucket brigade” step, these various acid molecules am stating that people utilizing these simple and cals,nowmorethanever. Whiiefitxmdicalsam
processed within the mitochondria to release natural substances do show improved well- normal products of our cells and have!cextain
beinganddoreportfeelinggenerallyand,often
benekial roles in the body, increased levels of
chemicalen~~asadmosinetriph~
nixnadbly,
improved
as
‘”
state
of
health,
fteemdicalsinourbodytissuescanbedetiPhate v\Ts.
thought pnxesses and stamma.
mental to our health.
About95%oftheenergyneededto“runthe
The obvious conclusion is that them might Fhx radicaIs are highly unstable substances
machineryVhatkeepsea&ceIlgoingand
produced in the body through, among other
healthyispmducedinthemitochondria Unfor- wellbegoodreportsofbetterhealthandfaster
tunakly,themitochondriaafeparticularlydam- xxmvexy following infection by other viruses routes,themetabolismofoxygen. FIeemdicals
agedbyfi-eenxiic&andcumulativelevelsofso-thanthosementionedabove. Allvirusesknown multiplythmu&aseriesofchGnmactionsand
canattackthepolyunsaturated~acidsofcell
fxded %ackground#mdiationin our modem xeactingeimmUythesameman.ner.
itislcnawnthatmanyd&asesamdueto
membmnesaUnlessex~~fi~~mci.icalsare
environment.mesecomproInisedmitochonMmviralDNAandthesearethemostakcted neut&zed,theycancauseaxxjiderabledamdxia,likehalfdeadbs,tienlead~im-
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painxicelMarfunctioningandhealth.Thusis virusesbytheGaia~drianas~aystal
f&.
We.&ain.makenomedicalckns+w

agetothestxuctureandfun~nofcellmembranes. and thus the cells themsehres.The
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products fi-om free radical reactions are implicated in the progressive accumulation of deleterious cellular changes over time, which may
eventually result in recognizable disease. Free
radicaldamageisimplicatedintheinitiationand
promotion of many cancers, as well as hardening of the arteries.
One area of Aging Research suggests that
f&e mdicals damage body cells and cause the
pathological changes -ted
with aging.
Besides being byproducts of the metabolism of
oxygen, such as during strenuous exercise, we
also generate signiIlcant levels of free radicals
from the environment, such as from so-calIed
“background” levels of ionizing radiation.
Cooperative defense systems that can protect the body from free radical damage include
certainenzymesandtheantioxidantvitaminsA,
C, and E and beta-carotene, which protect cell
membranes from oxidative damage. Vitamin E,
one of the fat-soluble vitamins, is present in the
bloodasd-alpha-tocophemlandiswellaccepted
as the major antioxidant in lipid body tissues.
Vitamin E is considered the first line of defense
against cell-membrane
damage due to
pen$dation. Vitamin E scavengesfree radicals,
termmatingchainmactionsandconfiningdamagetolimitedareasofthemembrane. Selenium
containedintheenzymeglytathionepemxidase
is the second line of defense that destroys
petides
before they can damage cell membimes. Beta-camtene, a precursor of Vitamin
A, also traps f&e radicals. Vitamin C is water
soluble and serves to neutralize free radicals in
aqueous systems.
The antioxidants show promise as cancerprevention agents, alone and in combination.
GINKGO BILOBA
(Ginkgo Biloba extract 24%)
TheGinkgoBiIoba.,orMaidenhairtree,isone
oftheoldestlivingspeciesonthisplanet. Ginkgo
has flourished almost unchanged for 150 million years, and its ancestors can be-tracedback
250 million years. It is because of this antiquity
that the Ginkgo Biloba tree is called “&e living
fossir.Individual
treesarebelieved
capable of
living2OOOto4OOOyears.Duringthelasticeage,
Ginkgos nearly became extinct. These trees
survived only in China and other parts of Asia,
where they stayed until approximately 1,000
years ago. At that time, Ginkgo trees were also
planted around monasteries in Japan, where
they still live today.
The name Ginkgo may come from the Chinese Sanlcyoor Yinlau,(YinGuo),meaning”hill
apricol?or”silvertruit?. Theword bilobameans
“two lobes” and describes the young leaves.
Although modern medical research focuses
mainlyontheleavesofGinkgo,theGinkgofruits
and nuts have been used in China since time
immemorial as a delicacy and tonic food. Ancient Chinese texts record Ginkgo’s use as a
medicinal agent as far back as five thousand
YagO.
The Ginkgo Biloba extmct is
_ a complex
compound. The green leaves of the tree are
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usually harvested from trees grown on plantations in South Korea, Japan and France.
Ginkgo is reported to have a natuml afIinity
for the nervous system. It also seems to stimulatethevascularandendocrinesystemsthat, in
turn, strongly affect the function of the nervous
system, possibly increasing the capacity for
normal physical activity,and the flow of blood to
the brain. Some research indicates the possible
effectiveness of Ginkgo in the treatment of
Alzheimer’sdisease.
Duetoitsphamxxolo&alpmperties,Ginkgo
is now widely used throughout Europe for
treating many forms of vascular disease. In a
survey of packaging information of European
products, Ginkgo has been recommended for
such ailments as headaches, vertigo, inner-ear
disturbances, diminished intellectual capacity
and alertness as a result of insufficient cimulation to the brain, anxiety, and depression, to
name a few.
Ginkgo Biloba &tract (24%) is concentrated
from the leaves of the Ginkgo Biloba tree. The
highly specialized exIraction process yields a
50: 1 concentrate from the leaves (50 grams of
leaf produce 1 gmm of extract). The extmct is
then further standardizedto contain 24% of the
active Ginkgo Flavoglycosides.
MO-GU

ELIXIR

The first recorded use of Mo-Gu Elixir was
during the Chinese Tsin-Dynasty in 22 1 B.C. It
wasrefemdtoas’7he~f~bnmo~
or”l?nzDitiT&.
It has been well documented that there are
certainpeoplewholivetobewellpastahundmd
years of age. These people live in such areas as
themountainousCaucasus,YakuiiainSi~
the IW.aya District of the Ukmine, Tibet and
Spain.Then5sanareainRussiacalledKargasok
where the people are a dairy- and vegetableeating populace. Centenarians axe common
amongthesepeople. TheyatttibutetheirlongevitytOtheYeastEnzymeTea(Mo-GuElixitjwhich
has been in their diet for hundreds ofyears. It is
said that Mo-Gu and yak butter are staples
among the dwellers of the high Himalayas.
Mo-Guhasbeenusedthroughouthistoiyin
China, Japan, Russia, Korea, andlndia. It has
been said to promote a feeling ofwell-being and
overall physical restoration. It has been known
by many names, some of which am: Fungus
Japonicus, Fungojapon Kombucha, Pichia
Fermentans, Cembuya Orientalis, Combuchu
Tschambucco, Volga-Spring, Champ&non de
LongueVie,Teekwass,Kwassan,andKargasok.
The Mo-Gu fungus constructs in a membrane form and is a symbiosis ofyeast cells and
different bacteria. Among these bacteria are:
Bacterium Xylinum, Bacterium Gluconicum,
AcetobacterKetogenum,andpichiaFe~entans.
The Mo-Gu fungus needs to live in a solution
composed of common (black) tea and sugar. In
the proper temperature environment they multiply constantly. They do not build spores as
yeast normally
does,
but instead multiply by a
-_
_
process of branching.
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CHLORELLA
Chlorellaisasinglecelled, fresh-wateralgae.
Believedtobethefirstformoflifewithatrue
nucleus, chlomlladatesbackapproximately2.5
billion years, making itpre-cambrian Through
the process of photosynthesis chlorella cells
reproduce themselves by cell division at the rate
of four new cells evexy 17-24 hours. It was not
until the 1890s that chlorella was identified
under the microscope. In naming it, the prefix
chlor was selected to signify green, while the
suffereZ& indicates small. Chlorellais the most
mseamhed algae in the world and remains the
most popular with millions of consumers worldwide.
Chloreaakantdritionallybalancedwhde
f.andcontributestothehealthandgrowthof
human cells like no single vitsmin or mineral
possibly can.
Chhda is tzxkmely hi@hin pmtein (60%)
and contains more than 20 vitamins and minerals, 19 of the 22 essential and nonessential
amino acids, enzymes and chlorelIa growth
factor. ItisoneoftherlchestsoumesofRNAand
DNA known and has twenty times as much
chlorophyll as altb&, 10 times mom than other
edible algae including spirulina, and 10 times
more than barley grass.
(Zhbdlaisanatuml~~
The
vitamins found in chlomlla cells include: Vitamin C, provitamin A, B-carotene,chlorophyll a,
chlorophyll b, thiamine (Bl), riboflavin (B2),
pyridoxine (B6), niacin (B3), pantothenic acid,
folic acid, vitamin B- 12, biotin, choline, vitamin
K, PABA, lipoic acid, inositol and para-aminobenmic acid. The minerals include: phosphorus, potassium, iodine, magnesium, sulphur,
iron, calcium, manganese, copper, zinc and
cobalt
The amino acids include: lysine, hi&dine,
arghine, aspartic acid, t.hmoinine,serine, glutan& acid, proline, glycine, alanine, cystine,
valine, methionine, isoleucine, leucine, lyrsine,
phenylalanine, omithine, Qptophan.
The suggested daily consumption is 3 grams
per dw
ECHINACEA
GOLD PLUS
with American Ginseng
ln recent years few medicinal plants have
garnered as much attention as Echinacea
(-w-y-.
The genus name is derived from the Greek
&nas,(hedgehogorseaumhin)reftigtothe
prickly scales of the dxiedseed head. Echinacea
was widely used medicinally among Native
Americans, particularly in the Plains. It is a
product which is now used widely throughout
United States and Europe.
Echinacea is a non-specific stimulant to the
immune system. Claims for Echinacea include:
stimulation of leukocytes, mild antibiotic activity, anti-inflamatoiy activity, stimulation of the
adrenal cortex, stimulation of the properdin/
complement system, interferon-like activity,
stimulation of aeneml cellular immunitv. and
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antiviralactivity.Intemalpreparationsamsaidto
assistin alleviatingcold and flu symptoms, mspiratoiy infections,and arthritis,to name a few.
Goldenseal (HydmstisCunadensis) isgenerally placed in the buttercup family. The
name Goldenseal was adopted in 1880, previously having been known as Yellow Root.
For credit card orders, call (805) 823-1644
Goldenseal was widely used among the Native American population, particularly among
We accept Discover, Visa or Master Card.
those in the East. The Cherokee used the
Please make ail checks and money orders payable to: New Caia Products
roots as a wash for local inflammations, for
general debility, dyspepsia and to improve
appetite. The Iroquois used it for whooping
cough, diarrhea, liver trouble, fever, sour
(NAME)
stomach, flatulence, and pneumonia. Benjamin Smith Barton first referred to the use of
(ADDRESS--PLEASE GIVE STREET ADDRESS FOR UPS DELIVERY.)
Goldenseal for rattlesnake bites as early as
1793. Clinical recognition of the use of
(CITY)
Goldenseal came in the early 1850s and has
continued to this very day.
I
Goldensealisamongthe most popular herbs
(STATE)
(ZIP CODE)
(TELEPHONE)
in the American health food market. Uses are
EXP.
numerous, including but not limited to: antisepCREDIT CARD (Visa, Master Card or Discover)
tic, hemostatic, diuretic, laxative, and tonic/
anti-intlamatory for the mucous membranes,
hemorrhoids,nasalcongestion,mouthandgum
SIGNATURE
sores and eye ai&tions.
Iam .m ma-.-.-.,
I
_--__
1 PRICE
10-19
120
_ ___-- PFR
_ -__ 1
-- OR
-._ MORE
.~_- __- i
_- _~UANllll
ITEM
BOTTLE
(LESS 10%)
(LESS 15%)
Ginseng can be literally translated from
GAIANDRIANA
Chinese as y the essence of man” or ’ man$21.00
$21.00
$21.00
8 oz. LIQUID
(no discount)
shupedpmious &.’
Few medicinal plants
CAIANDRIANA
$41 .oo
$41.00
$41.00
16 oz. LIOUID
(no discount)
in the world possess Ginseng’s near-legendGAIANDRIANA
asy status. Dating back thousands of years,
$81.00
$81.00
$81.00
32 oz. UQUID (1 qt.) (no discount)
its history of use in the Orient records theraAQUAGAIA
(Mitochondrla)
$21.00
szr.DD
S2l.DD
peutic properties so wide ranging that it was
8 oz. LIQUID
(no discount)
first dismissed by Western doctors as a”panaAQUACAIA
(Mitochondrla)
$41.00
$41 .oo
$41 .oo
16 oz. LIQUID
(no discount)
CtXi”.
When fatigued, Ginseng reportedly
AQUAGAIA
(Mitochondria)
restores both physical and mental functions
$81.00
$81.00
$81.00
32 oz. UQUID (1 qt.) (no discount)
to peak efficiency and, with regular use,
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Gaia
Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas,
NV 89126
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improves resistance to disease and stress.
American Ginseng’s genus name is Panax

Culture Start (UQUIO) (no discount)

A-C-E Anti-Oxidant

Quinquefdius.

Formula

(1 BO TABLETS)

$40.00

$40.00

$40.00

524.95

$22.46

$2121

I

TOTAL

GINKGO BILOBA

Over 40,000 species of mushrooms exist,
$24.95
$22.46
$2121
many of which are used as medicines. Of
CHLORELLA (l/2 LB)
$32.00
$28.80
$2720
particular note axx such remedies as penicil(500 TABI FTS - 500 mq. EA.)
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
lin- and ergot-based extracts used in mi524.50
$20.83
522.05
(90 TABLETS)
graine tmatment, to name a few. Extensive
SUB-TOTAL
---Iresearch has been done with one mushroom I
in particular, namely, Reishi. This mushSHIPPING (ALL ORDERS)
I ~~~~~~
room is now considered a tried and true
immune system fortifier.
TOTAL
I
I
References to the use of Reishi in the
**PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART BELOW WHEN CALCULATING
SHIPPING
treatment of a variety of complaints date
FOR A&
New Caia Products
(24% Extract)
(1 BO TABLETS/40 mg. EA.)

I

back as far as 2700 B.C. in Chinese litera-

SHIPPING

ture. It is referred to by a number of
names, including the “ten thousand year

mushroom”. The rarity of this particular
mushroom has increased its value. The
Chinese emperor Shih Huang Ti (250-2 10
B.C.) mounted expeditions of hundreds,
even thousands of men to find the Reishi.
Recently techniques have been developed
for the cultivation and harvesting of the
Reishi Mycelium.
Writings about Reishi
place it in the category of “fi zher$ herbs
and claim it is a medicine that improves
the ability of the body to maintain balance
by strengthening natural resistance and
generally improving health.
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ORDER
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s
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S

1o~::oooo
201-300
301-400
401-500
Sol-600

RATES:

UPS
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$5.75
$6.25
57.00
57.50
$8.00

DUE TO PRODUCT
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**For Priority
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